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:PREFACE 
This is an account of how a tiny segment of American 
industry~ jewelry manuracturing of the Attleboros, adjusted j! 
II itself to a war economy. Herein are discussed the nature of 
I the jewelers' normal production, their dependence on metals, 
jl the crisis which they experienced because of governmental 
' restrictions on metals, and their final emergence from this 
I 
crisis by successfully moving into war production. 
Jewelry has been firmly rooted in every civilization 
throughout history. As long as man craves personal adornment, 
the desire and therefore the demand for jewelry products will 
I play a modest yet essential role in any economy. Thus the 
I Attleboro jewelers in their manufacture of medium and low 
I priOed jewelry perform a necessary function within a peace 
time economy. Likewise, as we shall perceive, they fulfilled 
an essential role in America'• greatest war economy. But a 
tiny segment of this country's productive system, the Attle-
boro jewelry industry nevertheless became a :tvital complement 
to big business. 
There are a few limitations to this treatise. For 
instance, all the files in the local w. P. B. engineer's office 
were immediately sealed and shipped to Washington at the close 
II o:f hostilities. Other details. might have been added such aa 
I\ th...e harmonious relations between management and labor, the 
I 
r 
I 
II 
' 
il 
I 
I 
I 
=Jr 
waste paper drives~ the Army and Navy E aw~rds~ 
work of individuals, but neither time nor 
It has proven difficult in a few instances to use the 
as possible. 
Particular sources which proved most helpful were the 
l 
I 
I 
I' 
I
l files of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association wherefrom were traced such important phases 'I 
, of the subje ct as material requirements~ early attempts to 
I obtain defens& orders, efforts ar trade associations~ and the 
case for survival of the industry. 
Acknowledgment and thanka are expressed to the staff of 
the Association and to local executives and technicians~ too 
lj numerous to mention, who patiently gave both time and thought 
to conference and interview. 
E. G. P. 
I 
1 Attl~boro, Massachu.aetta 
Auguat~ 1950. 
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I DESCRIPTION ON THE -AREA 
A. Physical Area 
I 
Located in the southeastern part of Massachusetts, 
I 
adjacent to Rhode Island, ~he prosperity of this corner of 
I 
I 
New England is in.tluenced-.:.at leaa,t in part--by ita generally 
I 
1 advantageous location, its popographic features, and ita 
I 
transportation faciliti9s. : 
I 
Geographically speaking, it occupies about 50 square 
miles situated thirty-five ,miles south of Boston, twelve 
miles north of Providence, ~ :a. I., 189 miles northeast of 
New York City, and forty-f~ur Southeast of Worcewter, Mass. 
This jewelry center includ~s the City of Attleboro and the 
(1) 
towns of North Attleboro, ~lainville and Norton. 
Attleboro 1a located directly on the New York, New Haven, 
i 
and Hartford 1 a main Boilton 1- New York line. All the com.-
1 
mu.ni ties have convenient a~,ce s s to t b3 airports in Plainville, 
I . 
North Attleboro, Easton, Ma1nsfield, and the Providence Air 
I 
Terminal which affords air trans port to all New England and 
other points. They are corineeted by adequate bus service. 
I 
Established truck lines pro~ide local and long-distance 
service to New York and New, England points with connection 
to the West and tm South. , Rail pick-up and delivery service, 
' . 
and the terminal and harbor facilities of Providence and 
I 
Boston are within essy trucking distances. 
(1) New England Community Statistical Abstracts, Massaohuaet~a 
Sao• 1949 InterimEdition. p. 32-33. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The largest of the group is the city 
of Attleboro with; 27.3 square miles 
and ,a population density 
of 827 .o per squ are mile. 
Attleboro This city lies adjacent 
to fiawtucket, ani ia part 
of the Providence Metro-
politan area. It' is situated on u. s. 
Route I, and on S,tate Routes 118, 123, 
and 152. 1 
Four miles to the' north of Attleboro 
is her sister com6unity which occupies 
18.8 square miles of ter-
ritory with its population 
North dens,ity of 659.8 per 
Attleboro aquare mile. This town 
ia four miles closer to 
Boston and to Worcester 
tmn Attleboro pr,oper, but is not 
located directly pn the New York, 
New Haven Railroad. 
Five,-,mf;les east of Attleboro lies the 
town of Norton, while five miles to 
the north is the town or 
Flainville. Althouga 
Norton & these two small communities 
Plainville togetqer are less than one 
fifth as large as Attleboro, 
nevertheless, they do 
serve to complement the Attleboros by (2) 
adding their bit to the jewelry industry. 
B. Population and Lab~r Force 
According to the latest statistics available, the 
I 
population of Attleboro in 1947 was 22,577, a growth of some 
five hundred over pre-war days. North Attleboro is about 
I (2) N. E. Community Statistical Abstract, cit. p. 32-33. 
II 
Ji 
4 
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,I 
hal~ as large with the population figure at 111 912; Norton 
i 
' 
stands at 3,096; Plainvi11• at 1,991. 
I 
II The total number of wa~e earners in the Attleboro shops 
ll was listed at 9,320 in 1S54 as against 7,177 in 1940. Of this I 
number the Jewelry (precioUs and semi-precious) together with 
(3) 
Jewelers' findi gs claimed ~ 41 819 in 1946 and 3,610 in 1940. 
i 
11. E. Connnunity Statiat:ical Abstract, cit. p. 32-33. 
I 
I 
-r 
c. Skill o:C Jewelry Workera. 
I 
The skills of the jew~lry industry and their importance 
i 
to it have depreciated greatly--at least the~ have shrunk in 
their scope•-wi till the development t:£ automa tie machine tool 
I 
i 
methods. From the many requisite skills of the jewelry workers 
i 
of fifty years ago when hand manufacture was practiced, 
/ relatively rew true skills remain. This trend, of course, 
can be traced in all lines :of manufacture. And yet, though 
this need for skill among torkers has lessened, · nevertheless, 
in eomparison w1 th other fields of manufacturing, jewelry has 
I 
retained skills in greater ,proportion. Skill and individual 
pride :in worlonanship have remained in jewelry wh3re they have 
practically disappeared in · otber fields, because the product 
is fine, the plant is mnal+ and ~ach worker sees his own part 
. (1) . 
in total process. 1 
i Numerous procedures peculiar to the trade remain. They 
should be discussed briefly to disclose the type of workman 
that staffs modern jewelry : planta. In this day of automatic 
! 
methods the most important : skill is toolmaking. Design and 
i 
toolmaking are the keys to :effective manufacture with emphasis 
on the latter, for without !highly skilled toolmakers the 
(2) 
individual manufacturer could not stay in competition. It 
i 
will be noted later that the skill and inganuity of the tool-
' 
(1) George Nerney of Bay State Optical, interview Feb. 23, 1950. 
(2) Harry Holbrook of tho ~olbrook Co., interview Dec. 3, 1949. 
I 
-----==r-
maker made possible the high degree of conversion realized by 
! the Attleboro jewelers. E~graving, which was formerly a trade 
l or great ~portance, remains essential, but the high degree o~ 
Jakill which it formerly required has been lost to other nethods; 
I I 
the artistic hand work of former days, for example, is now 
accomplished by photograp~c etching. Although chasing remains 
as a trade there are only two master craftsmen remaining in 
the area. Fine soldering ~sed to require fine workmanship. 
The Benvenuto Cellini type :jewelry which required highly skilled 
' ' ' ( 3) 
!soldering is a thing belonging to the past. Just as the 
i 
I illuminated manuscripts of , the past disap-peared with the 
advent and development of the press, so this skill formerly 
required has now been transferred to the point of production. 
!Jigs are now widely used, ~nto which the several parts of an 
assembly are placed before ;charging. Hand pliering and 
!assembly remain , in some areas of this work, and manual dex-
l
terity and speed continue ;s re~uisites, but jigs and electri-
cal methods have substantially reduced this trade as a skill. 
I I I 
1 In former times silve~smiths created exquisite bits ot 
I 
work. Again, these skills ·have been reduced to the point of 
production, for the refined hammerings of the individual 
I 
smith have been deposed by dies and stamping. Spinning is 
i 
i I accomplished by whirling a J piece of meta 1 and applying prea-s.u.l"e 
II ' 
! (3) George Nerney, cit. interview Feb. 23, 1950. 
II i 
I 
6 
I~ 
11
/ thereon by means of varied ' hand tools to cause the . metal to 
conform to a given design. • Polishing, tl:e use of abrasive on 
a wheel against the finished product to give its metal luster, 
I 
and enameling which requires steadiness and care are other 
skills. In modern stone s.tting all stone sets are forced out 
' 
of a master dye; skill remains essential, however, , as the 
. prongs are brought over and about the stone without effecting 
I 
uneven pressures which would fracture it. 
Finally, coloring reqtiires skills. Here, by the eleetro-
1 
plating process gold, silver and platinum are deposited on the 
I 
base metal and different colors to the final product are 
effected. I:eeping the solution, testing the solution, deter-
mination of rate of current in the dynamo, and removal of fire 
stains (discolorations due 1 to lB ating) require definite 
abilities. I I 
I 
·I Stamping which has la~gely replaced individual cutting, 
I forming, and l>lnnnering req~ires experience and ef'ficiency, 
1, ~01' instance, stampers mus~ determine whether a slo'lv, steady, 
uniformly accelerated speed pressure such as the Toggle press 
' 
affords, or a quick blow is 1 the more effective. 
' 
We may conclude that individual skills are ·not needed as 
they were forrnerl; ·.:~that despite this general trend in all 
i 
manufacturing, jewelry has ! retained a grea tar proportion of 
i 
skills than other lines; th,at skill where formerly found 
I' 
II 
II 
7 
I 
amons the great number of workers is now concentrated at the 
point of producti oh--that is, ~mong the planners, organizers, 
l lll9tallur~iats, cher ata, and toolmakers. 
These skills ~ere to prove t ransferable, facilitated by 
, the .. ·. generally higher intellig-.s .. of the workers ~ a s com-
Pi red to that of wbl rkers engaged im. the mass prOO.uction methods 
of big busine as • 
8 
/ 
II 
l ATURE OF PRE-WAR PRODUCTION 
* A. Manufacturing Establiahmsnts 
1. Types 
The various types of jewelry manufacture 1n the Attle-
boros, prior to and following the war, include tbe following: 
2. Number 
Jewelry (precious and semi-precious) 
Jewelers' Findings 
Gold and Silver Plating 
Gold and Silver Refining 
Sterling Silverware 
Electroplat iDg 
Chromium plating and enameling 
Engraving 
Lapidary Work 
Optical Goods 
Plastics and Bakelite 
Tools and Dyes 
Boxes and Displays 
The following tables will serve to show the number of 
establishments engaged in the manufacture of jewelry, and also 
the total number of all establishments, as indicated above. 
(Table I. 
Manufacturing Establishments. 
Jewelry 
Ye&r Attie'6oro N'ortn Pla!nvriie Horton 
1939 56 3 1 
1940 52 3 1 
1941 55 3 1 
1942 54 3 1 
194;3 54 3 1 
;:t.944 54 3 1 
~945 59 3 1 
1946 61 3 1 
* Directory of New England Manufactures, 1948. pgs. 494-495; 
520-521. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
\ ll 11 
_jl 
~-. 
I 
Table II. ~· 
All Manufacturing Eatablis~nta 
Year Attleboro North llainville Norton 
1939 121 48 15 3 
1940 119 56 5 3 
1941 131 5 3; 
~942 130 5 3 I 194:3 126 59 5 3 
1944: 126 5 3 
1945 129 5 3 
1946 130 71 5 3 
Table III. * 
' Number Employed and Wages Paid--Jewelry. 
Year Attleboro Wages 
Workers laid 
1939 3,313 11,0'74,519 
1940 3,610 12,6'71,926 
1941 4,272 18,851,158 
1942 3,089 24,429,'705 
1943 3,969 31,430,0'75 
1944 3,'722 34,5'74,595 
1945 3,799 44,432,332 , 
1946 4,819 46,861,814 
Table :tv. ~· 
jNumber Emplcryed and Wages Paid 
--
All Establishments 
!Year Attleboro !forth Attleboro North Workers Workers Wages !'aid Wage-s Fa ic 1 
1939 6,'725 1,840 35,082,523 1,850,151 
1940 7,177 2,027 38,829,970 2 176 223 
, ' 1941 8,887 
* 
61,654,535 
* 1 942 8,673 
* 
78,759,946 
* 
'.1943 8,636 2,104 94,'775,442 3,542,225 
1944 8,100 
* 
101,491,859 
* 1945 '7,905 
* 
111,134,986 
* 1946 9,320 2,565 119,102,344 5,145,136 
~ Sources of all Tables= Directory of New England J~r. cit. I 
and New England Community Statistical Abstracts I I 
I 
(Mass. Sec.) pgs. 32-33. 
I I 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I __ 
B. l'roducts 
II 
t 1. Nature 
The jewelry industry embraces establishments engaged 
primarily in manuffacturing articles chiefly tor personal 
adornment, but it also includes related prod eta such as 
1
1 cigarette c ases and lighters, compacts., vanity cases, novelties, ! 
trophies, religious articles, chains, dreas,:and bag ornaments~, j 
I . 
j and others made of precious and semi-precious metals, plain, j 
engraved or chased, and with or without precious or semi- I 
precious stones. 
I 
II 
I 
j, 
I 
J 
12 
Year 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 . 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
Table V * 
Value of Stock and Materials Used. 
Year 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
At.tleboro 
Jewelry 
11,074,519 
12,671,926 
18,851,158 
24:,429,703 
31,430,075 
34,574,595 
44,432,332 
46,861,814 
Attleboro 
Totals 
19,141,502 
21,534,146 
34,415,903 
43,127,041 
52,595,650 
58,894,148 
67,253,713 
68,129,643 
Table VI * 
Value o:f Procluct&. 
Attleboro Attleboro 
Jewelry Total 
19,949,741 35,082,523 
22,304,360 38,859,970 
34,304,360 61,654,535 
42,383,979 78,739,946 
53,089,470 94,775,442 
57,037 '764 lOJ_·, 491, 859 
68 746 077 111,134,986 
' , 77,078,680 119,012,344 
North 
Total 
6,497,752 
7,743,621 
* 
* 13,901,084 
* 
* 19,908,942 
I' * II Statistics from Pirectory o:r New England Manufactures, cit. II N. E. Conmrunity Statistical Abstracts, cit; 
13 
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c. Metals 
1. Metals Used in Jewelry Industry. 
To think of jewelry is to think of the preeious metals--
gold, silver, and platinum. A surprising number of other metals 
however, are necessary to the manufacture of jewelry. Combina-
tions of these metals into alloys or· into resultant materials 
with the desired characteristics is almost inf'inite. 0ne 
stock plant in Attleboro fabricates five hundred varieties and 
- ( 1) 
tints of gold alone. Copper, zinc, tin, steel and iron, 
nickel, gold, silver, and to a less degree, palladium, plati-
num, aluminum, ruthenium, chromium, osmium, iridium, rhodium 
are quite essential to tl~ fabrication of modern jewelry. It 
can be.:.;readily seen, then, that modern war--which mean& ··~,war 
with metals', struck early and hard at this industry. 
It was this broad use of metals--though as previously 
indicated, they are not consumed in v ast quantities--combined 
with the severe restrictions imposed through governmental 
order, which drove hhe imdustry to conversion. Therefore, 
some discussion of their characteristics and uses, as well as 
subsequent restrictions upon them, must be included as demon-
stration and proof of these statements. 
Jewelry metals may be classified as base metals and 
( 2) 
precious metals~ 
I 
(1) Joseph Doescher, Metallurgist at Makepeace Co. i~~erv./iew (2) Ibid. 10/14 49. 
a. Metals classified Base 
A base metal is defined as any non-precious metal. Those 
principally used in the industry are as follows: 
Copper 
Copper is the most widely used of all. With zinc 
it forms the great base alloy, brass, essential to 
tbe manufacture of all medium and low priced lines. 
Watch chains, for example, are made .from a copper, 
zinc, tin alloy which is predominantly copper. The 
proportion of copper with gold determines, essen-
(1) 
tially, the karat of gold. The wide demands of war 
on this metal--the average bomber required 500 pounds 
of it; a battleship, 2,000,000 pounds--precipitated 
(2) 
the great crisis in the industry. 
Zinc 
This metal is used extensively with copper to form 
brass, as just stated. It is utilized in propor-
tionately high amounts to produce 'green' gold and 
in proportionately low amounts to effect white and 
(3) 
yellow gold. 
Tin is widely used by the jewelers. It is combined 
with lead to make solder. It is used with copper te 
make bronze. It is alloyed with lQad to produce twhite 
gold'; used in combination, these metals melt at about 
16, 1941. 
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4801 F. The resultant alloy, ideal for cast-
ing and nicking, can be fashioned into fine 
intricate designs. Consequently, tin is ideal 
for tm manufacture of such i tema as brooches, 
rhinestone jewelry and novelties. It is 
heavily used in the 'regular' or composition 
metal to effect certain desired characteristics. 
Radar parts, manufactured in great quantities 
by the industry after conversion, required tin 
plating. 
This is a most valuable and widely used 
metal. 0ne of the Japanese drives toward 
economic domination of the Orient was directed 
toward the rich tin mines of Burma. 
Lead 
-
Lead is used with tin, as previously indicated, 
to proiuce the 1whi te metal'. It i a used in 
flatware--or holloware--as filler ia such items 
as knife handles, to lend strength and weight. 
Silver manufacturers vae it to weight such table 
articles as sugar and cream pitchers. In com-
bination with tin it is valuable in tl:e forming 
of dyes from patterns. Type :rm-t&~ is predominant-
ly lead and zinc. Alloys o:r lead and tin, some-
times with bismuth added, form the S Q.: t SOlders. 
Chromium 
This elemental metal is used for electro-
plating, principally on cheap quality watch 
cases, bracelets, etc. Chromium is also used 
as an alloy in special steel such as stainless 
steel. Likewise, it often is used to 'harden' 
dies for jewelry manufacturing. It is important 
from a gemological standpoint because minor 
(4) 
amounts color emera dJ green and rubies red, 
Nickel 
Nickel (18%) alloyed with copper resulted 
(5) 
in what was commonly known as German Silver. 
World War I eradicated the name but its wide-
spread use as a substitute for silver continued. 
After World War I European jewelers were 
forbidden the use of gold and silver by govern-
ment decree. They turned to the use of platinum, 
a netal of high durability, in the production of 
delicate filigree work. American copies of this 
fine work--especially that of the French jewelers--
resulted in white gold, an alloy of gold and 
(6) 
nickel. Nickel silver, as it is now known, is 
extensively used in the production of flatware--
more commonly known as tableware--such as forks, 
knives, and other table utensils. The lower 
(4J Jewelers' Dictionary, p. 27. 
(5) Joseph Doescher, cit. 
j6) George Nerney:. cit. 
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groups of DiCkel silver ( 15 to 18% nickel) 
are quite springy when mrd rolled. Thus, 
they resist penetration and deformation. They 
are commQnly used tor watch case stock and 
(7) 
stock base metals• 
Steel and Iro:11 
Steel might not appear to be critical to 
this type or manufacturing, yet its use is 
Ill!lnitold. · These include product ion of the fol-
lowing, for the p;i:JP.pose of illustration: 
atomizers, ei~ar.ette eases, compacts, cigarette 
lighters, advertising novelties, lobster forks, 
(8) 
cake tongs, pen knives. Brass is frequently 
plated to steel, coloring the latter; the result 
is then 'flashed' with a very slight amount 6~ 
gold. It is plated with nickel, gold and silver.; 
Cold rolled steel as a base natal, however, is 
(9) 
limited since it is rigid and hard to work~ 
Iron SAK 10/20 and G.AE 10/30, lmown to 
the trade's metallurgists as mild steel, is used, 
although its workability is a problem since ita 
melting point is above tbat of the gold alloys 
(10) 
and so they cannot be softened to work• Iron 
(7) Conservation Order M-126 (List A Products) 
(8) (9) (10) Joseph Doe.scher, cit. 
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and steel, of course, equip a jewelry shop 
whether we consider the heavy tools su<il as 
drop hammers and power pregses, or the light 
tools found in bench work such as pliers and 
riles. Engravers work on steel plates for 
(11) 
long production runs. 
Aluminum 
T:his metal is used in tl» industry but 
not too effectively. Aluminum 'does aa alloy' 
fairly successfully, but its melting point is 
in the same range as the lowest melting point 
of bird solders'• Moreover, it oxidizes in tro-
cess and a ·special dry atmosphere is necessary 
to anneal it. Generally, it is too soft for 
(12) 
any rough usage. 
b. Meta.ls classified Precious 
These precious metals (gold, silver, and tbe platinum 
group) are prized because of their chemical and physical 
properties--notably resistance to corrosion, hardness, 
I 
strength, luster and beauty--which are desirable in jewelry. 
At the same time they are relatively rare and expensive. 
The platinum group consists of platinum, ~ lladium, iridium, 
1~ (11) Frank L1eher, cit. interview ov. 18, l949e 
( 12) Joseph Doescher, cit • 
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osmium, rutheniumt and rhodi~l The precious metalB charact-
. (13J 
erize jewelry. 
"Gold, yellow-colored metallic element, bas bean used 
£or jewelry making since prehistoric times. Most malleable 
and ductile of all metals, gold may be beaten into sheets as 
of it can be draYm into 50 thin as .ooo,oo4 inch; an ounce 
(14) I miles of wire." Unalterable by heat, air or most corrosive 
agents, it is known as "one of the noble metals.! Pure gold 
0 
melts at .063 c. Fine gold is too aoft for ordinary use; it 
must be hardened by alloying with copper, silver and other 
. ( 15) 
metals. 
Silver, a metallic element also, is the whitest of metals. 
It is harder than gold, s of'~er than copper, mere malleable am 
ductile than any metal except gold. Commercially, it is pro-
bably the best conductor of heat and electricity~ This pro-
:party goaded the demand for this metal in the recent conflict~ 
It resists oxidation, a:rd other desirable properties ma.ke it 
a priceless metal. For most industrial purposes it is hardened 
by the addition of some other metal, usually copper. Sterling--
the word is most generally believed derived f'rom the "Easter-
lings," the North German mercl1ants who settled in London 1n the 
13th century, and whose silver coins were of uniform weight 
and excellence--contains 925 parts silver, 75 parts copper. 
I ts versatility in the jewelry field cannot be disputed• 
\(13) Jewelers' Dictionary, cit. p. 62. 
I
( 14) Ibid. P• 35. 
(15) Ibid. P• 35. 
It is 
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a covering metal of great beauty and luster; it is used as an 
electro-plate (the bus bars conducting the current in the 
process are silver); it can be used as a b ase metal. Silver 
saved the jewelry industry in World War II. After a 11 base 
meta ls bad been eliminated by government decrees, gold on 
silver enabled tbe men and machines of tm Attleboros to con .. 
(16) 
tinue. 
11 llatinum, a white metallic element, is the most import-
ant of the platinum group. In pure form it is soft and malle-
I able. The alloys containing 10% iridium or 5% ruthenium 
possess hardness and working qualities highly desirable in 
(17) 
jewelry making. They are known as 1b:l.rd platinum'•" 
lalladium is a silver-white metallic element whose chief' 
properties are its softness and malleability. It is hardened 
by the addition of sma 11 amounts of other metals, ruthenium 
and nickel proving the n:ost efficient. When added in small 
mnounts to gold, the yellow color fades quickly; alloys con-
taining 15% palladium are quite white. Gold-palladium alloys, 
with or without other elements, are used in jewelry as 'white 
(18) 
gold' and as solders in the pro::luction of platinum j awe lry. 
Rhodium, like other members of this group, is a white 
metal. Its high resistance to corrosion, coupled with its 
exceptional reflective power make it desirable as a finish for 
silverware. 1t is not used as a covering to luminated mte-
rials, but as a white protection to white golds and other 
(16) 3oseph boescher, cit. interview 10/1(/49. 
(17) Jewelers' Dictionary, cit. p. 36. 
(18) Ibid. p. 36. 
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white metals--this is accomplished by electro-plating. Used 
as a finish on searchlight mirrors it was in great demand dur-
(20) 
ing the war. 
Ruthenium, a white metal also, is used principally as a 
hardener for platinum and p&JlJl.adiwn. T:M 5,& rutheniUll platinum. 
which resembles 10~ irido-platinum i most working properties, 
was developed as a jewelry metal during orld War II. An alloy 
of 95% palladium plus small amounts of ruthenium and rhodium 
(21) 
is highly suitable also. Ruthenium is highly resistant to 
atmospheric corrosion and to ordinary cold. 
Iridium, another platinum member, is the most corrosion 
resistant and possibly the densest elemen t known. In the 
massive form it is unaffected by all acids, including aqua-
(22) 
regia (solvent for gold). Its main us e is as a hardener for 
platinum. The platinum alloy containing 10~ iridium, p:rnfarred 
for high grade jewelry, is known as hard platinum; the 5% 
. ' 
alloy, as nedium hard platinum. Although a great metal, . its 
high cost bas caused it to be replaced by ruthenium in the 
( 23) 
more moderate priced lines. Osmium, a hard metallic element 
of the Platinum Group, is possibly the heaviest substance 
knor1n. 
rnn·· Jewelers' Dictionary, cit. P• 36. (2~ Lr oseph Doescher, cit~ 
{ 21) "fewe lers ' 8Dicti onary, cit. p. 36. 
(22 ) I bid. 
I ( 23) Ibid. 
2. Metal Requi rements of Attleboro Area. 
~1e manufacture of medium and low priced jewelry is almost 
completely concentrated in th• Providence, iih¢e Island and 
Attleboro, Massachusetts areas. This part of the jewelry 
industry utilizes almost all of the non-precious metals used 
by the industry. 
a. Comparative Needs of 
Providence - Attleboro Area to total Industry. (l) 
A survey of the Providence-Attleboro plants reflects 
within 10% of the total non-precious and plated metal require-
U 
menta of tl::e entire jewelry industry of the nited States. 
A portion of tb& non-precious metals used by the jewelers is 
used alone; the rest is used in conjunction with precious 
metals. The survey included plants making solely non-precious 
metal goods and those manufacturing products composed of a 
combination of precious and non-precious metals• 
b. Findings of Providence -
Attleboro Survey. 
This sample survey eovered one -third of the indus try 
in t~ Providence-Attleboro area. The sample was carefully 
selected to include accurate proportions of all types and sizes 
of plants. The plants selected numbered fifty-two employing 
some 8, 855 persons. 1n total employees and in ty:p9 a and sizes 
of manufacturing plants the Attleboro area is slightly more 
(1} New England Manufacturing Jewelers' & Silversmiths' Assoc. 
Petition presented to Supply, Priorities and Allo-
cations Board. p. 11. 
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r 
than one-half the number of employees found in the Providence 
area. Types and size of plant are very similar. For all 
practical purposes therefore, the metal requirements of the 
Attleboro area approximate one-third the total estimates 
.. 
reached in the survey. ;t should be remembered that in the 
period covered by tbe survey (Oetober to December, 1941) the 
industry could get but a portion of tbe metals it needed up 
to July 9, 1941 and very little after that date. In other 
words, it had been short of base metal s for nearly a year 
when it found its inventories nearly gone and unemployment 
close at hand. 
The following e~rt of the As soc iationt s §tudy s rows 
results of the sample survey (one-third of the imustry) and 
tbe estimated total metals used in 1941 by that part of the 
industry producing items made wholly of non-precious metals:. 
* CBAR'.r 
Association's Samples Estimated total given 
Metals used in 1941 
by 
f , ntire 
I ndustry 
This 
Area 
Brass--all compositions 
.Nickel Silver 
10,068 
1,178 
100 
164 
tons 
" 
3,556 
393 
33 
53 
tons 
.. 
Stainle sa Steel 
Aluminum .;H:· 
It 
" 
" ., 
. * Estimated from individual plants and local sources of supply. 
·*-:-~ Estimated from all plants using this metal• 
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This chart shows that in 1941 the industry bad available 
to it only 10,068 tons of brass and 1,178 tons of nicke 1. 
8ilver for the manufacture of its products made of non-precious 
metals, can, if absolutely necessary, be substituted one for 
the other. we assume the need of t~ industry for the type of 
product made wholly of non-precious meta ls at least 11,246 tons 
of brass and of nickel silver. About 4~ of IrRterials is 
returned to t~ brass mills in scrap form, thus leaving only 
6, 747 tons of x.w metal consumed by the industry. 
Dividing the metal into its component parts we find that 
the industry actually consumes only 5,398 tons of copper and 
1,349 tons of zinc (based on an average composition of 80% 
copper am 20% zinc for products mde wholly of non-precious 
metals.) 
In addition to articles made wholly of non-precious metals, 
the industry produces many articles made from a combination of 
precious and non-precious metals. This stock is known in the 
industry as rolled gold plate or gold filled stock and is 
fabricated by specialized manufacturers in s :Met, wire, and 
tubing form in many qualities, in accordance with a weight 
ratior quality marking standard of the National Bureau of 
Standa rds (CS-47-34). The process of producing this stock for 
the industry is 150 years old. It consists of soldering or 
sweating karat gold stock to a base of inferior metals. The 
resultant combination of metals is rolled or drawn to the 
25 
'I I 
required weight ratio-. .• Fourteen coneerns within the industry--
stock plants tbey are called--make this rolled gold stock for 
sale to jewelry findings and other manufacturers. Trey made 
a survey among themselves whtch indicates a 1941 production of 
500 tons of brass for use in the production of rolled gold 
plate and gold filled stock. This brass forms the base of non~ 
precious metals upon which the karat gold is soldered and the 
resultant combination Qf metals is rolled and drawn to varying 
sizes and widths. 
This quantity added to the requirements for thoso articles 
made wholly of non-precious metals and reduced to t mir coppe r 
and zinc oontent -actu_all1' used, together wit~ an estimated 
50 tons of copper .for use in alloying .fine silver (999 thou•· .. ; 
aa-ndtba f iDe) and fine gold into karat gold, increases the 
total' amount of copper and zinc required by this indu~try to 
.(2) 
5688 tans and 1409 tons, respectively. 
c. Type and actual amounts 
of metal required in Attleboros. 
On this basis in the Providence· ... ~tt1eboro area, 332 lbs. 
of copper and 83 lbs. of zinc per employee working directly on 
the products of the industry would keep each worker fully 
(3) 
employed .for one year. 
If this material were spvead over the total production 
employment of the whole industry, 188 lbw. of copper and &8 lbs. 
( 4) 
of zinc would keep each worker active for one year. 
[2) Petition: N. E. Jewelersl & Silversmiths' Assoc. to SPAC Bd. 
Oct. 15, 1941. p. 14. 
2& 
If it were spread over tho total of thB direct production 
and direct distribution employees of the industry, then 64 lbs. 
of copper and 16 lbs. of sine would keep an employee working 
. (5) 
in the industry for one year. 
If it were spread over the total of tre direct production, 
direct distribution's employees of the industry and its sup- · 
plies, then 32 lba. of copper and 8 lbs. of zinc released to 
(6~ 
the indutJtry would eliminate the suffering. 
The remaining two non-precious metals, namely stainless 
steel and aluminum, have special uses within the industry. 
Stainless steel is used essentially for watch attachments, 
watch cases, and watch bracelets--~ts non-corramive qualities 
excel those of any other metal. For those parts of watch 
attachments and other items worn next to the akin, no sub-
stitute except perhaps pure nickel, which is yet more critical, 
has been developed. About 150 tons of this metal is re~uired 
by the industry, particularly for the production of watch 
attachments, many of which are for use by the military and 
naval force. 
Tba plants within the industry using aluminum, a~ though 
limited in number, present a very special problem. They use 
aluminum essentially in the production of mesh handbags and 
other items which demand a light metal. Tbe fact that a major 
tnrt of the productive equiprrent of such plants is the 
specially made mesh machine incapable of conversion to any 
(5) Petition of N.E. J. & s. Assoc. cit. 
(6) Ibid. 
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defense use, put these firms in tbe most critical spot of any 
ty:pa plant within the industry. They asked for 165 tons of 
(7) 
.a~uminum. 
The principal plant in the field is located in Plainville, 
a communi:ty of 1300 residents. The plant employs 450 of them. 
The management of this firm exerted eve~ effort and succeeded 
in getting some orders wbich utilized the limited tools and 
other equipment which the company owns in addition to its 
I Jm.ny mesh machines. Th3 organization, because of the early 
shortage of aluminum, was one of the first in tte field to 
begin seeking substitute :rmterials ap.d defense work. Every 
substitute tried almost immediately became unavailable, until 
the plant and the community f ~ced the threat of complete shut-
down. 
Before leaving the subject of the industry's material 
requirements-, there were several points within the industry 
where production was about to be held up because of shortages 
other than metal. Severa 1 concerns bad not been able to get 
plastic moulding powder to which many in the industry had 
turned in their efforts to substitute for ne tal. There also 
existed shortages in acids, lacquers, clEiansers, etc. The 
quantities o:f these ma. terials used in the industry, however, 
were so small that if the najor problem of the industry--namely, 
the metal s hortage--could be eased, these problems could 
readily be adjusted. 
(7) 
Petition of . N.E.J. & s. Assoc.' cit. p. 15. 
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d. Reauons for Conserving the Industry 
Those figures caused many t o feel tl~t the devastating 
impaet of a continued shut-off of these metals would be far 
more disastrous to the national welfare than tha benefits w 
the defense aims that the~r use in defense production might 
bring. Please realize that Providence, R. I. and Attleboro, 
North Attleboro, Plainville, and Norton are mostly single 
industry communities. These requested supplies of metals 
would keep 33,547 employees at work for a year, kBep them 
earning more than thirty million dollars for the next year, and 
keep nearly 300 plants ready for defense work if and wben 
(8) 
available. 
Varicus oth3 r• reasons were put f'orvmrd by _.this connnittee 
as to why the industry's request for these reasonable metal 
requirements should be granted by I.P.M. officials. Jewelry 
manufacturing had instituted and carried on a well-organized 
campaign to route defense pro duct ion to the industry. These 
sincere, wholehearted ef'forts, sponsored by a group of earnest 
individuals who 'lifere in thorough accord with the defense ain¥3 
of the country, had failed to secure for the jewelers a volume 
of defense production sufficient to keep their plants in 
operation even on a much curtailed basis. Statistics showed 
that less than one-half of one percent of the industry's dollar 
(9~ :: 
volume was devoted to work connected with defense industry. 
(t3) 
Petition: New England Jewelers' & Silversmiths' Asso~,cit. 
(9) Ibid. P• 16. p.15. 
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This trade association's survey disclosed less than $500,000~ 
of defense work out of a total estimated sales volume for that 
part of the industry utilizing the critical metals, of 
~noo,ooo_,ooo. This was the factual situation despite their 
r epeated efforts to obtain defense work. Therefore, they 
argued, unless the de fense program could supply the industry 
with items which it must have produced, and which the jewelers 
were capable of producing (even on a cost basis) then these 
manufacturers must face the stark reality of laying off their 
help and disrUpting entirely an industry which had been in 
existance for 150 years. 
Nature of the employees was another reason why the com-
mittee felt their request for mtals smuld be met. Female 
employees constitute considerably more tba.n one half of the 
total employment of the industry. Their chances of re--
employment, if released from the industr; can best be judged 
by reviewing the operations which they perform. They are 
almost entirely semi-skilled workers engaged in such occupa-
tions as carding, gluing in stones, foot press operations, 
simple soft soldering, assembly, stringing up for plating, etc. 
They have been trained by the industry and wculd have to be 
completely retrained if it were possible to find defense work, 
an assumption not entirely tenable when it is realized that 
only a limited amount of highly skilled precision defense work 
was available anywhere nawr their present homes~ 
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Male workers do the more skilled work but their skills 
are all specialized. They are expert engravers, stone setters, 
sample makers, model makers, gold electro-platers, jewelry 
makers, etc.--all skilled work but not a fitting backgroun~ for 
the available defense work requiring a high degree of precisioD 
(tolerances to .0001}. They are not even good starting 
material for training in defense work~ 
The type of eomnru.ni ty was a furt:t.er reason why governmmt 
of'ficials should make available tre industry's nE tal require-
ments. The City of Attleboro wbere a very large part of' the 
jewelry production in Massachusetts is carried on, should no 
relief' be granted to the industry, would be so disrupted that 
it would become a ghost town. With its industry drying up, the 
trade of the community and property values would rapidly 
decrease. This is likewise true of the nearby to\vn of North 
Attleboro which, with the exception of one plant, is entirely 
devoted to the production of jewelry. Xei"t;:her of them could 
survive under the shock of the loss of its jewelry manufactur-
ing industry. Federal and state employment agencies had 
studied the situation and confirmed the difficulties faced by 
these communities which had nothing to fall back on for supply 
of their citizens. 
The substantial revenues to governrffint generated by the 
industry and the amount of capital investment represented in 
the industry were 1 ike wise sound reasons for its conservation. 
It should be noted tbat the u.s. treasnry was then receiving 
31. 
beyond all regular taxes £rom tbe industry an additional excise 
tax of 10;( on retail sales of the industry's products. The 
tax on the non-precious and plated metal prcduotion, it was 
(1 
estimated, brought to the u.s. Treasury $5o,ooo,ooo per annum. 
This was in addition to numerous local levies on the products 
of the industry. (This contention was demonstrated in record 
breaking excise revenues wbich l.a ter developed.) It should be 
realized, also, "that the exact amount of capital invested in 
the industry--which it is difficult to determine--surely is 
nany millions of d ollars, deve lQped . over a long period of years 
as the indus try grew in America since its inception 150 years 
ago. Dry up this capital ani you injure its owners and destroy 
(ll:) 
tbat which took more than a century and a half to build." 
In addition substantial unemployment in this industry 
threatened. "It is now a matter o~ days and at most several 
weeks. Tm need for innnedia te relief, if these plants are 
to be kept going is most a pparent. There will be a lag of at 
least ten weeks before this industry can procure metals from 
the mills should such metals be released. Likew·is e this 
in:lustry is now in the midst of planning its linas for Spring, 
1942. Its wholesale distributors are getting ready their 
catalogs and gene rally laying their plans for the sale o:r the 
industry's products to the retailers in January and February, 
1942. Retailers throughout the country are anxio~ly waiting 
to hear what is ahead, what they can expect. T:tey nrust now 
(10) Petition N.E. J. & s. Assoc. cit. p. 16. 
( 11) Ibid. p. 18. 
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) 
plan for it. It now becomes necessary for the supply Prio• 
rities and Allocations Board to establish a policy with refer-
ence to the handling of the problem for the indus try. tt 
The jewelry manufacturers recognized full well the 
existence in the country of two economies--the defense economy 
and the ei vi lien economy. There were wome officials who felt 
th3. t t~ defense economy must entirely push aside the civilian 
economy, a course which the jewi.lers felt would defeat itself 
because the impact of any such policy would have been so dis-
ruptive to the industry of the country as a wmle that the 
defense production which all were striving for would be in 
jeopardy. 
110ur entire imustry wist.es to recoro itself in full 
sympathy with the defense aims. We seek notlhing that would 
interfere w.l. th them, only an opportunity to do our part as an 
industry in furthering them. 
3 "Give thought to the many instances in which civilian 
industry is essential to the well-being of this nation today. 
Industry is the lifeblood of the country and ramifications 
reach to affect many angles of defense and national welfare. 
To destroy or harm it would go far to make inoperative many 
essential phases of the defense effort." ( 12) 
(12) Petition N.E. J. & s. Assoc. cit. P• 18. 
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I 
3. Conclusions 
In the sample Su.rvey made by the Committee as was indicated 
above, it has been shown that the industry needs certain sup-
plies of metals now available only on priorities. It is readily 
determined by looking at these figures and the em:ploynent 
.figures of the industry that only a very snell amomt of these 
mt tala is needed per man year of employroont• This, it seems to 
the eonnnittee, points sharply to the need for tbe most careful 
consideration for the industry insofar as the general welfare of 
this country is concerned. Particular e ens ide ration should be 
given such a group of employers who have st.own tmir general 
approval of and desire to co-operate in achieving the defense 
aims. Here is a very large group of going enterprises with top 
management ready am willing to be devoted to the fu.lfilllmnt 
of these aims. Condi tiona beyond the 1r control have prevented 
them from getting deeply into the defense program. This com-
mittee feels that they should not be allowed to expire, that 
their eo-operation offered here should be accepted, and that 
re cp ired materials be soundly allocated to tl:em. This program 
we believe to be in the interest of both national welfare and 
the defense program. 
While we come here today as employers of labor, rest 
assured that in an industry where 90,; of the units employ leas 
{ 13) 
than 50 hands, today•s employer was yesterday's worker so that 
we know full well that what we say here could be testified to 
by tho~sands of ~ployees in the industry. 
("13) Petition 1!Z.E. J. & S. Assoc. cit. p. 20• 
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III 
EFFECT OF WAR ON THE INDUSTRY 
J 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
I! 
II_ _ 
A. Initial Attitude and Policy toward Crisis 
The initial attitude or tbe Jewelry manufacturers toward 
their place in our war economy--namely, to conserve tbe indus-
try rather tban convert it to defense production--was rooted 
soundly in both history and logie . Historically, the findings 
of such distinguished stats smen as Baruch and Hoover at the 
time of vvorld war I and Clarkson in his writings, ''Industrial 
America in the World War", ·had been substantiated subsequently 
and corroborated in retrospect. Historically, in World War I 
( 
only 5% of the entire industry was converted to war production. 
Logically , tbe reasoning of Mr. Clarence Stone, local executive 
as cited, and the arg"tUrents of Representative Joseph Martin, Jr. 
cannot be soundly attacked. Tbe se should be examined in detail , 
as proof of such contention. 
Back in 1918, President Wilson appointed Messrs. McCormick, 
1 Baruch, Hoover, arrl Garfield to report which industri · s were 
non-essential and this group n amed a committee headed by 
c. M. Wolley as chairman which reported under date of June 22, 
I 
I 1918· I . 
"First, that no industry sb:mld be absolutely 
prohibited, and 
'< 
Secondly, tm t a plan of general curtail:roont 
can and should be devised broad enough to 
remove the present conflfu t between the neces-
sities of war and non-war industries in the 
matter of raw materials, fuel, transportation ' 
and labor." (2) 
I 
(1) R. s. ~-~~~ -~~, War Production Board Engineer, interview 
(2) Report Feb. 26, 1950. made by committee beaded by C. M. woaley, Chairman, 
to President Wi ls on, dated June 22, 1918. 
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Commenting on this report, Clarkson in his book, 
"Industrial America in the World War," said: 
"The committee's report throws light on 
some of the untoward results that would have 
followed tbe adoption of the view of the abso-
lute non-essentiality of certain industries. 
Off band, one of the most palpable non-essential 
industries in war time is the manufacture of 
jewelry. But certain ci tie a actu.a lly live on 
that industry. Would it be promoting the winA 
ning of the war to wipe the city of Attleboro 
off the industrial map and make its inhabitants 
a public charge? Morevoer, jewelry as an arti-
cle of export had an important bearing in bal-
ancing exports and imports and in maintaining 
exchange at a parity at a time when exports 
were of great importance as a means of obtaining 
necessary imports. A nation must live if it is 
to fight and in the economic as in the human 
body there are obscure and seemingly superfluous 
organs, the removal of which upsets the whole 
of the bodily processes. 
"The comnittee might have added that th9 
prevalence of some l uxuries is the surest incen-
tive to labor. Many an alien laborer did good 
service in the war--not from patriotism, but 
because of the lure of diamonds, silk shirts and 
phonographs. Ice cream and candy look like dis-
~. nsible luxurie·s wl:en men are dying for lack of 
she 11 stee 1 but the driven worker in the roaring 
bays of factories is but human and even in war 
tine ~ cannot be j a.c k of all vrork and no play." ( 3) 
The arguments which prevailed in the conclusions of 
Baruch and Hoover in 1918 , for continuance of the jewelry 
industry despite all the pressure of a war economy which 
would tend to destroy it, held true again in tbe 1941-43 period 
( 3 ) G. B. Clarkson, "American Industry in the 'ftar," quoted in Attleboro Sun of October 14, 1941. 
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They reported some twenty-five industries producing non-
war commodities, employing 253,000 people and using only 
three-tan ths of one percent of the year's supply of coal con-
sumed by industry. They advia ed against direct industrial 
prohibition because: 
"It would not only result in inequalities and thus 
engender intense dissatisfaction on the part of those 
affected but it would also ere ate grave appre ~ns ion 
throughout the entire industrial connnuni ty. This 
might weaken the morale of the nation and, in the 
final analysis, cause actual harm rath9r than 
pos iti~e benefit. u . 
They pointed to the fact that a sudden dislocation through 
complete prohibition of any industry involves the disintegra-
tion of entire organizations, including the workers, foremen, 
superintendents and managers. These c::>rganizations in most 
eases are the cumulative result of many years of constructive 
effort. It is obvious that with the ending of tm war the 
prohibited industries would be obliged to go through the 
pioneer process of recreation. This would, in the opinion of 
the committee, augment the embarrassment of post-war industrial 
readjustments. 
It was further noted that some of the industries affected 
center in a Eingle town w~re they are the only source of its 
support and, by way of illustration, cited the case of jewelry, 
"the production of which centers at North Attleboro, Mass. 
Total prohibition would inflict a heavy blow upon that town; 
trade would be ruined; t ~ di sastr.ous state of affar i.'-:1 preci-
pitated throughout the entire district~" 
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They also brought out the fact that while jewelry is 
perhaps one of tm most obviously non-"'var proiucts, it never-
theless has an economic value to a moderate extent, to 
establish credits in those countries where the nor.mal currents 
of trade continue to show an adverse balance against the 
United States. The conscious utilization of this and various 
other so-called non-war industria s to assist in correcting 
adverse trade b~lances abroad obviously lO:Uld of fer benefits 
that should · not be overlooked. 
The logic of the jewelers' case as it appeared to the 
treasurer of a large Attleboro ~tock plant was threefold in its 
benefitll . .. Fir.st, by granting tm metal re<pirements of the 
industry which were infinitesimal compared to totals needed 
for war, no dislocations would result. The industry would 
continue as a going business, people so completely dependent 
on it would continue to make a living. Thei~ communities 
would retain some degree of economic health, and the lives of 
many workers too old for mass production methods and ill-suited 
to labor migrations could continue in some degree of normalcy. 
A second benefit, unfores~en yet real and actual as the situa-
tion developed, was that the jewelers making a substantial 
profit from higher prices resulting from an accelerated demand 
for their goods, were financially able to accomplish war con-
tracts (most of them on subcontract basis) on almost a coat 
basis. Thus while little and sometimes no profit or even 
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slight losses might result from war production, tbis condition 
was off-set by a profitable bue iness along regular lines. 
Some jewelers, had tbey been forced to convert 100%, could not 
have continued in business. Therefore continuance in jewelry 
manufacture cushioned or--it might be more accurately stated--
underwrote their ventures into war production vvi th its serious 
problems involving construction o1r new tools and equipment, the 
devising of new methods and procedures, arrl frequent under-
estimating on costs due to the 'strange' field. Hence we may 
logically infer that continued jewelry manufacture financed 
defense work done in this area at ridiculoualy low costs. The 
third benefit, he contended, involved the morale factor quoted 
previously from Clarkson's "Industrial America in the World War' 
viz. 'The prevalence of some luxuries is the surest incentiVQ 
to labor.' In other words, the average worker must express 
himself. The worker could not buy automobiles and even limited 
amounts of such necessities as food and clothing. He had to 
get something to show for his long hours of labor. Otherwise, 
he got to the psychological point of asking himself •what's the 
use'. This was especially true of women workers utilized to an 
extent in American industry never before witnessed. Jewelry 
provided a psychological safety valve, as it were. People 
toiling long hours got something to show for their labors 
through the purchase of trinkets, decorations, and those novel-
(4) 
ties which tl::e jewelry trade peculiarly supplies. 
(4) Taken from conversation with Clarence Stone, Treasurer of 
Metals & ContrQls Inc. on Aul!---.2l 1QA.Q 
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Another sound argument for tiE jewelers' case mltth~· rea]_ 
benefit resulting therefrom can be fcund in the statenent of' 
Dr. Julius Hirsch of the Research Institute of Anerica and 
j.; 
former bead of Price Control Board of Germany. "One method 
~-
of' reducting the threat of' inflation ••• is that of expanding 
-
production of civilian goods. Every effort should be made to 
drain of:f tl:e expanding civilian income." 
The Honorable Joseph w. Martin, Jr. in a speech before the 
House of Representatives in May 27, 1942 projected constructive 
arguments before his colleagues on the plight of the small 
businessman. 
'~nless we do come to the rescue of the 
small bueiness Dllln there will be many a 
ghost town in tbe United States. We must 
not forget that t re re are many communities 
which do not share in tm war prosperity. 
When we speak of' small business, we must 
remember small concerns employing fewer than 
200 workers each comprise 99% of' all the busi-
ness in tbe United States; they handle 65~ of 
the nation's connnerce and employ 54%' of all 
the wage earners.'' (5) 
Mr. Martin contended this largely neglected r P-serve of' indus• 
triB.l output must be put to work in the all cut war effort. 
Industrial monopoly must not be permitted to be built up in 
this country. These small industrial concerns whtch are fight-
ing :for a chance to increase the wealth of the nation ani con-
tribute taxes to support the war must not be permitted to 
perish. Martin stated tm.t tm Attleboros bad very little in 
the way of defense orders. 
(5) Providence Journal, May 28, 1942. 
!1:1 
"The Attleboros in my district are a strik-
ing illustration or what is true · in many sections 
of tba country. The Attleboros are supported by 
jewelry factories anc the workers are skilled 
artisans. It is i mp6ssible for the · Sin!.ller con-
cerns to fit into t he war picture and only a few 
of the larger concerns can get war orders to 
keep a few of their forces working. 
"They have been unable to change over because 
it has been impossible to secure the :nachine ry 
although the skilled workers are available. The 
young men can go elsewhere; tb:l older people· will 
be out of their jobs and unable to give up their 
horoos, established for y_e ars, and s eek a new field. 
"The tire and gas shortage adds to tm ir dif'-
ficultie a by preventing transportation to and 
from distant jobs. Small industries like jewelry 
were singled out in the first World War." · (6) 
Hence over the past quarter century, which has embraced 
two world wars, outstanding men directly concerned with the 
problem have expoumed the ntgh function which jewelry produc-
tion plays in our economy whether in time ...,of peace or in t1Dit 
of war• 
(6) Providence Journal, Ly 28, 19421; 
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B• Problems Faced b7 the Industzty; 
1; Restrictions on Met~ls • 
The stated objectives of the 1ndustry Branches, War Pro-
duction Board, were as follows: 
"Adjusting all industria s wit bin the branch to 
a war economy. The maximum production for 
war products within the group. A reduction of 
civilian products to essentials onl7 especially 
where those products consume strategic or 
critica 1 materials needed for war production." 
From this language it can be clearly seen that the 
jewelry industry, catering to a luxury trade, was marked as a 
particular target for the WPB orders restricting or pr90ldding 
the use of certain metals. gluminum, copper , nickel, tin, 
zinc, lead were the first to be restricted by such orders. 
Sueel, rhodium, and eventually gold and silver, among others, 
were added. 
By January 1942, the outlook for the nanufacturing 
jewelry industry was viewed with pessimism by tm manority of 
leading industrialistB •• Although rrany manufacturers continued 
to look for some relief from tm acute lJI)tal smrtage, leaders 
in tm field enjoyed little tendenCJ' to minimize the serious-
ness of the situatioo. Some predicted complete shut-downs 
w:t thin a :fevr monthS • There md be em sharp curtail:rents but 
nO !lCtUB.l slmt-doVm.s had been re-ported. 
I · · Heading .up· to this predicament ··:md been . . the · vicious 
circle ;;No war orders, no equipment; no equipment, no war 
orders" on the one hand, ani a serie 1J of govermnent d civtfes:: 
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restricting the use of metals vital to the industry on the 
other. 
On October 21, 1941, OPll issued tm. drastic M,..9-c order 
which forbade, after January 1, 1942, the use of copper or 
copper alloys in the jewelry industry, and curtailed the 
amount to be used in the interim to that amount consumed from 
October 15 to December 31, 1940. During December, however, 
OPM eased these restrictions by ruling that inventories of 
partially fabridated metal might be used by tbe manufacturer 
if {a) the material was on band December 1, (b) no additional 
copper would be required to complete this item and tc) each 
manufacturer by December 20 filed with OPM IDonm PD-189 estab-
lishing the facts in his particular case. 
Hence, those companies low in inventor.1 as of December 1 
were placed in a very tight position since no provision was 
made for allotment of new supplies and all stocks acquired 
after December 1 were frozen. It was said that inventories 
of such firms--and tmy were reported as numerous--"are nearly (1) 
depleted by now." 
Many jewelers turned to plastics and tin as substitutes. 
But December 31 found tin prohibited. Plastics, moreover, 
were rapidly becoming stringent. Plastic was being widely 
used in various aircraft parts including instruments, combat 
and observation enclosures. In fact, formaldelyde and phenal 
thermosetting materials had been under a general preference 
order since August 23, 1941. 
(1) Attleboro Sun, December 12 1942. 
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Then at the end of 1941--December 31, in fact--came tm 
order prohibiting the use of tin. This hit hard, for rmny 
companies had delayed any sizeable purchases of tin until after 
the copper order became effective. They had consumad very 
little of tbe 'white IOOtal', a combination of tin and lead 
used in jewelry manufacturing. Thus, the December decree, 
curtailing use of tin in the first quarter to 50% of that used 
in too like period of 1940, fau:rrl very little tin used d:dring 
the 1940 com~ rative. 
Also a blow to the jewelers, but considered of leas 
importance, was the curtailment order on stainless steel. 
This rapid successi.on of curtailment decrees brought t hEr 
industry to a posit:L.on ·.:Wll±eh one leader of tre industry . 
described as "hemmed in'•" On February 16, 1942, a momentous 
and vital assemblage of manufacturing jewelers from the 
Attleboro area was :teld at tl:e Hotel Hixon in North Attle"':mro. 
There plans were discussed to keep plants open after March 31. 
The outlook was dark. The jewelers fully realized the gravity 
of tm ir problems centered in the shutdown of plants and 
tbe dift'i.culties of conversion ! ~-~ : due t .o..· the nature of their 
oocl"..inery which produces a frail product as compared to other 
industries. 
It is evident, tben,that this industry particularly, had 
come into direct conflict with government agencies. It is 
! understandable, too, that government officials in Washington, 
whose chief aim was to affect an ever gre ater volume of war 
production, had little sympathy for a trade which they 
• innnediately labelled as unessential. To quote Joseph I:elley 
writing in the Wall Street Journal of March 12, 1942: 
11 Tl:e imitation pieces, those gorgeous 
bits of dressed up brass, copper, lead, and 
tin 'dll shortly go out of production (most 
of materials which go into tre fabrication 
of :rredium and low priced jewelry will be 
prohibited after March 31. 
"As a rellult of one of the paradoxa s 
of war, the so-called precious metals (gold 
and silver) are plentiful while tm base 
metals ba ve aristocratic positions on the 
priorities list. 
"In :Providence and in the Attleboros 
which together make up 85% o:f tre nation's 
IMdium and low priced jewelry, mnufacturers 
are pretty well resigned to the belief that 
their industl"Y is through for tre duration." 
(2) 
(2) Joseph D. l:elley, Wall Street Journal, March 12, 1942'; ' 
• 
Deve~opment of the Crisis in Metals • 
The crisis in jewelry, as we have seen, was bound to tm 
I crisis in metals. Other problems faced tre jewelers such as 
I 
inadequate equipment, labor shortages, and the perplexities or 
moving into foreign .fields of production, but it was the 
priorities and restrictions on metals with their resulting 
shortages which the Attleboro industrialist found insoluble. 
The following excerpts cbeifly from newspapers of the 
war period afford a chronological account of this developing 
crisis. ·Several ''i e lements of information other than metal 
restrictions are included. These, however, serve to round out 
the narrative of metal priorities and restrictions imposed by 
government, their effects on the industry, and counter mas-
urea taken by the jewelers. By the se cormter neasures the 
the stable, intelligent le aders't1.ip which tl-.e industry had 
developed over the years succeeded in fighting off any sudden 
shut-dO\"vn of these industrial organizations. Thus a period of' 
transition was granted tl:em and so substantial contributions 
to tbe total war effort were made possible. 
March 8, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Local representatives of the jewelry industry in a survey 
of Attleboro manufacturing plants agree trade faces gloomy 
out look on account of the diversion of indus trial metals to 
national defense channels and estimate a local shortage of' 
metals variously within a period of six weeks to five months. 
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It is practically impossible to obtain zinc, a metal contained 
in practically all gold articles; nickel and brass are becoming 
difficult to secure. 0ne manufacturer stated tbat a tbree to 
four months delay in brass existed. Aluminum is no longer 
available, although this metal is used in relatively small 
amounts. 
July 25, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Tabulation in questionaires sent out by tl:e Cmmeer of Com. ! 
merce discloses a total of 3130 employee in 30 concerns in the 
area are engaged in war orders. 
~· - · •.J 
Number 
Firma 
Type 
Contract 
Number of 
Employees 
Value of 
Orders 
ww~----------------------------------------------------------9 
20 
1 
F rime 
Subcontract 
Lend-lease 
866 
1764 
500 
$1,437,461.58 
3,759,477.00 3,ooo,ooo.oo 
*~~------------------------ - ------------------------------- - -
August 2, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
- Largest order from U. s. governrnent received to date. 
Automatic Machine Products Co. of Attleboro gets order for 
$621,000 primers. $100,000 of this is to be farmed out. 
AUSUBt 11, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
It is predicted locally that chroim will be curtailed 
for civilian production. 
August 15, 1941--Providenee Bulletin 
Officers of tl:e New England Manuf aetur:t.ng J'ewe lers and 
Silversmiths Association heard a connnittee report yesterday 
that out of 110,000 tons of copper produced in the United States 
monthly, defense is taking 80,000 tons and public health and 
other priorities the reamining 30,000 tons. Most hopeful plan 
lies in the possibility of having scrap re-rolled by the blast 
companies which still have plenty of mill capacity to turn 
out stock under 1-16 size. It would be necessary to secure a 
government license in order to ha. ve this toll re·-rolling done 
and the jewelers would have to collect brass which requires 
no new roo t .al in its repreoessing. 
August 16, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Plastics are lnt by a new ruling of the Office of Price 
Adjustment and Civilian Supply. This order ste.rply restricted 
civilian use of synthetic resins and plastics made directly 
or indirectly from formaldehyde. (Some jewelers were experi-
menting with plastic in liew of base metals.) 
~August - -20, 1941--Attleboro Srm 
Large wholesalers of copper scrap upon whom the refining, 
smelting and brass ingot interests largely depend will be hard 
hit by the ceiling price order of OPACS. Circumstances were 
reviewed by "Daily Metal Trade 11 today. U)ealers cannot charge 
more than 10.75¢' a pound for #1 scrap cop:r;.er to any customer or 
buyer, large or small. For many years the large refiners, 
smelters, and bra.ss ingot makers have paid a premium of i - t¢' 
per pound to large, responsible scrap dealers. The action may 
force some of these dealers to close • 
August 21, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
The Army-Navy Munition Board of Washington D. c. bas 
picked Attleboro as one of the first cities to be surveyed to 
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determine the effect that the defense order rush would ~ve on 
a community not 100% fitted with tools and na chines to take 
defense work. o.P.M. officials arrived here yesterday to meet 
with city officials and rmnufaeturers. Procedures were out-
lined in making applications for subcontracts. 
August 23, 194h--Providence Bulletin 
William A. Shawcross, Director of tbe Division of 
Industry and Production, State Council (Rhode Island) said 
yesterday, ''Rhode Island's jewelry industry can just about get 
through this year but will definitely be up against it in 1942 
on account of the critical shortage of brass. 
August 23, 1941--Attlaboro Sun 
w. L. Batt, Sr., Deputy Director, Production Division of 
OPM declares, "The defense program bas grown to such propor-
tions that prime contractors must realize by now that tl:ey 
cannot handle it all without the aid of subcontractors •" 
August 25 1 1941--Providence Journal 
Edward A. 0tis, Executive Secretary of the Association, 
declares tba t th9 industry is seeking war orders. "The jewelry 
industry in this area has worked night ani day for four or 
five months to obtain defense orders. Many jewelry plants 
face a difficult situation by threatened shortages of materials 
due to priorities, but mDSt continue civilian production as 
far as possible to keep the industry going unti~ defense sub-
contracts can be obtained. Machinery used in tre jewelry 
industry, however, has in many instances been found unsuited to 
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the filling of contracts on a production basis, and we have lost 
defense business for tmt reason.u 
September 9, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Silver as a base metal substitute. Gold on silver with 
bra s s at 20¢ a pound and silver at 4Q¢ an ounce may seem a 
foolish substitution, but actual figures tell a different story. 
One firm's lockets grossing at $18 require 30 oz. of plate and 
in that amount tl:ere is slightly mope than om . pouni of brass. 
One manufacturer guesses $1 per dozen extra; another, $3.00. 
Still another, figuring 12-30 on regular .014 stock figures a 
$1.10 price as compared with $1.53 for sterling base of t:C:.., 
sama .014 t l1iclmess. Th.2t means a difference of 43¢ per oz. 
which seems to ju.sti:fy the $3.00 a dozen guess. 
September 13, 1941--Providence Journal 
Sbawcross claims the a ssurance of Francis L. Treiker of 
OPM, Washington office, that it is not the purpose of the 
government to ruin small business and that tm so-called little 
fellow in tm jewelry industry will be able to get supplies. 
He estimates that 1000 tons of copper will keep small jewelry 
plants operating several months. 
September 13, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
The Division of Contract Distribution within the OPM 1s 
to farm out contracts as a result of a survey by the u.s. Cham-
ber of Commerce. 
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September 19, 1941--Attleboro 3wn 
Jewelers who have now spent two days at clinics (in 
Providence and Worcester) and have made exhaustive investiga-
tions of their o'm are finnly of tm opinion that few defense 
orders can come to the jewelry shops ani that a percentage 
allOV'1ance of metal after January 1 is required from Washington, 
D. c. to keep . the shops going on their regular lines. 
October 16, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Jewelers attended a conference in Washington, D. c. yester-
day to discuss with Priorities officials tm proble~ of the 
industry growing oul:t of 1mtal shortages. Under IOOtal require-
menta data the committee claims 11 322 lbs. · :ft copper and 83 lbs. 
of zinc per employee working directly on t re products or the 
industry wo4ld keep each employee for one year. 
November 4, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Representatives of manufacturing jewelers rove b een in 
Washington, D. C~ the past two days seeking means of' avoiding 
widespread priorities unemployment. 
November 4, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Meanshile Donald Nelron, executiy, director of SPA& said 
in Boston, ttwe are going to think a long time before we put an 
industry out of' business. 11 He stated that rn had asked the 
Rhode Island manuf'actlD!'ing jewelers to provide him with an 
estimate of exact minimum of metals with wbl.ch production can 
be maintained and added that he was waiting for the estimate. 
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November 8, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Regional Committee of OPM moves to save jobs of several 
thousand jewelry workers after survey shewed that in 247 fac-
fories in the jewlery area 1/5 of the present 17,000 employees 
mtg,ht be laid off this month and possible i of t tem in another 
two months. Arthur c. Gernes, Chairman of the Regional Com-
11 mittee, made formal request for special consideration for the 
I jewelry industry in the placing of war orders and in the allo-
cation of equipment to permit a further conwarsion to defense 
production. A study of job classifications by the Occupationa 
Analysis Division of the Social Security Board's Bureau of 
Employn:ent Security indicates that there is little lilre lihood 
of imm.edia te employment of any substantial ·number of jewelry 
workers in other defense plants in the sane or neighboring 
communities. In related skills less than 10% ean be absorbed 
in Rhode Island or Massachusetts, but nearly 50% might be 
employed in Connecticut and Massachusetts if the individual 
cculd be ret srained for the related jobs and could move to the 
connnunitie s where such workers could be used. Housing dif-
ficulties and family responsibilities make such transfers 
more difficult • 
November 18, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
The committee in Washington will submit additional data--
figures covering the industry's metal requirement in a normal 
year--in effort to obtain a minimum of metals to keep the 
industry going. They will concentrate on the basic problem 
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of formulating a program for obtaining and using an absolute 
minimum of metals. "Also, we shall study the extension of 
silver as a base !IE tal and continue our efforts to secure 
more defense orders."' 
November 20, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
OFM puts out order forbidding copper for civilian use 
including some jewelry. This order, reducing by 40% the use 
of copper in tle manufacture of ns.ny articles common to the 
industry, is the hardest blow to the jewelers , t o date. The 
term jewelry and novelties is used to include advertising 
specialties, atomizer:a except for medical me, bar fittings• 
book ends, cosmetic cootainers which is taken to include 
compacts, lighters, napkin rings, picture frames, smoker 
accessories and souvenirs. 
November 24, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
V~ting unanimously to col lect and total the vital but 
confidential facts about their firms' sales, metal consumption 
and stocks over the past five years, the New Englard Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silversmi t hs' Association m9eting in 
Providence last night decided to rmke ne w appeals to Washing to . 
f'o1 .. relief' from the copp3 r curtailment order now in effect. 
Pointing out that their light machine plant:; s have not been 
able to handle much volume of defense work, tb3y protested 
t rn. t s aoo 350,000 people in this c a1n try are depending upon 
jewelry production and distribution for a living ani that 
widespread unemployment is in sight unless s:.om !IE ans of' 
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relie.f is given. It was the largest a t tended annual meeting 
in the ass oc 1a t i o:n' s history. 
"Our nation, our employees, our custo!l13rs require 
attention in that order, 11 declared Fred Ballou, Association 
President. ''We have the courage to hope while we are doing 
our share we can find our proper pl a<l$ in the economic 
scheme." 
November 25, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Employment off in Attleboro but wages are up. 
November 25, 1941--Providence Bulletin_ 
One hundred firms from the Providence - Attleboro area 
will a pply to OPM for permission to use copper and copper 
alloy materials n~1 in stock. Conservation Order M-9-c 
restricts tl"E use of copper to 50% of tbS.t used in the 
closing three months of last year until January 1, 1942 when 
it will be shut off altogether from certain industries of 
which jewelry is one. The order contains a relief clause if 
it would work an exceptional and unreasonable bard~hip~ 
November 27, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
OPM issues tow orders on chroni:~, (1) taking control of it 
and ( 2) making a definite priority or A-10 or higher necess ary 
November 28, 1941--North Attleboro Chronicle 
usouthern New England jewelry is the test case in which 
a broad national policy may be decided as to whether industria 
non-essential to military defense effort shall be kept going 
or permitted to perish. n declared Floyd Odlum, Director of OPM 
subcontracting service. "Four thousand tons of brass annually 
would keep it going." 
November 31, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
(Editorial "'No Ghost Town Here.") ••• Meantime Attleboro 
vrlll continue to make jewelr,r ••• The fact might be more 
definitely stated if both heads and workers were a bit more 
insistent in their demands ••• The trades that yell loudest for 
relief' will get their s hare of copper. 
Decembe.r 8, 1941--A tt leboro Sun 
Copper will be mde available for jewelry un::ler terms of 
a modification. ~ventories of partially fabricated metal 
may be used by manufacturers between now and March 31, subject 
to the following restrictions: 
(1) That the material was on hand as of' 1/1/4~ 
(2) That 1t:te mtal was in a form ofalloy thst 
could be used in the manu.lacturing of aey 
item not on list A of the original order. 
(3} That no additional copper will be required 
to complete the item. 
{4) Tbat by December 23, 1941 each manufacturer 
files with Ol'M Form PD-189 establishing the 
facts in bis c·ase. 
The same limits of use as originally prescribed remain iB 
effect. 
nGcember lOL 1941--Industry Advisor~ Co~ttee, 
New Englana Manu acturing 3ewelers & Silver-
smiths Associatica. 
Gold: ·All alloys of gold, containing 80" or more of cop-per; are covered by Conservation Order M-9-c as amended 
December 10, 1941. This restricts the use of sueh 
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alloys to April 1, 1942, and forbids their use from 
that date. 
All alloys of gold, ~taining nickel, are 
restricted in their use to April 1, 1942 and are 
forbidden thereafter by Conservation Order M-6-b. 
S1.lver: As the result of a recent interpretation by 
the Administrator of Conservation Order M-9-c, it 
has been cons trued that the use of copper is not 
curtailed in the making of all alloys Which contain 
less tmn 50~ by weight of copper. This permits 
the alloying os silver if you have the necessary 
copper. If priority wbich, if gran ted, will allow 
you to purchase the necewsary copper for alloying• 
Pure Nickel and Nickel Silver: Tbe use af nickel 
in all forms is restricted under Conservation Order 
M-6-b to April 1, 1942 and forbidden thereafter. 
While "nickel silveru is included under this Order. 
it also is cons trued to be a copper base alloy 
under M-9-e, and appeals for relief', wmn concerned 
With pure nickel, should be addressed to the Nickel 
Branch, WPB Re: M-6-b and when concerned with 
nickel silver to the Copper Branch, WPB Ref': 14-9-c. 
Chrome Steel: The use of chrome steel (containing 
4% or more of chromium) has been forbidden since 
January 7th under Order M-2l•d. Inventory reports 
should have been filed by January 9, 1942. 
Tin: Tin and tin bearing materials, wbl. ch include 
Wlirte metal, are restricted in thl!t ir use to April l 
and forbidden to be used thereafter ••• '.rhe V'I.P. B <Jt ··; 
wants just as much of this most crit.ical metal as 
it can get and is making plans to acquire it. 
Coplj.r: We warn you that you .should not rely on 
any urther relief (copper) beyo:r:rl that now provided 
in M-9-c as amended. 
A special order, M-9-b applicable to coppe~ 
scrap, provides that you cannot hold more than 
10,000 :BB:s. of such scrap generated by you. If yon 
generate 2,000 lbs. or more brass scrap :r;er month, 
you must report same by the 15th of each succeeding 
month on For.m ~D-226. Copper base alloy scrap is 
urgently needed by the W.P.B. f'or producing cart-
ridge brass. It cannot be re-used by you. Your com-
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mit tee urges tba t you cooperate in tm war effort 
by t~ immediate sale of all scrap to an author-
ized dealer or a brass mill. 
Order M-9-a prohibits the re-rolling of all 
copper base alloy by anyone including mills and 
platers. This includes any work, such as rolling 
to a thinner gauge--slitting, etc., where a labor 
charge is made for such work. 
Substitutes: There are sone non-eritieal Ill3tals ·:t 
arid materia is available. Make every effort to :find 
them. Several materials which mve possibilities 
as substitutes have com to our attBJltioa. We stall 
be glad to discuss them with you if . you will call 
the office. Necessity has mattered mny a new 
lll8. terial for jewelry which is being exper1:rmnted 
with at this time · in man;r plants. Try your hand at 
it. 
December 20, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Use of iridium prohibited by M-49, in the nanufacture of 
jewelry except when specific pe rlhission is given. (Iridium is 
used in hardening platinum alloy used in control instruments 
f'or tanks ani ott.r motorized equipment. 
December 31, 1941--Attleboro Sun 
Tin prohibited after Ma.roh 31 in the manufacturing of 
29 different products including jew·a.l ry, buckles, and various 
novelties, and an immediate 50% reduction in tin used for 
such purposes was ordered~ 
January 5 2 1942--Attleboro San 
OPM extends time for filing oop~r que stiona.ire PB-189 to 
January 10, · 1942. 
January 6, 1942--Attleboro San 
In tl:e meantime jewelry sales jumped 30" for 1941 over 
1940, totalling $530,000 (New York Herald Tribune Compilation) · 
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January 8, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Manufa cturers unable to buy stock from platers, pending 
in'Structions · from the Allocation Board in Washington. 
Janua~ 22, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Niokel Prohibited. Jewelers' use of tlus metal is forbid-
den after April 1. Effective immediately, a portion of the 
order requires the jeweler to reduce inmediately tl:Bir con-
sumption 50% under the amount used between January 1 and 
March 31, 1941. 
January 26, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Aluminum Prohibited. U:se of aluminum is forbidden the 
industry. 
January 27, 1942--Annual Report of Handy & Harman 
New Uses for Silver. Recent research has discovered 
many ne w and unsuspected industrial uses for silver which are 
revolutionary, states Mr. 0 • H. Niemere ••• Tbere has bean a 
95~ increase in the consumption of' silver in the '{Jni ted States 
and Canada over last year (Canada is anly 5i( of t h1. s to tal); 
In actual weight this represents a consumption of 80 million 
oz. in 1941 as opposed to 41 million oz. in 1940. This 
sharp increase is due to several factors: bigger demands for 
silver articles, its growing use as a substitute for otbar 
metals on priority; rapid increase in the use of' silver for 
war output. Its chief i ndustrial use is in solder. Silver 
uniteB metaJs so firmly that the joint is actually stronger 
than the original metal ••• Silver bearings in airoi'aft ln9.ke 
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possible greater speed and ability to withstand shock and 
vibrations ••• Silver is also doing valuable work as a sub-
stitute :ror copp3 r, nickel, zinc, and other Jmtals; releasing 
them :ror use in war. 
January 27, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Jew8lers anxiously await decision as to wnat metals they 
wi 11 be allowed to use. 
February 19, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
First layof' :rs l::Y3 re occurred on Saturday but the nu.:rnb:Br is 
snall am all are expected to :rind other work, pending change-
over of the industry to war production. 
"The list of articles which we can make, once we get the 
machines and tools, is big," said one manufacturer• 
February 14, 1942--Attleboro sun 
Tin Order M-43-a amended. White nBtals in hands of 
jewelers is frozen. 
March 2, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Deliveries of brass scrap at contract prices under 
written contracts entered into prior to Feb. 6, 1942 are 
P9 rmitted up until March 15 by Amend.Bten t #4 to Price Schedule 
No. 20 (Copper and Alloy Scrap)~ 
March 11, 1942--Attleboro Swn 
"WPB drives for subcontracting to spread tre work~ 
People at WPB insist that many sJmll and :nadium industries 
lost in the shuffle for de:f'ense contracts and lammed on the 
head by priorities will get a new lease on lif'e in the comimg 
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montht. They ar& af'raid that organizations suitable for war 
work will throw 1n the sponge before tm p3. roelling out of 
new orders has given them a fighting chance to live." 
(Paul Gesnes and Wm. Finkerton for World ·vtide under Washington 
dateline.) 
March 16, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
WlB studies plan for 25% use of copper after April 1st 
over similar months in 1941. 
March 23, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Gover~nt to bUE white metals (tin and tin bearing 
metals) in jewelers' ha nds. Manufacturers must report 
inventories to u.s. ±mmediately (these bad been forzen in 
hands of cnstume jewelers by Amendment No. 1 to Conservation 
Order M-43-a). This action was ordered by the Inventory and 
Requisition Branch of the Bureau of Inius try Operations. 
·.-- April 2, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
No shops were closed in this area on account of shut-down 
on copper, effective yesterday. uLocal jewelers never 
enjoyed any three bigger months than the first three months 
of this year, u declared one Imnufacturer. Horton Angell Co. 1 
local platers, revealed fact that their sales of silver dur-
ing the past three months exceeded total uaed in any two 
previous yearse 
April 2, 1942--Attlebono. Sun 
It is rumored that WPB has plan but no details regarding 
the shut-down on copper. 
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April 8, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
New 0 rder on Copper. Statement of the WPB 6f:ticia.l .from 
the _Division of Industry Operations is sued April 4, 1942 
follows: 
"Tm jewelry industJ•y today was granted until 
May 15 to use up such of its copper inventory as 
has been plated or alloyed with gold or s il;ver. 
"· •• that from today until May 15 urrler Supple-
mentary Conservation Order M-9-e-2 manufacturers 
of jewelry, rna y finis h process itng ' contaminated 
inventocy' c onsisting of coppe;- which is plated 
or alloyed with gold or sU ver but none other.t' 
(Stocks which cannot be consUltEd prior to May 15 
may be sold to another :rmnufacturer.) 
Gold plated copper, of course, is valued by ita gold 
content and cannot be resmelted except at great cost. 
Attleboro is looking forward to defense orders, to sterl-
ing, and to gold on silver to provide its jobs and is far .from 
being discouraged. One industrial leader guesses that it 
added up to much better than 75% production." 
April 8, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Brown named as WPB engineer for the Attleboros. 
April 8, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Modification in copper decision of much more va lua to 
Attleboros than Providence because better grade goods bulk 
better here than in Providence where 4000 in cheaper jewelry 
shops are already laid off. 
April 9, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Biddle's office rules tm t goverrur.ent {Treasury Department 
bas authority to lend-lease it s uncoined free silver to war 
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production plants. This makes available, if Treasury so 
decide_s, 1,360,000 oz. of silver to war plant s• 
April 18, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Donald ielson urges more subcontracting. 
April 22, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
A committee of government officials collecting information 
for the Tolan Committee (which is studying war migration of 
labor) met here today. The effects of metal bans are to be 
studied first hand. 
April 23, 1942--North Attleboro Chronicle 
Jewelry sales are reported at all tiloo peak. Cmrle a 
Michaels, regional vice-president of American National Retail 
Jewelers' Association at their <ronvention, held m Boston 
yesterday, declared that total sales for tre year Dy exceed 
one billion dollars. This wcnld prrouce $100,ooo,ooo in 
taxes. 
April 30, 1 942--Providence Journal 
Mr. Otis of New England Manufacturing Jewelers and Silver-
smiths' Association reported that "7000 released jewelry work-
ers are being slowly absorbed :ln defense work." 
May 5, 1942--Attleboro SUD 
Steel Banned• Effective August 3, 1942, steel is banned 
in tbe manufacture of some 400 items including such products 
as cigarette cases, lomater tongs, and flatware. This is a 
further blow to the jewelers in their search for substitute 
base metals • 
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May 9, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
OP.A freezes retail, whQilesale, ar.d Imnufacturing prices 
including jewelry at its highest price during the month of 
March, 1~42. 
May 15, 1942--North Attleboro Chronicle 
The extension on copper following the shut-down of April 1 
m s expired. Ap~rently, no lay-offs have resulted. Manu-
facturers report a growing demand for gold on silver. 
May 20, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
A tightening up on silver for industrial use is reported, 
with priorities requested now in mny cases. 
May 27, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Congressman Martin urges Secretary of State, Morgenthau, 
to take steps to release sotm of the immense pile of govern-
ment o'vned silver {as he has been authorized to do) to the 
jewelry :rmnufacturing industry. "The Attleboros receive very 
little by ay of defense orders. Now and then a bone is 
thrown to t~m," declared Mr., Mal'tin. 
June 30, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Jewelry industry faces new crisis. Silver decision will 
determine the future of war time jewelry. 
June 30, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
A cont'enence on silver will be held this afte moon in 
Washington between representatives of the Attleboro-Providence 
jewelers and Senator McCarren of the Sem te Silver Connnittee. 
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July 3, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Local u~B office reports 44% of Attleboro's plants on 
war work. 
July 22, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
~overnment take a eomple te control over s 11 ver. 
July 241 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Jewelers in the district demand 600 tons of silver for 
12 months period. 
July 25, 1942--Attleboro Sun 
Silver curb on indusrtry planned• 
* CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-199 as amended. 
S'ilver 
Section 3022. 
M-199 - July 29, 1942 
Restricted sale, deli very and use of foreign silver 
except to fill orders bearing a preference rating of A-3 or 
higher. Foreign silver not to be used in making articles 
on "List A" including je we lry, etc • .). and no p:trts unless 
such articles could be finished by October 1, 1942. None to 
be used after tmt date. Amount to~e used in the reriod 
July 29 to ctober 1, 1942 not to exceed ~12 of such use 
in 1941 or 1/6 used from January 1, 1942 to July 1, 1942 
whichever is greater. Inventories limited to a minimum 
practical working inventory. 
M-199 - September 28, 1942 
Extended time to finiSh products started before 0 ctober 
to November 15th. 
M-199 - February 25, 1943 
Required rating A-1-a on foreign silver. Restricted use 
of domestic silver between February 25, 1943 and April 1, 1943 
to 1/24 of that used in 1941 or 1942 w~iehever was greater 
and made the saim restriction for each calendar month there-
after with the following exceptions: 
1~ Merchandise made by hand tools exclusively. 
2. (a) Manufacturer who was in business during 1941 
(b) 1941 sales:- of silver product did not exceed 
$25,000 in 1941 
(c) He continues to employ 5 persons or l:ess 
each of whom is over 50 or is incapacitated 
(d) Gross sales of silver prcducts for 1943 and 
each year thereafter do not exceed $35,000. 
M-199 - May 10, 1943 
Put use of silver on quarterly basis. Amount to be used 
in each quarter not to exceed 1/8 of that used during 1941 
or 1942 whichever was greater. Defined manufacturers of 
so-called 11 ha.nd made" jewelry limiting tl:e application of 
this term. 
~· Title 32-Nati onal Defense, Chapter IXWPB, Subchapter B 
Director General for Operations, Part 3022 - Silver 
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M-199 - July 29, 1943 
No foreign silver to be purcr.a sed, delivered or used f'or 
any other tl~n a use on List A. 
Treasury silver to be used only on articles on List C 
(jewelry not included.) 
M-199 - September 6, 1943 
Provided t hat when one nB nu.l'aoturer does toll work f"or · 
another t l si.lv 1' used shall be considered as applying to 
the quota o f both;:; manufacturers • . Also that scra·p remelted 
and re-rolled s ha ll be considered as not again being p.tt into 
process. 
M-199 - November 10, 1943 
Defined 11finisbed products u, and included findings and 
cbain as finished products.. Changed previous ruling so the. t 
silver processed under toll agre @ments should be charged 
.against only tbe one who furni~ed the silver and not as 
before again~t the one who did the processing. 
M-199 - May 15, 1944 
Defined further re strietions on used other than tho~ on 
List A~ Also further restricted uhand tool" manufacturers. 
Prohibited purchase, delivery or acceptance of any silver 
articles by any one if there was reason to believe that it 
was made illegally. 
M-199 - September 18, 1944 
Removed restrictions on use of domestic silver for uses on 
List A. Provided for fungibility of silver stocks~ 
M~l99 - May 25, 1945 
Made domestic silver and Treasury silver interchangeable. 
M-199 - August 20, 1945 
Revoked. 
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WPB ORDER ON GOLD AND PALLADIUM 
April 15, 1943--General Limitation Order L 45. 
Prcrluction o:f jewelry nnde wmlly or partly of karat gold 
or J;a lladium will be sharply reduced from now on, under the 
terms of General Limitation Order L 45, issued by the War Pro-
duction ioard on April 15. 
From April 15 to June 30, no manufacturer is permitted to 
produce jewelry containing more karat gold than 18 3/4 percent 
of the amount contained in the jewelry produced by him in all 
of 1941. Since this period is a little less than a full 
quarter year, it means that goods may be manufactured until 
June 30 at a rate of sl:gb.tly more than '75 percent of the 
average output in 1941. 
Beginning July 1, this production is again reduced to 
50% of the 1941 level, the limi tation being a maximum of 12~ 
of 1941 in any one quarter. 
X:arat gold, for the purpose of this regulation, is dei'ined 
as meaning a gold alloy o:f a quality entitled to karat mark-
ing (10 X:t. or better) and containing less tban 40 percent of 
copper by weight. Gold alloys mtaini:ng 40 percent or more of 
copper are already governed by Copper Order M-9-c which 
restricts the use of the latter Jmtal. 
Since the limitation is upon the amount of karat gold 
contained in the jewelry produced, and since gold filled and 
II 
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rolled gold plate articles contain karat gold, the 
restrictions apply to this class of goods as well as to the 
precious jewelry, according to WPB officials. 
It the manufacturer used palladium in 1941, be rmy con-
tinue to use that metal in the same p~centages of 1941 that 
apply to the use of gold. "Palladium" includes the total 
weight of any palladium alloy containing 10 p~cent or more 
of p:tlladiwn by weight. No provision is made for using pal-
ladium in place of gold that was used in 1941. Tm former 
gold user may continue to use gold in the percentages set 
forth above, but nay not switch to anotmr tmtal~ 
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a. Industry's Att. pt to Solve Proble~~ 
1. Early Attempts to Obtain Defense Orders. 
The initial policy of the jewelers to conserve the indus-
try rather than convert it did not really develop, however, 
until they bad made sustained and sincere efforts to obtain 
defense orders. Let us examine the extent of these efforts 
and the obstacles which thwarted them. 
The most significant was made by tbe New England Jewelry 
Manufacturers' and Silversmiths' Association. This organiza-
tion, a year prior to this report, had established a Defense 
Production Connnittee, ordering it 0 to seek out from all Pro-
curement Office• of the Armed Forces in the country and the 
large holders of prime contracts defense items which the 
industry could produce within its plants. These efforts rm t 
with some success. Some of t he industry's productive equip-
IJEnt could be efficiently used :for de:fense production and 
such equipment o~ rated aroundl the clock. It wq_s f ound in 
spite of t~se efforts that the work available to the industry 
and being dona by the industry represented a very minor 
portion of its p~ductive capacity--a portion by no meanw 
sufficient to maintain even a small percentage of present (1) 
employment. . 
(1) Petition by N.E. Mfg. J. & s. Assoc., "For the Release o:f 
Certain Metals :for the Maintenance o:f Employment in 
the Jewelry Manu:facturing Business." Oct. 15, 1941, 
Exhibit #3, p. 7. 
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The following list, which is only partial, demonstrates 
the efforts of this trade association through its Defense Pro-
duction Committee, to convert to defense work. These Procure-
ment Offices and Prime Contractors had been frequently contacted 
in an attempt to keep jewelry manufacturing employees at work. 
Medical Corps 
Ordnance Department 
Charlestown Navy Yard 
"'<lgnal Corps 
Naval Torpdo Station 
Chemical Warfare Procurement 
Air Corps Procurement District 
Ordnance Department 
Ordnance Department 
Philadelphia Q. M. Depot USA 
American Brass Co. 
Waterville Clock Co:i 
Scovell Mfg. Co. 
Waterbury To~l Co'~ 
Chase Brass Copper co. 
Sperry Gyro Co. 
Casio Products 
Bendix Marine Div. 
General Electric Co. 
Remington Arms 
Wright Machine Co. 
Wam. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 
Fore River 
Westinghouse 
Sargent & Co. 
Smith & Wesson Co. 
Crown Fastener Corp. 
Pontex Press & Machinerv Oo. 
Unived Aircraft CorpoPation 
Bro'm & Sharp M.f'g. Co. 
General Electric Co. 
High Standard Mfg. Co. 
~ollman Instrument Co. 
Colt Fire Arms Mfg. Co. 
Ford Instrument Co. 
Eclipse Aviation 
Stevens Arms Co. 
Winchester Repeating Arms Co,.; 
Erooklyn, N. Y. 
oston, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Brooklyn, N • . Y. 
Newpor't, R. I. 
District Boston 
Dayton, O:b.Li'o 
New York City 
Springfield, Mass. 
Philade ~pbia, Pa. 
Bridgeport, Ct. 
Waterbury, Ct. 
Waterbury, Ct. 
Waterbury, Ct. 
Waterbury, Ct • 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Bridgeport:& Ct. 
Brooklyn, • Y. 
Bridgeport, Ct. 
Bridgepor•t, Ct. 
Worcester, Mass. 
Wins ted, Ct. 
·Qunicy, Mass. 
Long Island City 
New Haven, Ct. 
Springfield, Mass. 
Warren, R. I. 
Central Falls, R. I. 
E. Hartford, Ct. 
Providence, R. I. 
w. Lynn, Mass. 
Hampton, Ct. 
Elmhur:st, L. I. 
Hartford, Ct. 
Long Island City 
Bendix, N. J. 
Springfield, Mass. 
New Haven, Ct. · 
Indian Motorcycle Co. 
AmBrican Bosch Go. 
Gilbert & Blake Co. 
Allied Arms Co. 
American 
Wright Aeronautical Corp .. 
Springfield, Mass. 
Springfield, Mass. 
Spring~ield, Mass~ 
lfew York, N. Y. 
Providence, R. I. 
(2) 
In addition to the trade association's e.f.forts the industrJ, 
as a whole, individually devoted an immense amount of time and 
effort to finding appropriate defense articles capable of 
being p roduced in their plants• 
( 2) petition by N .E. M.fg. J. & s. Assoc. cit., Exhibit #4, p. 2r • 
Ob~tacles Encountered 
"Tbe obstacles which prevent the industry from secnuring 
defense work have been varied and many. Management ability, 
engineering ability, finance, and factory apace have not been 
lacking and all are available to the industry in generous 
quantities. Basic obstacles which th3 i.rrlustry has not been 
able to overcoroo m ve been those regulations and priorities 
stemming from Washington wlnch have prevented the industry 
from getting the type of equipment required to produce the 
thinga the defense efforts need and must have. Time after 
time efforts of the Association an::l of individuals have failed 
because ( 1) the indus try h as not equipment to produce the 
desired goods and (2) such equipment cannot be secured by 
{3) 
~mbers of the industry in time to meet delivery schedules. u 
"The typ9 of equipment found in the average jewelry shop 
is definitely not Sl i ted to the usual items of war producti<m. 
Essie equipment of a jewelry shop includes bench-tools such as 
pliers and files, soldering apparatus, polishing equipment, 
plating apparatus, press room machinery {presses, both foot 
and power, and drop hammerw), and tool room equipment {lathes, 
milling machines, planers, drill presses, and surface grinders) 
The tool room is the only section which the jewelers in their 
initial efforts to convert found adjustable to :rw.rtial ma.nu-
.fac t .ures. To a less degree the stamping rooms of the larger 
factories could be turned to tbe production of certain items. 
(3) Petition by N.E. Mfg. J. & s. Assoc. cit. p. 8, 9. 
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Stamps used in jewelry manufacture, however, are bui lt. for 
light work and so were found limited in their convertibility. 
'· 
Every screw machine available in t 1~ industry has been supplie 
with all it can take care of. Most of the Army-Navy insigniia 
work, which in its entirety is capable of being produced wi t h-
(4) 
in the industry, has come to the industry." 
"Therefore, in practically every effort where the industry 
has bid on items to be produced by its slower and less effi-
c_ient equipment, it bas lost the business because there m s 
been and is today enough capacity in the plants outside 
equipped with full automatic mass production equipment. In 
their intense desire to get 'defense work, many plants in the 
industry have bid at cost or below cost w.lth the result that 
they have still lost the business to better equipped plants 
outside the industry. 
The Jewelry Crafts Assoeiati on which had gone all-out 
in its attempt to get war work and badf; hired a full-time 
engineer to negotiate contracts and plan production, rmt with 
only mediocre success. After a year of intensive effort it 
had found defense work for only 20~ of its rrembers and very 
(5) 
little for them. Experience has shO\m that gold and platinum 
plants--oxcept for th!l ir tool rooms which are already given 
over to war work--are just a~ut useless for war production. 
"Even a cursory study of them {list of equipment in the 
industry) will indicate their inadequacy for the production 
<5 >Preprint from Jewelers' Circular-Xeystone, May, 1943. p. 4. 
(4} Petition of N.E. J. & s. Assoc. to SPAA Bd.,l0/15/4l.p.7. 
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(6) 
of most of the defense needs.'·' Studies and surveys of the 
industry' a plants ba ve been made by local grru p and by 
Ordinance Districts, "particularly the Boston Ordnance Dis-
trict and these statements can be sull!:stantiated by such ma or 
u. s. Procurement Offices. Thus, while eqQipment is satis-
factory to produce its civilian products, it just does not 
(7) 
fit into ·-ne defense production picture to any real extent." 
t 
ttQne fi rm that we know if--and it s one of the l.a rger and 
, . 
bett er equipped shops--has gone after subcontracts from more 
than fifty pt"ime contractors telling ttem to name their own 
price, only to be met in eveey instance with a polite 'Sorry, 
but your equipment isn'ii the kind tmtt a needed. t 
''All the tool room equipmeht and some of the other equip-
ID3nt ts now being used in war product jion. To a. very great 
extent the expansion of the conversion effort in the industry 
is contingent upon the ability of the industry to acquire 
machine tools. we note with regret the recent ruling of the 
War Producticn Board free~ing the status quo of machine tool 
(8) 
expansion." 
(6) Petition of N.E. J. & s. Assoc. to SPA!, cit. p.9 
(7) Ibid. 
(8) Preprint, Jewelers' Circular-Xeystone, cit. p. 4. 
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2. Research and Attempt to Use Substitutes. 
In addition to tbe unive ~sal effort to get into defense 
production, tbe industry has carried on nru.ch research to find 
non-cri~ical materials from which it could produce. Since tbe 
industry's equipment is essentially metal stamping equipment, 
it bas found i.t difficult to procure metal substitute:a which 
are not equally--if not more--critical than its customary 
metals which consist essentially of brass and nickel silver. 
As early as October 1941, Mr. Otic of the New England 
Jewelry Manufacturers and Silversmiths' Association reported 
various un±ts of the industry as using plastics, cold rolled 
steel, tin, silver and other metals. These are some non-
critical metals and materials which are available. 
nseveral metals which have possibilities have c~ to our 
attention. Necess -ity has mothered :n:any a new :rm terial for 
jewelry which is being._experimented with in many plants. Try 
you.r hand at it. 11 This statement was found in a letter from 
the Industry Advisory Comndttee to members of the Association. 
These were substitutes previously ci~ed by Mr. Otis, as listed 
above. 
Research had gone extensively into the field of plastics 
which had s orne reasonable hope of remaining continuously 
available. In regard to plastics most plants, however, were 
not equipPed to handle these rm terials and could not obtain 
new rmchines without long delays. Even as early as August 23, 
1941, it becalm evident that all plastics were .fast becoming 
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as critical as most n:etals, thus reducing hope of much relief 
in this f ie!l:d . Formaldehyde and phenol thermosetiting rm teria lf 
were placed under a general preference order. Flight instru-
ments, altimeters, air speed indicators, gauges, thermometers. 
synthetic devices, combat and observ ation enclosures were only 
a few reasons why plastics came to be classed as strategic 
materials. Shortly thereafter, January 3, 1942, plastics 
were declared strategic. 
The uses of wood were limited. Cold rolled steel, because 
of its hard characteristics, proved too difficult to work. 
Tin soon thereafter became restricted (December 31, 1941) • 
Tbe precious metal silver, of all the possible substitutes, 
proved the most practicable. Mr. Donald Nelson had advised 
the industry to turn to silver, indicating that most other 
metals would be forbidden the industry. In fact, silver saved 
the industry. The increased cost of final products using 
silver as a base metal was surprisingly negligible. Eventu-
ally, this great substitute was tl~eatened by Conservation 
Order M-199 which imposed restrictions upon manufacture of 
foreign silver for restricted. uses between July 29 and 
October 1, 1942; then precluded its use except for orders 
bearing an A-3 rating after October 1, 19&2• 
We may conclude that silver' proved to be the only prac-
tical substitute for the base metals outlawed by war demands. 
None other offered a real solution to tha jewelers' problems. 
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3. Efforts of Trade Associations. 
Tb9 principal vehic_le through which local jewelers 
attempted to meet and solve the problems arising from war was 
the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' 
Associatian, Inc. 
Thi~ corporation was founded in Providence, 
R. I. more than fifty years ago and devotes itself 
to any and all efforts that soundly benefit the 
industry. The Association has a membership of 
218 ..firms, 193 of which are manufacturers, the 
remainder being allied firms such as stone dealers, 
brass mills, suppliers, etc. . (1) 
Fortunate, indeed, was tba industry to have developed 
w1 thin its ranks this leadership whiah enjoyed t~ complete 
confidence of the entire industry. 
''These m!!ln know their busine ss--:many of them 
enjoyed a slight experience, at least, with govern-
ment regulations back in World War I. They are 
sincere and in complete agreement with o.P.M. as 
to objectives. Although differing with government 
officials in many instances as to the best means 
of attaining these objectives, these leaders are 
honest in their efforts to convert. Conversion 
efforts had started early in 1941. To discuss 
and take action on the problema of the industry, 
the Board of Directors, through its President, 
appointed in January, 1941, ~n · Industry Advisory 
Committee whiah together with a supplementary com-
mittee concerned pprticularly with metals, has 
acted for the industry in this connection for more 
than a yeare In addition to thi$, more than a 
year and a half ago, a War Produation Committee 
was appointed to nlan a conversion program for tba 
industry. It obt ained the services of a competent 
prod.uction engineer to take e-very available step 
to bring as mucp war work as possible into the 
industry. (2) 
(1) Edward o. Otis, Execu~ive Sec~y. Industry Advisory Committe 
"Case for Survival of Cos tune Mfg. Indus tn~ P• 3. 
(2) Edward o. Otis, cit. letter to Paul I. Grinberg, 6/24/42. 
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The Association office gathered for this engineer a com-
plete record of the productive equipnent of' the plants ~r.t thin 
its nBmbership and various other pertinent data so that the 
industry's qualifications to produce for war might adequately 
be presented to p~ime and subcontractors. As potential work 
was discovered, the Association's engineer made contact with 
the quali.fied plants in the industry and .final arrangements 
were wo:rlred out between tl:e prime or subcontractor and tm 
individual plant or plants selected. 
All during this time, tl::e Association staff mde constant 
trips to washington and laid plans to develop pools, if, as 
and when appropriate production jobs beca:roo available which 
were not capable of being handled by individual concerns. 
Thns committee used the services of many of the staff of the 
~.IVar Production Board, particularly its Contract Distribution 
Division L~ Washington and locally, especially in the Provi-
dence District which covers the territory in which the 
industry is concentrated, including Providence and the Attie-
boros. 
Numerous surveys were made by representatives from tha 
Contract Distribution Division of tm ,.yar Production Board 
and its predecessor but no major contra.cts were found which 
fitted into too production facilities of the industry by 
these agencies of the War Production Board. The work of this 
committeej •• brought about the final degree of conversion in 
the industry. 
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The history of th9 Association• s efforts in its relation-
ship with tbe war Production Board and its prededessors per-
tains, in particular, to the materials problems of the industry 
The Association first presented itself to the office of Civil-
ian Supply and tre Office of Production Management in the 
summer of 1941, in efforts to obtain materials, particularly 
copper, which were then becoming difficult to acquire in the 
normal course of business. On October 15,1941, the industry's 
Advisory Committee petitioned the Supply Priorities and Allo-
cations Board for the release of certain materials for the 
continuance of employment in the industry. Its case was pre-
sented at a luncheon given by Senator Theodore Francis Green 
of Rhode Island. There were present Vice-President Wallace, 
Donald Nelson, Floyd 0dlum, and representatives of other divi-
si ·ons of the War Production Board and of the Senate and the 
Hom e. 
This petition, briefly, cited the extent of conversion 
realized to date ( 27 .18~H the contention that this conversion 
had been accomplished by the industry it self, as opposed to 
big busines s which had been aided repeatedly by governnent; 
the displacement of workers on account of the restrictions on 
metals (see Appendix, p. l61 ); tl:e inadequacy o:f production 
equipment for war manufactures; the amrunt of revenue derived 
from jewelry excise taxes (see Appendix, p.l5~ ); and an appeal 
for production o:f normal commodities to continue the flow of 
war goods in plants partly converted; 
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After Pearl Harbor the Industry Advisory Comraittee con• 
cluded that little or no materials nee:ded in war production 
would be available for non-essential industria s and tbat the 
only &elutions available to tbe industry were : fl ) conversion 
,. ..., 
to war production to maximum amount possible and (2) use of 
substitute materials not needed for war production. This COlmiii! 
mittee issued two principal reports to all members of the 
Association explaining the policies of the war ~reduction 
Board. Tre strongest possible statements were made therein, 
urging each member to convert as the logical, necessary solu-
tion to both the problems of the indus try and the problems ·of 
the war. 
'This ~oe.rd (WPB) has but a single function--tO' 
produce for war--everything else is secondary. 
In steering your plants in too months to come, 
bear th.is always in mind ••• we :rrru.st emphasize that 
those metals which are allowed to be used should 
be used to cushion the transition to defense work. 
All these orders (restrictions on metals) bave 
very real penalties ••• Try your hand at it (devis-
ing substitutes). Utilize every effort you bave 
to this end (conversion to war production) • If' 
you cannot get into defense, then get just as far 
away as possible from the use of all scarce mate-
rials. This (all-out conversion effort} could 
best be done by: (1) getting war work for the 
industry, (2) conversion of materials not useful 
in the war efforts i nto cash for .financing of t l:e 
war effort. No.thi~ sll:nould disturb your individual 
efforts (to convert). Redouble them again now.t (3) 
Announcements were made of scheduled industry meetings on 
conversion problems, information on publications and books 
(3) Report from N. E. Manufacturing Jewelers' & Silversmiths' 
Association to P. I. Grinbey, Consumer Duravle Goods 
Div. of W.P.B., June 24, 1942. p.2~ 
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dealing with the problem, summaries, interpretations, and 
significance of w.P.B. orders restricting metals, and reports 
on pos&ible substitutes .• were made. 
All during this period, the industry was working under 
restrictive orders until May 15, 1942, when all of the industry's 
generally used metals including alwninum, copper, nickel, tin, 
rhodium, chromium were frozen and in the process of acquisition 
of frozen inventories by tbe .government. Such Jretals were 
voluntarily sold to the government, and, in many cases, at 
, 
prices considerably under the raw material cost to the manu-
facturers and drastically under the cost to manufacturers in 
I those cases where some fabrication had already been performed 
on the metal. This is particularly true of tin where many 
thousands of dollars were sacrificed by tbe industry in making 
this metal available to the government~ 
During this process of acquisition, the Association 
cooperated wholeheartedly with the appropriate divisions of 
the War Production fioard. At this time toon, March 31st for 
most manufacturers and May 15th for others, the only metals 
available to tm industry were alloyed gold and sliver. The 
industry bad been using these metals up to this time to pro-
duce a volume of goods which, together with its war production 
volume, had enabled a substantial part of the industry to keep 
going. Some plants had closed~ 
By mid June, 1942, the Association learned tl:at serious 
consideration was being given by the War Production Board to 
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an order drastically limiting and eventually cutting off the 
use of silver by this industry, as well as an order having the 
effect of disrupting the free flow of foreign silver into this 
country. To thwart this impending action the Association on 
June 29, 1942 dispatched special envoys, Harold E. Sweet of 
Attleboro and George Ingleby of Providence to washington, D. c. 
There they conferred with Senator James E. Murray, Chairman of 
the Special Connnittee to Study Problems of American Small 
Business. This action was followed by a written appeal from 
the Industry Advisory Committee. There is a detailed review 
of the Trade Association's arguments for tbe continued use of 
silver. (see Appendix, p. l82) It discloses th~t their leaders 
conducted a courageous, intelligent campaign corroborated by 
undeniable facts and soupd economic principles. 
The contentions of the j ewi!ltrr . were rooted in sound 
economics.. The large revenues which might accrue to the 
Treasury in financing tb3 war, from insignificant amounts of 
'I copper in the alloying of gold am silver, the disruptions and 
I 
costs resulting from unemployment could not be refuted. In 
addition, a pittance of silver was· required to guarantee some 
normal production as a supplement to an ever-expanding war 
production. Here is another instance of government failure 
to evaluate the important role which the jewelers could play 
in both financing the war effort and building instruments of 
war. The importance of its role in eitrer peace or war was 
completely overlooked! 
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We may conclude that the Attleboros would never have been 
granted the transition time required for effective conversion 
to war production without this early, forthright action taken 
by its trade association leadership. 
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4. Efforts of Individuals. 
The New England Jewelry Manufacturers' and Silvers~ths' 
Association had continually exhorted its members to secure war 
work individually wherever possible. In many instances mlch 
efforts were t ll'Jfarted by the uno equipment, no order; no order, 
no equipment" problem. But in others, such efforts bore frui-
tion--usually by obtaining subcontracts or assuming the pro-
duet ion problems cf otre rs. Ono.e war work was obtained, 
however, some badly needed equipment was certain to result. 
Individual efforts ean best be discussed through illustra-
tion and specific experience. One Attleboro jeweler, so well 
known to the trade that he utilized no sales force, was able 
to convert rapidly. Tr.e shortage of metals had reduced his 
production to a~ost complete stoppage. Fortunately be secured 
a subcontract from a Pawtucket, R. I. concern, roughing punches. 
, ·From t :he or:lg inal subcontract he was able to get ::10100 additional 
e quipment, both new and second-hand. :by bis own ingenuity and 
by making full use of the limited resources of his shop he con-
structed individual motor drives. Then by breaking down into 
single operations work formerly done on automatic screw-machines 
he was able to co mplete a second subcan~ract on drawing dies. 
Under the technical advice of the w.P.B. engineer, his equip-
ment was re-arranged to form a production line. This was 
accomplished on one floor; using only 101 000 feet of the avail-
able 40,000. Within six weeks, 25% of his normal compleimnt 
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of five hundred hands md been re,employed and were engaged 
(1) 
100% in war work. 
From ladies 1msh bags to Navy bunk springs may seem a far 
cry, but the war production enterprise of a local jeweler did 
not atop even there. As far back as March, 1941, he perceived 
that war demands were certain to destroy his normal production 
pattern. Restrictions on steel, aluminum, and brass would 
have closed most plants of this type. But tbis fi~'s manage-
·: ~ 
ment eased off its mesh bag production by utilizing plastics. 
Its mesh machines hooked the plastic discs into circular zinc 
rings as effectively as they bad the metal discs ~eviously. 
Thus the fir.m was able to avoid any sudden dislocation of all 
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its employees. Machines were built with the san:e basic operatin~ 
procedures as those that . md formerly fashiored eJ!.quisite mes-h 
bags. Manufacture of 300 springs per day and the cadmium coat-
ing of these, prior to placement in the frames, soon absorbed 
former employees back. As these employees are expert in gold 
and silver plating, the work in cadmium proved to be a simple 
operation for them. Then followed such dissimilar items as bomb 
parts, flexible frames for cartridge bags, preliminary assembly 
on o~nvas transport bunks, ar.my buckles, ani gauge indicators 
for instruments. Tl:nls, a small sub-contract on an experimental 
.' 
basis led to a varied production and capacity employment; 
Another individual personally fought his way into war 
production. Faced with the metal crisis, the plant manager 
'--------------------------------(1) Raymond Brown, W.P.B. Engineer's Notebook, P• 9'; 
experimented to see what products he was best equipped to manu-
facture. As his plant had been producting leather goods~ 
articles of leather and canvas seelll:)d most logical. Accomi:ngl]iJ 
be submitted an estimate on gun bags to a Navy prime contractor. 
After a lengthy wait far a reply he telephoned the prime~ con-
tractor who informed him that the subcon1;r,ract was about to be 
awarded to a plant whose final sample was being awaited. The 
local man seized this opportunity by hastily fabricating a 
sample at his own expense and submitting it. ·He su:rmnarized the 
situation by stating, 11 Then they had to give Ill:) the order. I 
bad submitted tbe best sample and tl;at's all there was to it." 
' Thus te not only kept his normal personnel at work but expanded 
physical plant and added employees. They met a variety of war 
needs including f.Iash guard covers, asbesto2 gloves for handling 
hot gun barrels, elaborate tool kits, little bags :f'or contain-
ing extra nuts and bolts. Some civilian production was main-
(2) 
tained just to keep his peace time contacts. 
One stock shop in the Attleboros step~ d into the ga.p 
occasionally to supply local subcontractors. Although its 
limited machinery made the processes relatively expensive~ tbey 
were able to supply the subcontractors on time whe• usual 
sources were unable to do so. Wmre the management had formerly 
I processed metals for the jewelers and bad utilized the equiprrent 
to roll, slit, and draw precious metals, it now turned to the 
same procedures on war's precious metals--copper, brass, and 
(2) Brown*s Notebook, cit. p.5. 
bronze. Moreover, in a relatively brief time, each departimnt 
was put to work for war. Its findings depsrtment, which 
normally turned out beads and pencil tops, soon was producing 
very delicate instrument parts in substantial qusntity. A hand 
screw machine and two automatics were utilized to make a sr.~ll 
gold contact point and a contact brush of wl11 te gp ld. SonE of 
the normal production eontinw d, keeping the old employees 
busy; the addi t1 onal war items tripled tm labor force in this 
department, managem:tnt wisely choosing to expand by putting 
girl ~ployeea on every job possible. Tbe tool room was re-
organized on a production line basis, manufacturing a delicate 
instrument part of no less than thirty intricate little componen 
(3) I 
pieces. j 
Enterprise and determination certainly marked the work of 
one cba.in and novelty :rr.aker. Not satisfied :rmrely by drastic 
reduction in the 500 different watch charms he was accustomed 
to producing, m set up in an adjoining building a ne w de:rart-
ment to produce ball races for bearings, housings and other 
nachined parts of brass and bronze. The machim s requisite to 
such manufacture were Ull8l"!va ilable. Determined search in home 
I workshops, in cellars, and in garages uneartl::ed la thea, milling 
machines, and drills. His ingenuity was rapidly recognized and 
(4) 
soon orders were pouring in faster tJ::an l::e could handle them. 
Another jeweler solved the "no equipment, no order" 
J problem in unique faa bion. Although advised by the w.P.B. 
I 
1 ..,.(~3~)-B~r:-:o~wn~trs~N~'~""o::-;tr:-e~br=-o:::-o~kr:--, -c-::-:rirt-.~p-.--s-.-
(4 ) Ibid. P• 10. 
engineer to concentrate on obtaining equipment, he found such 
efforts unrewarding. Near his plant, ho\vever, was a small 
concern equipped with a few machines, machinists, and a small 
war order. After brief conferences a merger was arranged to 
their mutual benefit. Having .their small order, the larger 
manui'acturer was authorized to secure additional machines. The 
smaller plant was too limited to exp:t nd, the larger had nothing 
to expand on. As one, they prod~ed several times more effec-
(5) 
tively than each could have done alone. 
A manufacturer of paper boxes devised a specialty _which 
opened the door to war production. This f'irm ingeniously 
designed a slope-sided flat tray in varying sizes and dept~~ 
1 for carrying small parts from one machine to another in machine 
shops and tool rooms. The trays were fashioned to kB ep the 
varioo.s pa.rts together and to keep them clean between nn chining 
operations--work formerly done by steel trays. Of strong card-
board construction re-enforaed at corners by cloth binding, 
they withstood a great de a 1 of oil so a king and rough us age, 
ne sted up nicely when not in use, and proved far cheaper in 
replacenent. Later there came orders for Vernier pg.ckages, 
(6) 
instrument boxes, and chart containers. 
Numerous f'actors, forces, and situations, over a pperiod of 
tiroo enabled the individua 1 jeweler to get over the rough spots 
between threatened closures and reactivation due to war pro-
duct ion. The leading paper serving tm area, the Attleboro Sun, 
(5) :Srown's Notebook, cit. p. 11. 
i {6) Ibid. P• 12, 
early in '42 began publishing lists of Invitations to Bid on 
government contracts tm t might be or interest to tre area. 
Blue prints on thsse lists were publicized as available at the 
(7) 
local Chamber of Comme1 .. ce offices. Plans were dis cussed a t 
meetings arranged by the jewelers themselves. For instance, 
out of such a meeting held at th:l Hotel Hixon in North Attlebo 
in February of '42, came a resolve to appoint a committee 
( 8) 
the local industrialists weaure defense orders. ictor 
Vaughan, engineer at Metals and Controls admonished t h»,t "busi-
ness in defense is no different than business in p3 ace. Each 
business man must look after himself. 11 President Thacher of 
the Attleboro Chamber of Comne rce warned jewelers tm t they 
must "get defense orders or shut up. tt John Howard, a Plain-
ville mamfacturer suggested, nThe jewelry irdus try is poorly 
equipped for big stuff--our hope lies in getting subcontractw. 
This can best be done by personal contact. Hunting subcon- · 
tracts is cur only salvation." He related his own success in 
obtaining sizeable orders by phoning head men in New York and 
Pennsylvania areas. Lawrence Baer, an official of Swank, 
supported Howard's point of view by advising that the defense 
work his organization bad rev.eived was due to personal con-
tacts. Thus by advice strop:gly and forthrightly p;ts sed on 
from various individuals to treir fellows, a realistic attitude 
was assUI119d by all in this small segment of. AI!l9 rican irdustrial 
life. 
(7) Feb. 17, 1942. P• 1. 
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Individuals likewise studied pamphlets P' rtinent to 
defense production as nade available through gevern.n:ent agencies 
and various trade publications. The Copp~ and Brass Associa-
tion's booklet entitled, "How Small Industries Can Go Afte1 .. 
War Work," meted out such practical advice as contacting 
regional Contract Distribu.tion Offices nearest them, ins true-
tiona on how to get loans' for equipment, and how to form pools. 
Walker Mason, head of the W.P.B. office at Providence, 
convened w1 th the local jewa·].ers to di sousa such problems as 
engineering, finance, production, and co-opers,_i:;.ion. Harry 
Holbrook, local jeweler, followed by Raymond Brown named as 
w.P.B. engineer far the Attleboros, rendered inestimable help 
to indi. viduals along these same lines. Brown, as the record 
bears out, was a cogent factor in the final great achievements 
realized by these little industrialists. 
Governmental attitudes and developments .tirooly turned in 
favor of the struggling jewelers. On March 4, 1942, Donald M. 
Nelson, Obaittman o~ W.P.B., oroered all military supply con-
tracts to be pl~c~d by negotiat:lion vs. cahPeftitive bidding, 
advised that emphasis be placed on speed of delivery versus 
price alone, and decreed truut contracts for standard and semi-
standard articles, relatively simple to make, shou:Ld be placed 
with small concerns so that tb,e big industrialists, already 
loaded, could accomplish the heavier, more complicated tasks. 
T~ Commander-in-Chief himself authorized t :00 financing 
of contracts for small business by guaranteed loans. Under 
this executive order the war and navy departments and the 
Maritime Commission ~;~ enabled to guarantee or even make 
loans, contract with any Federal Reserve institution guarantee-
ing them against loss of princip:~l or interest on loans~ dis-
counts or advances, or on commitments in connection with them, 
for. financing war output. The President declared, nTbis order 
will greatly speed the war production of small business and 
subcontractors generally." 
Son:e individual plants either by such maasures as estab-
lishing training schools. or instituting new department& alien 
to normal production got over the humppe arly. Evans Case, 
manufacturers of the famous Evans lighters, established a 
training school--at no cost to employees--for adjustment in 
labor • . s·wank, Inc., famous for their men's line~ established a 
new defense depsrtment as early as April, 1941, and ~ht 
great quantities of equipment, ,by · ransacking cellars and 
garages • During th3 ir first year of opera tiona mnagenm.nt 
gradually .fed increasing numbers of employees into this defense 
department as fast as new equipment and materials and orders 
allowed. All employees temporarily inactive, were instructed 
(9) 
to report to their foremen each morning for assiglliiBnt. 
Simmons, known throughout the nation for their cmins, early 
converted to their AP (all precious metal) lines, at moderate 
price advances and thus maintained full employment while con-
. (10) 
verting to war production. 
I 
Inc. interview 8/10/49 
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Initiative and ingenuity marked tm efforts of 
management to face up to their problems. Skill at individual 
workers and their generally high intelligence, enabled them 
to tranafer these skills to new tasks and to aid management in 
the solution of problems. Likewise, as we bave seen, many 
forces conspired to ease the jeweler's wa¥ and to enable him 
to pierce the enigma thrust so suddenly upon him by Pearl Har-
bor. The jewelers' strong stand in defense of their position 
with government officials bad been rewarded. Extension of the 
expiration date for completing jewelry with a copper b~se to 
May 15, 1942--this small copper allowance with precious metals-· 
plus persistence and drive by individuals to convert, saved the 
day for the jewelers and eventually rewarded the governmen~ 
with a most unexpected record for war production from this 
small area of American enterprise• 
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IV 
: CONVE.RSION 
A. Factors Unfavorable to Conversion 
In addition to equipment and tools unsuited to conver-
sion, the manufacturing processes and procedures auited to 
production in great quantities were alien to the jeweler. 
Jewelry is an industry of artisans. It is characterized by 
small plants, light equipment, a great deal of handcraft and 
production in relatively small quantities. It is stamped by 
the same features, almost, as the Swiss watchmaking of for.raer (1) 
times. Indeed, many a jewelry business is started and con-
tinued in a cellar with a minimum of equipment, such as solder-
ing tools and a foot press. An inestimable amount of jewelry 
is thus manufactured, a lone workman or sometimes one or two 
associates comprising total personnel. Automatic maclnne tools 
assembly lines, vast quantities turned out at high production 
rates--th& earmark of modern industry and of war production 
(with few exceptions)--do not feature the trade. 
Th3 tool room and the stamping room are the only 
departments whose equipment and procedures--it appeared--were 
(2) 
adaptable · at all to defense production. Yet the equipment in 
the average plant consists of three or four latl::es, one or two 
milling machines, one surface grinder, and one cylindrical 
grinder. These are used for manufacturing tools for their own 
shop. Stamps and presses, both foot operated ard power driven 
are not built for heavy work but form and stamp only the light 
It is evident that 
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such equipment in such quantity was inadequate to mass produc-
tion. Moreover, tbe stamping rooms, where we find the heaviest 
of equipment, with some exceptions, contain but few presses:,' 
very light in weight and so incapable of l:e avy work. 
Tffi toolmakers--lcey to tre manufacture of any new item 
whet~r in the normal accustom9d production or in a new field 
of production--were unable, in most cases, to read blue print s. 
Tm toolmaker in jewelry works from samples'; From design to 
sample to finished product is the order of process. His inabi-
lity to read blue prints as a rule, while apparently a bottle;.. 
neck to conversion, did not prove to be so, as we shall disclose 
shortly. Nevertheless, manufacturers in their early atttempts 
to convert, failed to undertake certain war orders just because 
of this. 
As previously noted, the jeweler was not accustomed to 
ll mass quantities . at high rates of production. His ability to 
ma l'lli.'lacture any i terns in such staggering numbers which would 
meet specifications at close tolerance, ~ss rigid government 
inspection, and meet a deadline on delivery bad never been 
tested. How to figure costs on stamping out a locket, making 
a ring·, or plating a vanity case was no mystery to him--he could 
do so and meet competition~-but these defense items were strange 
to him. The procedures, the time and rate factors, the problems 
which were bound to b'llr!l up, loss throughi.: spoilage, or i'ailure 
to pass government inspection rendered him incapable of estimat-
ling costa accurately. He was frightened by it all and a little 
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vexed, too, at the thought of operating at a loss with this 
inferior equipment~ 
B. Factors Favorable to Oonversi on 
On bbe other mnd, certain advantages really existed 
under the ~face which, though not apparent at first, made 
themselves evident, made themselves felt too, and gave the 
jeweler a sudden surge of confidence. The tool rooms in some 
plants were quite adequate. One firm in the area, by the very 
nature of its peace time production of atomizers for both 
medical and cosmetic markets, required an extensive automatic 
machine tool section. Quite a bank of the latest and most 
ef.ficient machim s soon went to work .for war, and shortly 
(3) 
therea.fter ot~ r departments were converted. Swank, one o.f 
the nation's leaders in roon' s · jewelry of low and medium priced 
grade, through the foresight o:f management bad built up a 
ds3fense ®apartment. Before the United States had even entered 
the war, swank strategists had combed the surrounding areas 
for automatic screw machines. ·From cellars, garages, and other 
plants, new or archaic machines were purchased and rebuilt 
right in tm ir OVTn tool rooms to adjust to the modern tempo o.f 
production. By April, 1941, they had activated the new depart-
ment, pounding out heavy and light caliber machine gun parts. 
?. Management fed reemployed personnel into this new section as 
' ( 4) 
.fast as new equipment, materials, and orders allowed. 
(3) Schlenker, R. v., President of T.J.Homes Co., interview on 
(4) Bagnell, c. Pres. of Swank's Inc. 8/.0/49. 8/8/49. 
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Anotr.er hidden force f§.voring conversim lay in the fact 
that the bulk of jewelry ~mployees are skilled or semi-skilled. 
They are accustomed to working on sn:all 'bits ari!. pieces', to 
assembling small parts, and to soldering and other skills that 
complement such wor1(. Modern war--as never before --depended 
on the electrical field. Radio and radar equipment were a 
(5) 
natural. Tbe precision machinery of the fine intricate pmrts 
comprising an assembly, the precision assembling and soldering, 
the plating of certain parts, and mrking w1 th such familiar 
metals as copper, silver, gold pleased management and delighted 
their workmen. This was demonstrated in the case of an air-
plane ra.dar assembly. The pri:Jm contract on t:bis item had 
been let out to westinghouse Electric. In tum they md sub-
contracted certain phases of the work to another convern. The 
subcontractor, although a r eliable producer in peace time, 
possessed neither the soldering nor assembly skills to produce 
an electrically perfect unit. The jeweler who assumed the 
subcontract produced 5000 units initially, at less than half 
the original subcontractor's coat and without a single elec-
(6) 
trieal reject. The general intelligence of the jewelry 
worker is bigh. It was found tmt he adjusted readily to 
these strange devices, and that problems stimulated ratre r 
than 1 stwnped' him. 
Management was willing to experiment. As cited elsewhere 
manu~acturers were experienced in accustomed procedures. Under 
(5) Arnold Anderson, interview july 8, 1949. 
(6) Ibid. 
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the pressure of war and urgent need of sub-contracts, the 
jeweler must d evise new procedures, build new tools. He was 
willing to undertake anything, to attempt anything, and this 
willingness paid dividends. Some of these jewelers as sub-
contractors attained such rates of production tbat prime con-
tractors shifted an ever greater load upon them. Prime 
contractors adopted new tools and procedures worked out by 
these sma.ll manufacturers. 
The tool makers whom we previously mentioned as an 
obstruction to any rapid conversion on account of their 
inability to read blue prints soon adjusted themselves to the 
task at hand. The w.P.B. engineer, Raymond Brown, took tl~m 
as they were--completely dependent on samples--and so they 
built their tools from samples. The results were uncanny. It 
was soon seen that tolerances we~ no obstacle to the jewelry 
toolmaker. fle had been building tools to t:te finest o:6 toler-
ances all his life though not fully reali~ing it. These 
highly skilled, talented men proved themselves ingenious and 
totally reliable in building new tools, devising novel machines 
and fathoming procedures. The toolmaker--the writer has con-
cluded--is the key to the manufacture of good jewelry; be was 
the answer, also, to many a wartime enigma. 
Still anotoor innate advantage to conversion which this 
industry enjoyed lay in the great number of "WOmen employees. 
Approximately 55% are women. Thus the industry was less 
drained of skill by military requirements than others. In 1944 
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when the man-power shortage became moat critical countrywide, 
this area called upon its reservoir of married women who had 
formerly worked in the industry. The Chamber of Commerce, t~~ 
press, and tbe local office of W.P.B. tmdertook a strong 
appeal to tm women to return to the factories. They responded. 
Supplemented by J;B.rt-time workers--boys and girls of high 
school age--the women left their homes to fill effectively the 
places vacated by men called for se1•vice. "we were truly 
fortunate to have such a force of trained workers," stated 
w.P.B. engineer Brown, ttTheir response was most martening." 
Older men and vtomen from small towns adjacent to tbe Attleboros 
Wrent~~m, Sheldonville, West Mansfie~d, Dighton, Berkeley--
responded as well. 
A high degree of ingenuity, expressed by the exigencies 
of war, soon became evident. This has been discussed in detail 
under "Specific Examples. 11 
Two features of the industry in combination substantially 
helped the manufacturers over the rough period of adjustoont, 
through the perplexities of inadequate macr...ines and the uno 
order, no equipment' situation. These were the abundance of 
bench machines, and the high percentage of women workers~ 
According to the W.P.B. engineer tmse substitute machines 
(lathes and millers substituted for automatic screw machines) 
enabled the jeweler to accomplish his first war orders and 
thus granted him a legitimate basis for obtaining more modern 
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and efficient machinery. These bench machim s will be dis-
cussed more fully under C (Procedures Followed}. 
Otoor factors which boosted conversion were tbe wide :Qase 
of production and high degree of co-ope ration existing in the 
industry. This wide base of production lay in the fact that 
work could be distributed among so many manufacturers. In tbe 
rear of a gas station, in a single room of a downtown office 
building, in a cellar, someone with the requisite skill could 
always be found to accomplish some process of manufacture. 
This rendered an additional degree of security as well. Co-
op:~ ration, according to Brown, was a mighty factor in tbe final 
measure of successful conversion. For example, one large 
manufacturer of school and college jewelry relinquished the 
entire floor space which housed his printing department to a 
manufacturer of crystals critically needed at tbe fronts. This 
department of printing, a permanent establishment--not too 
greatly affected by war--was sacrifieed for a business which 
was purely war existent. No great fanfare attended this 
action; it was done in silent purpose for patriotic reasons. 
In another instance a real bottleneck existed for Metals & Con-
trols, an Atitleboro firm, in the production of thermostatic 
eontro 1s and circuit breakers. Twelve miles distant was the 
Taunton Pearl Works with a good physical plant, efficient 
managemant and production teams, and available labor. (There 
was no real shortage of labor in Taunton.) Management of the 
At tleboro concern convinced their neighbors of a few funda-
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mentals. 
·"we realize that you know nothing of the 
manufacture of these items. We do, howevel .. , 
and can send the technicians to show you how. 
we will supply the necessary tools and equip-
ment, technical information and materials. We 
can how you our costs. If you suffer any loss 
We Wil . inake 1 t good • II * 
'After brief conversations a satisfactory agreement was drawn 
between managements which proved mutually profitable. Thus 
individuals spurred by genuine eo-operation broke this bottle-
neck where government red tape would m ve rendered such a 
speedy solution impossible. 
Some definite virtues were on the side of the jewelers. 
The validity and courage of their stand w.ith government 
officials h~d won them a breathing spell. Great numbers of 
workmen with the confidence of men who have mastered certain 
tasks, the close personal ties between management ~nd men, and 
tbe co-operation among various managements as just cited, 
assured successful conversion in t:te long run. Where large 
prime and subcontractors md slighted the Attleboro jewelers, 
they were soon to seek them out. 
* Clarence Stone, Treasurer of Metals & Controls, interview 
8/21/49. 
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c. Procedures Foll-owed 
Raymond H. Brown carefully reviewed for the writer tbe 
history of his office and the conversion procedures adopted 
1Dw it. 
Soon after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, on December 7, 
1941, Claude c. Smith, Executive Secretary of the Attleboro 
Chamber of Connnerce, attended a meeting of the War Production 
Board in washington. Mr. Smith, recognizing the need for 
engineering assistance appealed for assistance for tbe Attie-
boros. Shortly thereafter, Brown was called to the Providence 
Office for an interview with Walker Mason, who was then Dis-
trict Manager of th3 Providence District Office of War Produc-
tion Board, and as a result was appointed Industrial Engineer 
for the Attleboro Area. 
Tbe Chamber of Commerce furnished the office space and 
stenographic assistance. Later the War Production Board had 
a telephone installed and provided office furniture, filing 
cabinets, etc. In addition to the Government telephone, the 
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two telephone lines of the Chamber were made available. The 
assistance given in establishing this office by the 0hamber of 
Commerce and t:teir continued support made it possiliie for ·tb.'€BW:EB 
engineer to accomplish the conversion record. 
The office was opened on April 1, 1942, and from its 
opening stenographic assistance was provided Thy the Chamber 
until Oetol:lrer 1, 1942 when the persent secr-etary, Miss Marjorie 
Newell, was appointed to Civil Service. 
The percentage of war work based on man-hours :in Attle-
boro at the time the office was o~ned was twenty. The first 
work of the office was to get an overall picture of the equip-
ment availa ID'le in the industry. Two surveys were made. The 
first, a rough screening, covered only first grade tool room 
facilities capable of precision work, and any existing screw 
machines. This was done at once since i t was known that any 
tool, dye, or screw machine work could be; utilized immediately. 
A file of faci li ties record for every c omrany in the district 
was set up. Much to Brown's surprise~ few of the smaller fac-
tories bad excellent tool rooms. Then h:l went after defense 
orders which could be accomplished with this type of equip-
ment. These first orders were on a subcontract basis, farrrEd 
out by large prime contractors including two here in the 
Attleboros who had gotten an early start on war items. The 
second survey, a more refined screening, covered all existing 
equipment wi tb emphasis on power presses and e qui:prrent such a s 
bench lathes, millers, drills. By properly classifying and 
codifying all equipment Brown was able to mateh existing faci-
lit ies with defense needs or orders. This second survey bad 
8. ' two-fo~d purpose: to uncover substitute machines and to 
adapt existing machines and tools to new uses. Substitute 
machines were those bench lathes, millers, and drills which 
used in combination could accomplish the work of' modern 
efficient screw machines. It was found that four or fiv.e of 
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these--the combination would vary with the work to be done--
could equal the production of a single screw machine. Bench 
equipment of this sort was relatively abundant in local 
factories; skilled bench labor--mostly women--was abundant as 
well. Thus with plenty of bench facilities and highly skilled 
ope raters, the jewelry shops a :msurned additional contracts. 
Whough these bench machines were far less efficient, the. manu-
facturers, nevert heless, could get orders filled; this, in 
turn, enabled them to obtain further orders and the priority 
ratings for more first grade tools and equi pment. Old lathes 
and milling machines were rebuilt by many plants right in 
their mv.n tool rooms. Tool makers converted these into 
ef ficient production pieces. 
The other purpose of the survey, to find new uses for 
existing equipment, yielded results. The bench lathes, 
millers, etc. were converted to the processes of screw machines 
as previously indicated. The great amount of bench work, the 
fine dexterity of the bench hands accustomed to small, fine 
work, and particular skills such as assembling, soldering, 
and plating soon convinced Br own's office that these tools 
and equipment and skills coul d be t urned to wa r production. 
The product ion, proce ssing, and assembl y in the elect r ical, 
r adio and radar fields, appeared mos t likely. After a few 
educationa l orders bad been experienced, be was convinced of 
t hese conclusions ~ 
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Brown's nex t task was to get somebody to take the big con-
tracts; some prime contracts, but more accurately, large sub-
contracts whose volmne requirements could, in turn, be farrood 
out to the smaller plants. Whiting & Davia, a Plainville 
concern, was a pioneer in this respect. Their normal ~oduc­
t i on consists of mesh bags for the luxury market and mesh 
gloves for the meat packing industry. 
,Brass is our principal raw material. We also 
found ourselves with almost a half million pounds 
of steel which we could not use due to early priorities. 
By the early Spring of 1942, our p3 rsonnel md shrunk 
from 350 employees to 80. Early discussions :m.d 
clinics among Attleboro indu strialists proved valu-
able and enabled us to pie~ce the fog. One distinct 
advantage we enjoyed over most jewelers was a relative-
ly large and well equipped tool room. We built all 
our own equipment which includes 275 mesh machines. 
Early 1942 uncovered a subcontract with Raytl~on ; 
this was soon followed by several s rna 11 jobs for 
Boston Ordnance. Wave guide assembly work which 
included macluning certain parts, gold plating, and 
~ldering on a large subcontract Thasis activated our 
plant throughout. In early 1943 transmitter-receiver 
sets including procurement of parts, assembly, and 
wiring provided another great spuPt. By mid '431 · five hundred persons were employed in our own plants 
with work farmed out in turn to 80 otber concerns in 
Southeastern Massaclmsetts and Rhode Ialand.W * 
As these firma proved themselves, WPB engineer Brown 
broke dovm subcontracting to an ever wider plateau of produc-
tion. Subcontractors farmed out rurther subcontracts in t u rn. 
Even the smallest business man with only one or two machines 
could produce for these prime or large subcontractors. Acti-
vity broadened even down to lone operators with no machines•• 
*Charles Rice, Executive of Whiting, Davis Company, interview 
8/3/49. 
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tbe individual enterpriser with only soldering equipment. The 
'hen and chicken' policy produced substantial results. 
Another major task which he faced as conversion progressed 
was a developing shortage of labor. As the armed forces made 
greater demands on local manpower, this condition was accentu-
ated. Since most of the war production which the jewelry 
industry assumed depended on skilled and semi-ski l led work, 
the labor shortage was particularly problema tic in the area. ·. 
To ove r e:ome <this, close contact ,;: between the w.P.B Office of 
the War Manpower Commission, a.nd the w. s. Employment Service 
was maintained. 
As a substantial part of the Attleboro production was 
critical war work such as crystals, radar parts, electronic 
device parts as well as same top security items, a great number 
of the plants were given top prj_ority ratings. Cons tant con-
tact with the u. s. Employment Service in checking lists of 
available ~rsonne 1 against lists required by factories aided 
tl~ situation. Production was broken down into as many steps 
as po ssi~le to simplify the learning process for inexperienced 
(1) 
workers. In tool rooms and machine tool sections, batteries 
of new workers we re placed under the guidance of a first class 
machinist who closely super v ised w.:Jt.h constant check and 
inspection. The Jewelry Trade School extended their schedules 
in order to train workers and develope new skills. Some of 
the factories established their o,vn training schools. Most 
Ti) Henry Ostrander, American Jewels, Inc. interview 7/12/49. 
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important of all, however, was the return of great numbers of 
married women. Brown's office aided by the local paper, th:l 
Attleboro sun, conducted a vigorous appeal to women in the 
homes. HUndreds responded as a result, just when the need 
was greatest. The discharge of older men from the military 
establishments in the latter half of 1944 likewise cushioned 
the labor situation. 
D. Specific Cases Cited. 
1.--Problem of the Electrodes. 
Some idea of the amazing ingenuity by which problems in 
a field of manufactur e strange to jewelry were so lved, can be 
p:3rceived from the successful production of electrodes. Here 
others--including large concerns in the electrical field--had 
attempted yet failed to produce satisfactorily this item so 
critical to successful ope ration of radar and r adio. 
Th3 electrode, briefly, is a perfectly flat piece of 
stainless steel eit h3 r square or rectangular in shape, with 
lands impressed in the four corners. Two of these are used 
t8' contain a crystal. Th e problem ~ay in working a non-
magnetic metal to the required tolerance. 
A small partnership, manufacturing a medium priced line 
and employing about 130 hands, assun~d this problem. They 
concluded that changes in two areas--one in the alloy used and 
the otmr in a particular production procedure--might effect 
the desired· result. Regarding the first of these, other 
(1) 
manufactur ers had used 410 stainles s steel. This was found 
to be slightly magnetic--interfering with reception. Stain-
less steel 302, however, was found non-Magnetic though dif-
ficult to form and ~~rhape to the very slight tolerance required. 
Regarding the second of these, proper manufacturing procedure, 
(1 ) Robert Pitman of Pitman & Xeeler Co., interview 7/11/49. 
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some tool must be built, some procedure devised to produce 
e l ectrodes of uniform tlnckness and well nigh perfect in 
their flatness. 
In any given piece of rolled stock no matter how care-
fully rolled, there are bound to be variations in thickness. 
Successful operation of radio and radar in the field, however, 
demands electrodes of perfect flatness or uniform thickness 
to a tolerance of .3 to .8 thousandths (tolerances so slight 
that they must be measured by an air gauge). The~~ charact er-
istics were attained by grinding each piece of cut stock 
(2) 
individually under uniform pressure. 
Tbe machines for this were designed and made by the 
jeweler1 s toolmakers. They consisted of a circular band of 
metal called a nest ring, containing twenty to thirty 
apertures, depending upon the size of the electrode, sized 
and whaped to hold it. Brought to bear against the top side 
of the nest ring is a s t eel pressure pad with :rmtal buttons 
individually resting on a spring, protruding from the metal 
ring, and positioned to correspond with the apertures of the 
nest ring. Beneath the nest ring is the lap, a solid metal 
~isc of considerable weight, criss-crossed by intersecting 
lines cut into its surface. Tbe surface of the lap is charged 
with a grinding compound so fine tha t it becomes impregnated 
with the metal. This whole device, a lapping assembly, was 
mounted on a Walker-Turner bench or drill press and rotated 
( 2 ) Robert Pitman, cit. 7/11/49~ 
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thereby. By this process variances in thickness of stock--an 
unavoidable condition--were reduced to a standard thiclmess 
by distributing pressures in inverse ratio with the varying 
thickness of the blank stock. 
The following steps comprised the solution to a problam 
(3) 
that had baffled ao·.: many: 
1. Proper alloy. 
2. Proper pressure applied 
to grin~ing to required 
tolerancea'e 
3. Proper compound applied 
to the right surface• 
4. Proper timing in pro-
cessing--especially 
grinding. 
5. Proper measurement by 
air gauge. 
6. Proper cleaning in pro- . 
eess and final handling. 
Their first batch of 4000 electrodes included only ten 
rejects, an astounding accomplishment compared to previous 
(4) 
results experienced by far larger organizations. Thus 
e 1e ctrodes were produced with a degree of success which had 
been denied the best talents of the large prime contractor• 
As a result of the successful production of this dif-
ficult item, enginee r s and wPB officials came from all quarters 
to study the tools and procedures so ingeniously devised by 
t his small jewelry manufacturer. 
( 3) Pitman, cit. 7/11/49 • 
(4) Ibid. 
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2.--Verniers are Assembled. 
In numerous instances during America's battle on the 
industrial front it was found that small businesses could not 
accomplish work of sufficiently high quality. Thus prime 
contractors were forced to do work on small parts which should 
have been subcontracted. 
This was not always tuue, however. Back in 1941 
Edward Morse operated a small plant manufacturing jewelry 
novelties in brass. He employed normally twenty-five to 
thirty hands. ETass was becoming increasingly scarce and his 
days in business were numbered. When a representative from 
one of the oldest and largest electrical equipment companies 
in the East came to ask if be could assemble verniers for 
installation in radio and radar, he ~s anxious to undertake 
the task. (The vernier is a small tuning device built on a 
3 to 1 ratio but consisting of many parts.) The prime con-
tractor had an accumulation of 80,000 units. If the jeweler 
could manufacture tbe item, the production of 20,000 of these 
would be bis. If he could make them successfully at a satis-
factory rate, there would be many, many more. The government 
had insisted that tbere be two sources of supply; that is, 
parts were to be manufactured in one plant and assembled in 
another. A local tool and stamping concern began tbe manu-
facture of the parts. Morse tore out his entire jewelry plant 
and prepared for assembly of this patented item. 
The prime contractor bad been building verniers for 
years. Yet his highest rate of production under pressure of 
war was 800 per day. "I honestly think," said this small 
manufacturer, "that our complete ignorance of a vernier proved 
to be an asset. It was a mystery to us and so we were willing 
to experiment. The big prime contractor had been building 
them a certain way for years; he was in a rut. We were 
determined to try anything." Rate of production grew; results 
were excellent. vut of the next order of ~0;000 units, the 
jeweler was asked to make 30,000. Next, out of 1001 000 he 
manufactured 801 000. Thereafter, be was asked to 100et all 
new orders in toto. Three thousand a day were soon rolling 
(1) 
out of this small plant. 
3.--The Calibrat i on of Dials. 
The same prime contractor was perplexed with similar 
circumstances surrounding th3 manufacture of calibrated dia ls 
which were to be installed on radar and radio equipment. One 
hundred a day at a eost of 12i cents each for calibrating a 
stainless steel disc was his production experience; 20,& of 
these were rejects. His sub-cont ractor who had been an expert 
toolmaker in the jewelry trade in earlier years, devised a 
new machine of considerable complexity in the space of a 
f or t night. No margin of time in this instance was allowed 
(1) Edward Morse of Edward Morse Co. interview of July 18, 1949 
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for the corr•e ct ion of err ors. He purchased at junk price--
$25 each--assembly presses, sometimes referred to as push 
presses, which General Electric in Lynn, Massachusetts had 
d i smantled when they converted. They were modified, then 
motorized vdth fractional horsepowers, feed belts, and reduc-
ing drives. Automatic shut-offs were added. These mac hines, 
built for a farthing, turned out 300 units per day at a cost 
of 3!¢ each. The percentage of rejects was cut back to i of 1 
(2) 
percent. 
4.--Solution to Soldering. 
Still a third problem solved by the jeweler involved the 
soldering o.f small, ultra-high frequency condensers consis t ing 
of three plates. Tl~ee procedures were included in this work: 
assembling the tiny condensers, soldering th~m, and plating 
them right from the raw p:Lrts. The prill'E contractor had 
failed to get production on this item due to clrunsy soldering 
t hat resulted in a high rate of reject s--tbB process is known 
as induction soldering. Tm jeweler devised a jig, locked 
all pieces of the assembly into it with absolutely correct 
spacings. Then the assembly was dippEid in acid, or charged 
with acid, as they say. Next, the solder was lead through 
with the press so tbat just the right amount of solder was 
a pplied uniformly throughout the assembly. Then it was 
charged, causing the solder to flow and form evenly and neatly. 
(2) Edward Morse, cit. 7/18/49. 
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This was accomplished with such fine results that ths solder 
could scarcely be distinguished from tr~ component parts of 
the assembly. 
The equipment, tools, and procedures worked out by this 
small manufacturer proved so superior that the prime con-
tractor adopted tbem as permanent improvements in the conduct 
of his normal, post-war production. 
Ingenuity, long hours of labor, and a devotion to duty 
marked the work of this man. His was tbe first jewelry plant 
in the area to convert 100% to war work. As a subcontractor 
he burdened himself with the problems of others and gained 
only a fractional profit in comparison. In the end, the 
production of the verniers--which was the preponderant bulk 
of his work--was suddenly cancelled by phone one afternoon. 
The great production team, consisting of sixty-five workers$ 
was· suddenly thrown out of employment. With no brass avai l -
able, with access to only a small quantity of silver, and 
contacts w:1. th the normal trade severed this man, by tm close 
of the war, was forced into a complete readjustment at great 
(3) 
cost. 
(3) Edward Morse, cit. 7/l8/49. " 
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5.--Millionth or an Inch Workers. 
Back in l938e39 great :freighters, moving out o:r the 
South Am.el.,ican port o:r Buenos Aires, were laden down vd th a 
.., 
strange yet precious ~argo. Raw crystal, so vital to the 
high speed, shock, and suddenness of modern war, was being 
stocked by the Germans, Italians, and Japanese. Our :future 
enemies md :full knCMTledge or the critical necessity o:r ample 
supplies or this precious material. Wafers of it, thinned 
to the :finest tolerances, were to pulse the movement o:r tanks, 
aircraft, and rapidly moving infantry. The Axis had devised 
mass production 100thods for turning out vast numbers of them. 
In tl"l':l t very interim here in the U.s.A., 25,000 a year were 
made--not too accurate either--and used principally in ham 
radio sets. 
Thank the nature or things that the trade ways to Brazil 
remained openl Thank, too, the fact tl:at here in the u.s.A., 
right here in tne Attleboros, men were :round who were willi ng 
to undertake a task undreamed of--the production of millions 
of these crystal wafers made to a millionth of an inch, made 
to function under battle conditions at Guada.lca.nal or Ajak. 
Their courage was proven the greater by the fact that they 
undertook tbe task despite a complete lack of' knowledge in the 
field. Everyone started from scratch. American Jewels 
switched from the making of onyx to the manufacture of these 
crystals. 
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Navy procurement first appreached this firm. Through a 
local man, a technician in the Yankee Network, Dr. Picard who 
M l) was the consultant to that system was contacted. r. strander, 
head of the local firm, and the nationally knovm radio engineer 
hastened to Washington for conferences with government and 
military officials. Out of this trip, a six months ex:r:e ri-
mental contract, extending from March, 1942 to October, 1942 
was awarded American Jewels, Inc. One hundred thousand dol~rs 
were spent and very few good crystals resulted; ~t the 
answers to the sawing, lapping, and finishing of crystals were 
evolving. Subsequently, Army Signal Corps awarded them an 
order, and tbe first shiproont was made in vecember, 1942. 
Mana~ement broke down production into the simplest steps 
poss il:JDle. Tlmir policy was "if a job takes more than ten 
minutes to learn, it is too complicated." Thus, average skills 
and mentalities were super-trained in a single detailed 
operation, rendering in short order superb accomplishments in 
super-accurate skills. Though management broke down jobs 
until they were comparatively simple, the entire manufacturing 
process was infinitely complex; one hundred distinct, pains-
taking precision ope rations were performed on each crystal. 
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The raw crystal flown from Brazil arrived in irregular 
chunks weighing from li to 25 pounds; some of them showed 
clearly tbe typical hexagonal crystal; others were just an 
irregular mBss resembling glass which has melted and then coole 1 • 
Elaborate tests were made including Polarized Sodium Oil baths 
to determine twinning, a de.fect in the quartz, and X-r8.ying 
to discover the planes in which the atoms lay. Then the 
quartz was marked .for cutting. The planes must be held at 
exactly the right angle, since the quartz must be cut on a 
certain axis. Actual cutting was done by diamond wheels made 
especially .for this process by the Norton Company o.f Worcester. 
Then they were wa.fer-cut and x-rayed once more. Next, the 
crystals were blanked out; then diced or cut to size, and 
edged. In three separate steps tbey were ground down on lap-
ping machines to within a few thousandths of an inch of their 
final thickness. Next, these tiny wafers were etched in acid. 
From there the 'millionths of an inch girls' took over. These 
finishers completed the grinding by J::a n1, rubbing each crystal 
against a glass plate or hone covered with ultra-fine abrasive. 
A single extra movement of tre crystal over this plate might 
take off th9 'millionth of an inch' needed to make the crystal 
•right'• No chrome plating here to make up a deficiency--one 
extra stroke and tbe crystal was ruined. While they ground, 
they constantly checked the frequency of th3 erys'tal by roo ana 
of an electronic comparator. Tbe comparator measured the 
natural vibration rate of the crystal in kilocycles, for at 
tr~s stage the change in thickness is so infinitesimal that it 
can be measured only in terms of a crystal's reaction to an 
electric current. The crystals were next subject to the 
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'hot and cold runt where they were·; cbilled from -50 to t90 
Centigrade. A record was made of the behavior of each at 
every 2° change in temperature. Crystals must function per-
factly under sudden changes of temperature. Finally, they were l 
positioned between electrodes and placed in containers which 
must be waterproof, dustproof, and electrically perfect. 
Except for the ~tandard te=sting machine used for measur-
ing frequency, which was produced by the General Radio Equip-
ment Company of Cambridge, all machines, equipment, and 
procedures were made and devised by the Attleboro firm. Tbe 
original lapping machines were drill presses converted by 
adding an arm; special corrugated plates (to which the crystal 
was cemented) for the lower base were devised. Marking tools, 
for use prior to cutting, were made by treir tool makers. The 
saws, as previously indicated, were built according to the 
jeweler's specifications by tbe Norton Company; over ~30 1 000 
worth of these diamond wheels were used each months. Special 
X-ray machines were constructed. The Polarized Sodium light 
oil baths and acid etching, a dipping process, together with 
small tanks therefor were other equipment and procedures.; 
TWinning tables and goniometers, the hot and cold testing 
equipment, and the hones charged with especially fine abras-
ives were fabricated and made by the ingenuity and skill of 
the firm's own engineers and toolmakers. A local school 
teacher set up an accounting system whereby managerrent within 
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a few minutes could be informed as to the exact number of 
crystals in process, even at what stage, and just where 
spoilage was occurring and to what degree. This procedure 
proved a great aid to management. 
From an original employment of 10 personne 1, tl:e firm 
expanded rapidly; soon 300 persons comprised its rolls includ-
ing a professor of mineralogy from M.I.T. Eventually a 
maximum of 500 personnel including one-time jewelry workers, 
clerks, stenographers, housewives, and school teachers were 
performing one of the most delicate production jobs in 
American industry. Seventy-five percent of them were women 
and they toiled one hundred hours a week on tvro shifts. Next, 
mo1-e floor spa.ce must be added, and than more, until finally a 
large local concern, the L. G. Balfour Company, manufacturer 
of fraternity jewelry, unselfishly gave up adjacent space 
being used for non-essential production. Dr. Picard's staff 
grew to 12 engineers, most of th3m just boys from the Boston-
New York area. His chief engineer was only 28 years old. The 
right type of music relayed throughout tbe little shop, soften-
ed the nerve racking nature of the work. Volume was spurred 
by posting the weekly production records of individuals, with 
war bond awards going to the winners. "The speedy spurred on 
tbe slow and a gre at morale pervaded the whole plant; I have 
never seen anything like it. The whole experience was 
exciting and satisfying1 11 ::J said Mr. Ostrander. No longer now 
would bombers and tanks be withheld from critical combat for 
lack of the tiny little crystals. 
Through more effective procedures and better equipment 
crystals which originally cost $50 each were reduced to $9.50 
per unit. The lapping machines were improved wo rapidly that 
they became obsolete in a month, as crystals of ever higher 
frequency required finer tolerances. Production rose to a 
maximum of 45,000 ~ r month in the factory of tbi s onyx manu- I 
facturer. somebody just bad to find out how to make cry~tals-- 1 
the tempo of world War II demanded that: men's lives depended 
on it--and somebody had. "Three or four companies out of the 
country's 110 crystal manufacturers exceeded us in quantity," 
said Ostrander, 11but none surpassed us in quality. Local 
insp4iction by Army and Navy personnel rejected only i of 1% 
after we really worked the wrinkles out." 
Those tiny crystals became the nerve centers of the aerial 
second front. Fortresses, Liberators, Mitchells, Marauders 
were carrying thousands of tons of bombs toward every industr·i-
al center at 440 feet a second. In flight each of the big 
bombers was an isolated speck in space, an ear splitting, lone-
~e little world of its own. Yet the radio man of any plane 
bad only to push a button to speak with his base, anotbsr to 
speak with the planes in his flight, and another to speak with 
supporting planes which joined tram as trey reached their 
objective. All tbe aircraft on a raid were tied together into 
a single devastating weapon bw those tiny little crystals• 
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6.--Packaged Right to Reach the Fight. 
No treatment of this subject would be complete without 
examination into a business directly supplying the local 
jewelry area. The firm in question is the Mason Ibx Company, 
leader in its field of supplying set-up boxes to tbe industry. 
Set-up boxes are sometimes referred to as rigid or stayed 
(1) 
boxes. Some years ago the Bureau of Statistics, Department 
of Commerce, defined a set-up box as "one that cannot be taken 
apart without destroying it." Set·~.up boxes are the type used 
to contain jewelry items and are variously wrapped and lined 
in silk, rayon, velvet, satin, etc ~ Wl aon b ox has a patent, 
trn closing faste mr, which gave their set-ups ideal character-
(2) 
istics for the containment of delicate inst1~nts. 
Prior to the war, this company, situated in North Attle-
boro, catered to a wide variety of trade the country over. 
War accelerated rather than converted tl~ir business for 
several reasons. First, tm jewelry business to which they 
primarily cater was booming along unde r an expanding national 
income. Secondly, maJrllY o:r their <ru..<J:1t omers the CO'Wltry over--
i n a ddition to demands on account of their nor-mal lines--as 
they converted to defense work, made new requests for the 
packaging of these products. Thirdly, tbe safe closure fea-
t·w~es of tbeir boxes were ideal for p~~~ective packaging of a 
wide variety of small, delicate items such as aircraft instru-
(1) Nat'l. Paper Box Mfgrs. Assoc., Inc., History of Packagi~ 
During World War II. (N~Y., N.Y. T954) P• 2. 
( 2) Ray Harden, Director Sales of' Mason BOX Co. inte·rview 7 9 4 
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menta, compasses, gun sights, etc. ·Pburthly, as soon as tin 
and other rmtals, used in tre construction of containers, was 
restricted because of defense demands, producers of consumer 
goods were forced to turn to paper board boxes. On top of 
such broadened demands was a critical shortage of paper-board 
(3) 
with none of the advantages afforded by a priority system. 
When America entered the war, the local bcu""C manufacturers 
supplying the jewelers were faced with the most stupendous 
t ask ever confronting them. To produce a far vaster quantity 
of containers than they l~d ever produced before; to construct 
tmse of functionally durable materials with a high degree of 
protective quality, and to produce these at a speed never 
before contemplated--all this in s pite of a critical shortage 
of equipment, plant, labor, and rna terials. More abnormal 
demands were made on this phase of the industry, undoubtedl y, 
ttan any ot be r. 
Trese local box plants supplying the trade met the short-
age problems successfully. Mason Box, for example, bad always 
been well equipped with modern machinery. Their plant housed 
twenty-six wrapping machines--bottleneck to any stepped-up 
production--with each of tmse capable of turning mtt 8000 
units per day. Weekly product :ion passed well over the million. 
Physical plant was not expanded. Acquisition of a factory 
at Taunton, twelve miles away, solved this problem and provided / 
access to skillful machine ;'~ operators. Orders in excess of 
capacity we:ro f armed out to otl"l:}r firms in the local area, and 
(~)Harden, cit. interview on July 21, 1949• 
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even to such distant points as Lancaster and Philadelphia. 
Labor never became too critical, although there was--as 
~ always,--a shortage of genuinely skilled wrapping machine 
operators. These men were forced to \rork long days averaging 
11 to 12 hours. Xey personnel, mostly older men, were beyond 
the draft age. A night shift operating from 6 to 10 P.M. was 
staffed largely by women workers wm were holding down other 
defense jobs during the day. 
Inasmuch as the Offfice of Production Management predicted 
a serious shortage of paperboard might develop, much construc-
tive volunteer work was done by members of the industry along 
the lines of studying the basirn packages. Tbis led to specific 
recommendations for reducing the thickness of certain paper-
boards, reductions of lid depths, and the elimination of 
'platforms' and otl"Br components, the sum total of which wculd 
(4) 
result in appreciable savings :; of paper-board. As their 
boxes had always been constructed of extra strength materials, 
government specifications were easily met, and tough protective 
containers resulted. Shipment of critical items, influential 
connections in Wa_shington, and tl~ir own effective efforts in 
collecting waste paper and paper-board eased the raw IIB terials 
situation. 
While a complete list o~ war packages manufactt~ed by 
the jewelry box makers would include innumerable items, the 
following list serves to illustrate the rubstantial contri~-
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Contents: 
Representative List of Wartime Packaging 
Manufactured for: 
Personal gifts 
Medals 
Proximity fuses 
Compasses 
Precision instruments 
Machine tools 
Shark fin-type Pic 
Aircraft Ins trmn;nts 
Tul"n and Bank Indica tors 
Altimeters 
Rate of Climb Indicators 
Dial Indicators 
Varied 
Various local organizations 
Jewelry manufacturers 
Army Ordnance 
Lqngine-Wittnauer Watch Co. 
American Cystoscop, Inc. 
Geometric Tool Co. 
Xoolsman Instrument, 
Division of Square D. 
Bendix Aviation Corporation 
Federal Products Corporation 
Pan American AirVfays 
All me tal float parts 
(for aircraft) 
Mark 9 illuminated gun sight 
Mark 9 il+uminated gun sight 
p:1. rts 
,I Army Ordnance and Navy Procuremen~ 
Army Ordnance and Navy Procuremen~ 
U.S.A. Army Signal Corp:~ 
tube sets 
Instrument lamp bulbs 
Carbide Tipped Lathe Tools 
Mierometer gun sights 
Individual Camouflage Xite 
(for Infantry) 
Philco Corporation 
Pioneer Instrument, 
Division of ~andix Aviation 
New England Carbide Tool Co. 
Armstrong Company 
Elizabeth Arden 
Tm mark 9 gun sight kit made of very heavy paper-board, 
was designed by a company executive working in close conjunc-
tion with two officers from Army Ordnm ce. The main box housed 
a total of eleven sep:1.rate containers, some of which were 
partitioned or equipp3 d with interior die cut platforms to 
provide additional protection for sight parts. This kit 
afforded safe shipment of the famous illuminated 35-70 mil. 
sight used in aricraft free gunnery from the Aleuti ns to 
(5) 
North Africa. It is an outstanding example of tl'E solid 
(5) Harden, cit. interview July 21, 1949~ 
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utility values the box makers built into their paper-board 
containers which were to safely carry vital materials and 
products to th:l .far corners of tm earth and protect them until I 
needed. Despite exceptional difficulties in shipping and 
handling, for the route war goods bad to travel involved 
eighteen separate handlings; despite inadequate storage .faci-
lities--indeed, .for reasons of concealment supply dumps often 
were located in tl~ worst terrain--despite relentless destruc-
tion caused by the elements for devastating dampness and 
mildew, characteristics of the lands in which our lads .fought, 
attacked not only packages but eaused even heavy army boots 
to fall apart; local booc manufacturers saw to it that our war 
(6) 
supplies were "packaged right to reach th:l fight." 
These are but a half dozen instances wherein the Attle-
boro jewelry industry proved its worth. Many others might 
have been cited. In peace time tre products o.f their talents 
had been sought by the masses. In war time they proved to be 
needed by them. Never again--it would s®am--would either 
government officials or big busli1ess overlook the potentials 
of this little business. 
(6} Deveneau, History of Packaging During World War !1, cit. 
----- pp. 4-5. 
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AGCDMPLISBMENTS 
I 
==i· 
A. Conversion Reco~ 
· "A serious breakdown of small industr:J.al establishments 
in the Providence area (includes tbe Attle~ros) threatens 
·, 
because of the inability of these smaller concerns either to 
obtain materials for their ordinary buaLiess or mecause they 
cannot obtain sufficient replacement waf su~contracts or 
undertake them at the present time due to various causes. 
Fifty percent of tm machine -tools of the Providence aref!l 
which embraces Southeastern Massaclm.setts are idle." These 
bad been the threatening words of George F. Hines, war pro-
duction co-ordinator for Providence, as a witness fiafore the 
House Small Business Committee at Washington. 
Against such a gloomy backdrop the rapidly changing 
action of the Attleboro Jewelry manufacturers that ensued but 
a few months later w~s a miracle. Raymond s. Brown, Mgr. for 
the War Production ~ard, Attleboro District Office, reported 
tba.t as of tJ::s date his office was activated, April 1, 1942, 
only 20%' of all man-hour production in the Attleboroa was {1) 
war work. 
According to compilation and sunnnarie s of Engineer Brown 1 s 
records prepared for directors of tba Attleboro Chamber of Com-
merce at their behest by their Executive Secretary Claude Smith 
182 plants comprised the industrial production of the Attleboro 
on July 12, 1942. 
{1) R. s. Brown Is Conmru.nlcation to citizens of Attleboro, Oct. 12, 1944 (250th Anniversary Celebration). P• 1. 
Brown's first task was to sell the idea of producing for 
war to the manufacturers with no experience on type of work 
required. This required individual contacts with management, 
j foreman, engineering staff, ate. Some manufacturers immedi-
1 ately took steps to convert, taking contracts at first without 
regard to price consideration as an education. These were 
ca:ililed "educational contracts". These pioneering plants soon 
found that they could handle this war work satisfactori ly and 
more contracts were taken on. 
In April the percentage of war work had climbed to 25%, 
in May to 33%, and by June had increased to 41%. At this time, 
Brown's plan was to rapidly convert some of the larger plants 
to 100% and then to encourage sub-contracting, in order to 
.. 
help the smaller plants with limited facilities. 
This idea was carried out and proved successful. By 
December 1943 the area had reached 60% on war production. 
"The twentieth month of the war found 
Attleboro steadily increasing its record 
for conversion to war work, reaching 72% 
and North Attleboro had reached 69%. At 
this time over 30% of the plants engaged in 
defense in Attleboro were 100%, with 22~ 
more doing over 90%, 24% doing over 50% war 
work and 13% doing from 25% to 50% war work. 
"Back in 1917-18, scarcely 5% of tb,e 
production here in Attleboro was war work, . 
and when the war came in 1941, it was again 
said that little war work could be done here 
because it was a jewelry center and facil-
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ities and help were not adaptable to close 
tolerance work required by Army and Navy. 
This, of course, bas now proven incorrect. 11 ~~ · 
II 
- ---------- _ __j ~----~-
In the remainder of 1943 the percentage of war work 
handled continued to increase until by January 1, 1944, it 
had reached 78%. That apparently was as much as the manu-
facturers could handle as it stabilized at that figure~ Most 
of the manuf acturers continuing in the nanufacture of jewe l ry 
under restrict ions, bad a fairly high dollar value of sales 
even though percentage of labor employed on thi s work was 
small. This was due to the cost of materials that manufac-
turers were permitted to use: for example~ silver, gold and 
the necessity of using silver as a base metal. 
On the following pages are listed some of the products 
manufactured in our plants with the percentage of labor in 
.b these products~ as taken from the notebook of engineer rown. 
· --
ATTLEBORO MANUFACTURERS 
American Jewels Corp. 
94 County Street 
American Metal Crafts Co. 
64 Water Street 
American Reenforced Paper 
55 Starkey Avenue 
Apco Mossberg Corp. 
Lamb Street 
Associated Attleboro Mfgrs. 
(D. F. Briggs Co.) 
65 Union Street 
Attleboro Box & Display 
67 Mechanic Street 
Attleboro Japan Co. 
80 Hazel Street 
Attleboro Print & Embossing 
Ingra ham Building 
Attleboro Refining Co. · 
42 Union Street 
A. A. Augat Machine & Tool 
49 Railraad Avenue 
Auga t Brothers 
49 Railroad Avenue 
Automatic Machine Products 
61 South Ma in Street 
Babcock Babcock Box Company 
43 South Main Street 
War ProductS; Percent 
Quartz crystals, 
electronic equipment 
100% 
Military insignia 70% 
Reenforced paper used 100% 
for ''X" ration boxe s, 
boxes for medicalAmppliea-
Tank, Truck, Aircraft, 100% 
agricultural and machine 
equipment. Reels for 
field, wire . 
Radio and radar parts 657~ 
Boxes for war products 25% 
Jappanners, bench work, · lOOJb 
medals and insignia 
Embossed metal & tags, 9% 
aircra.ft panels, etc. 
Pure gold & silver & 86% 
electrolytic copper. 
BakeJ.ite mold dies,- 100%' 
special :rnachinery & tools. 
Hadio and radar parts 100% 
and tools 
Primers for Army and Navy 100% 
Ordnance_. 
Cardboard boxes for ship- 15% 
ping war products. 
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ATTIEBO RO NIANUFACTURERS 
Balfour, L. G. Company 
25 County Street 
Bay State Optical Co. 
Pine Street 
Bigney, s. o. Company 
98 County Street 
Bliss Bros. Company 
85 county street 
Bride, J. F. & Co~pl ny 
46 Pearl Street 
Brovm, L. P. Machine & Tool 
104 County Street 
came ron-, C. Ed. 
34 Wall Street 
C. & L. Enameling Coljlp:l ny 
129 Bank Street 
Clegg Mfg. & Tool Company 
19 Summei' Street 
Coles, William~. 
26 Hodges Street 
Cooper, F. J. & Son 
140 Park Street 
Buster Crafford Inc. 
64 Pleasant Street 
Coby Glass Products Co. 
13f8 Park Street 
Finberg ~ttg. Company 
140 Park Street 
War Products: 
Military insignia, 
radio and radar work. 
GJ! SIJl ctacle frames::, 
s:r:e ctaele frames on 
health priority. 
Radar equipment and 
precision tool work, 
screw machine -products, 
and brace lets. 
Radio parts, aircraft 
parts, torpedo parts. 
Enamelers on medals 
and insignia. 
Special machinery 
and tools. 
Electroplating on 
war products. 
Enameling medals 
and insignia. 
Tools, condenser parts, 
radio and radar parts. 
Tools, asseMbly work. 
Military insignia 
and medals. 
Radio and radar parts. 
Glass viles for water 
puri£ication chemicals. 
Some insignia, 
tools and lathe work. 
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Percent 
100% 
100% 
50~ 
100% 
100% 
20~ 
100% 
20~ 
ATTLEBORO Ml\NUF ACTURERS 
Evans Case 
21 East street 
Fisher, J. M. Co. 
Pearl & James Streets 
Foster Metal Products 
36 Railroad Street 
Gellately, T. B. & Son 
80 Union Street 
General Findings & Supply 
James Street 
General Plate Company 
34 Fenest Street 
Gunner, A. T. Mfg. Company 
31 Forest Street 
Gunner, Ralph R. Mfg. Company 
Mill Street 
Guyot Br.others Com~ny, Inc. 
Union ~treet 
H. & B American Machine 
Pleasant View, So. Attle~oro 
H & R. Jewelry Company 
319 Thacher Street 
Hayward, Walter R. 
20 Capron Street 
Healy, Cha rles B. Company 
36 Railroad Street 
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Percent 
Gas jelly bombs 
Proximity fuses, 
Gyroscope equipment 
Radio and radar parts, 
identification bracelets, 
dog cha ins, jewelry 
Sewing and assembling 
litter stra~, splint 
s trap3 , tourniquets, etc. 
Welding and forging 
Gronrrnets, terminals, shell 
parts; other anwunition 
parts. 
Material for aircraft 
parts and~uipment; 
material for radio and 
radar, other communications 
Spinning special discs, 
cups, etc. 
Identification bracelets, 
dog chains, etc. 
Litter securing straps 
and bars, radio and r adar 
parts, aircraft parts 
and lighters. 
100% 
100/b 
liDO% 
50% 
90% 
Shells, am~unition. 100% 
Asse mbling and bench work, 100% 
radio parts, etc. 
Assembling primers, small · 30% 
studs and coll ars for 
rada r, tools .• 
Dies JJilO¢% 
• 
• 
A rrTLEBOR 0 MANUFACTURERS 
Healy, J. T. & Son 
Dunham Street 
War Products 
Corrnnunication device parts, 
medical instrmnents parts • 
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Ideal Windlass Company Windlasses· 100% 1039 Washington St., go. Attle. 
J. &:: L. Tool & Findings 
49 Union Street 
Jewelers' Equipment Co. 
20 Capron Street 
lUff' TNilbUI' 
16 State Street 
Larson Tool & Stamping 
20 Olive Street 
Leach & Garner Com~ny 
49 Pearl Street 
Loomis Brothers 
173 Turner s t., So. Attle. 
M. s. Company 
61 School Street 
Makepeace, D. E. Co. 
36 Dunham Street 
Ma r athon Company 
Brook Street 
Mee, Thomas & Company 
283 Tul"ner St., So. Attle. 
Meta ls & Controls 
34 Forest Street 
Radar ~2rts, tools, special 50% 
hinges, medals. 
Gas burners; hard and so:lr:it 100% 
soldering. 
Die makers 100% 
Tools and metal stamp- 100% 
ings. 
Bur sting discs for fire 75% 
extinguishers, brazing alloys 
for electri~al apparatus, 
ferrils, sheet and wire 
tubing. 
'Nood wol"kers. 
Primer plugs and assemblie s; 66% 
tools for indicators, torpedo 
parts, die sets. 
Slip rings, special tubing 90% 
and wire, equipment and instru- · 
ments for aircraft, ma terial 
fol" radar, dental material; wave 
quides, BWitches and components; 
bearings fol" submarines, aircraft, 
torpedoes; machine work on screws, 
bolts, nuts; firing pin supports. 
Radar test equipment. 
Paint, turpentine and 
shellac. 
Rolling & plating o~ metals, 
circui t breakers. 
90% 
• 
J~tt leboro Manufacturers· 
Metal SpecialtiAs Compa1~ 
191 North Main St. (rear) 
Morse Andrews 
46 Union Street 
· Morse , Ed . H. & Company 
24 County Street 
Mossberg Pressed Steel Corp. 
81 West Street 
Pitman & Keeler 
104 Com1ty Street 
Plastimold Inc. 
Union Street 
Premier Plastic Products 
96 County Street 
Red Tip M.fg . Company 
38 Rosewood Avenue 
Reliable Coated Products· Co. 
53 Falmouth Street 
Ripley & Gowen Comp;tny 
67 Mechanic Street 
Robbins Company 
1• , ·" 
War Products 
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Pel"'Cent 
Radar and radio parts, 
experimental work and tools 
Coloring medals, press work, 
drilling and polishing 
component parts for radio a 
and radar, gas mask parts. 
Radio condenser assemblies, 
radio and radar pa~ts, lead 
capsules for proxfumity fuses, 
universal couplings for 
radio, calibrating dials .for 
aircraft instruments. 
Sp9 cia 1 machinery .for wire 
drawing and wire insulating . 
Tools and production work, 
radar · p::t rts, instrument 
parts, Army-Navy insignia, 
e le c trode s • 
Plastic parts .for airborne 
radio and r adar . 
Tools and dies for automatic 
. screw machine, dies for 
insignia. 
Synthetic rubber temple 
rolls and stop motion switches 
for l"'ayon looms. 
Coated fabrics. 
Tools, detonating cups , 
incendiary bomb parts, Mis-
cellaneous stampings~ 
Pins, pistons, catches , (30 
caliber automatic rifles ) 
defense badges, engine plates, 
and insignia~ 
lOOJ~ 
100~6 
lOO% 
100% , o 
100% 
100% 
90% 
ATI'LEBORO MANU-fACTURERS 
Reliable Electropl ating Co. 
56 South Ma in Stree t 
Saa rt Brothers Company 
20 Forest Street 
War Products 
Electro plating · on x•adio 
and radar part s . 
Radar component ~ rts, 
switch contacts, torpedo 
r:a rts. 
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Percent 
100% 
Sadler Brothers 
561 Newport Ave., 
Optical goods ~or GI 
So. Attle. frames, etc. 
Sandberg , N. & Son 
19 Solomon Street 
Shields ' Inc. 
6? Mechanic Street 
Simmons , R. F. Co. Inc. 
191 North Main Street 
Spenser Thermostat Co. 
34 Forest Street 
Standard Jewelry Co. 
200 North Main St reet 
Standard Plastics Co. 
62 'Hater Stree t 
Smith, F. E. Co. 
940 South Main Street 
Swa.nk, Inc • 
Hazel & Pe arl Streets 
Sweet Mfg . Comp:~.ny 
84 Dunham Street 
Radar electronics, airborne 
radio equipment, miscel-
laneous cormnunicati ons~ 
Insignia, navy decorations, 
press work on px•imers ~ 
100% 
100)~ 
Radar parts, battery cup3, 100% 
torpedo parts, radio parts. 
Thermostats, circuit breakers,lOO% 
relays, controls, protectors 
~or aircraft, tanks, trucks 
and cmmnunications. 
PrimeT's, sp3 cial gaskets 95% 
for torpedo parts. 
Instrument part casting 86% 
model~, capacitator insula-
tors, panel indicator lights 
for tanks, etc. 
Ma chine s hop and grinder 100% 
and milling machine work. 
Radar parts, gun parts, SO% 
machine gun parts for aircraft 
perishable tools. 
Dog t ag chain, identification 61% 
bracelet chain, parts ~or 
miniature radio tubes, fila-
ment holders; bales for j!hlrple 
Heart Medals • 
... 
ATTIEBOBO MANUFACTURERS 
Thomae, Charles & Son 
104 County Street 
Thompson, H. E. s. Co. 
94 1r•Jest Street 
Topsall Dyeing ·& Finishing 
Braid Mill , So. Attle. 
Union Plate & Wire 
Union Street 
w. & A. Tool Company 
46 Union Street 
W. & R!. Jewelry Company 
55 Falmouth Street 
Walton & Lonsbury 
North Avenm 
Wa tson Company 
67 Mechanic Stree t 
\IIJha len, N. D. · Go:rnpany 
31 Union Street 
Wilmarth, H. T. Gompany 
Dunham Street 
WDittemore, H. H. P. 
91 Union Street 
Wolfenden, R. & Sons 
\Volf'enden Street 
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Pereent 
-
Sp3 cial medals 30% 
Electro-plating on lOO% 
radio and radar parts; 
Dyeing & f' :tnishing of' 50% 
war materials ·. 
Drawing tubing, rolling 65% 
~~ri~ and flat stock, 
material copper, brass 
and silver f'or radio; 
radar, special tools~ 
@h$'lldn.~1 ·~.min~ .~:· ffliae · lUQ~ds,, 98% 
mmn,artock.J mo1hdl!f*'' :inofdS . f'or 
~adiaLanQ. radar parts,, 
specl:!al tools. 
Turning and graduating 10% 
micrometer barrels, 
clutches~ 
Chromiu..rn platers·, salvage lOO% 
plating, plating propellor 
shafts, breech cas:tngs 
built up to tone by plat-
ing. 
90% 
Radio and radar parts. 
Shako chains, silver ball$ 20% 
and special tubes. 
Cutting of'f' special tub- 100~& 
ing f'or wrenches, grinding. 
Military insignia 
Dyers and -bleachers on war 20% 
materials~ 
;;--· . 
NORTH ATTLEBORO MANUFACTURERS-
A. & J Tool & Mfg. Co. 
30 Chestnut Street 
Barber Electric Mfg. Co. 
30 Chestnut Street 
Bishop Co., Inc. (The) 
100 So. Washington Street 
Blackinton, R. & Co. 
244 Broad street 
Blackinton, v. H. Co. 
Commonwealth Avenue 
Bugbee & Niles Co. 
84 Chestnut Street 
Chabot Soldering Co. 
262 Broad Street 
Chase & Sinclain 
105 South Washington Street 
Cheever Tweedy 6o. 
83 Elm Street 
Ennslin, A. Tool & Mch. Co. 
Mt. Hope St., A.ttle. Falls 
Evans Case Co., Inc. 
Evans, D. & Company 
29 Jay Street 
Hanson, Henry L. Company 
60 Elm Street 
Hillman, Oscar A. & Sons 
82 Elm Street 
War Products 
Tools and radio and 
radar parts. 
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100~ · 
r::: 
Meter Switches, Poi•celain 100% 
outouts, power and lighting 
panels, open knife switches 
GI spectacle frames; google lOOfo 
frames, radar parts. 
Radar p3. rts and tools 
Milj_tary insignia, medals 
and badges. 
Condenser cans. 
Soldering on war work. 
Screw machine products. 
Torpedo parts. 
Maclunes and tools 
. Radar pa:vt,-, lighters 
for export, gas jelly 
bombs, proximity fuses, 
gyroscope equipment. 
Uniform buttons. 
Taps & Dies. 
Plating of radio and 
radar ·parts, spare parts, 
boxes, anti-tank mines. 
18% 
98% 
100% 
100% 
lO a% 
92% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
NORTH ATTLEBORO MANUFACTURERS 
Homer Alden Company 
10 Maple Avenue 
Jepson Tool Company 
Attleboro Falls 
Jewelry &: Cutlery Novelty Co. 
72 Elm Street 
LeStage Manufacturing Company 
60 Elm Street 
Magnan, N. J. Corp. 
13 Dex ter Place 
Mason Box Co. (The) 
Mt. Hope Street -
Attleboro Falls. 
G North Attleboro Foundry o. 
23 Chestnut Street 
Peterson, L. s. & Co. 
60 Elm Street 
Randall, c. Ray, Co. 
Mt. Hope Street 
Attleboro Falls 
Standard Chain Co., Inc. 
84 Chestnut Street 
Straker & Freeman, Inc. 
28 East Street 
Swanzey Tool Company 
Cmmnonwealth Avenue 
Attleboro Falls 
Swi.:ft !-r. Fisher 
60 Elm Street 
War Products 
·vve lders' mitts, tool lOO% 
bags, spare parts bags; 
trunk covers, eurtains, 
flash guard covers 
Tools 100% 
Special switchEs, radio 92% 
and radar work, receiver 
assemblies, torpedo parts 
Circuit breakers, identi- 25% 
fication bracelets. 
Rims for baby carriages, 12% 
tennis rackets. 
Boxes for radio and radar 84% 
equipment, aviation equip-
ment, military equipment, 
machine tools, insignia, -
optical and dental equip. 
Castings for machine · tools,95% 
pu..mps, gears, valves, · 
special machines, etc. 
Radar parts, identifica- 100% 
ti on brace lets-. 
Radar parts, tools, gages 100% 
special machinery for 
rocket bombs. 
Radar and torpedo parts. 100% 
Tools, dies, stamping 100% 
and forming. 
Tools 75% 
Military insignia 
•. . • l 
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NORTH ATTLEBORO ~~FACTURERS 
Webster Company 
White Manufacturing Company 
War Products 
Tube flange wells, 
antenna parts, collector 
rings, aircraft parts. 
Incendiary bomb parts, 
radar parts (mechanical) 
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SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES TO ATTLEBORJ 
T. J. Homes Company 
Norton, Massachusetts 
~ilburn Glass Company 
Norton 
Metal Parts Compapy 
Norton 
Sweet Paper Box Company 
Norton 
Sprague & Reynolds Company 
Norton 
McGill Box Company 
Plainville, Massachusetts 
Plainville Stock Company 
Plainville, .Massachusetts 
Telford Tool Company 
Plainville 
1Nhi ting & Davis Company 
Plainville 
Screw Machine products and 78% 
atomizers and radar parts, 
condensers for radios~ tin 
plating of condensers. 
Bearings for r adar 100% 
Screw Machine products 100% 
Paper boxes for war ffiffo 
products 
Wooden boxes for war 100% 
products 
Paper boxes for war 60% 
products 
Communication devices 18% 
Tools 100% 
Communicati on devices 100% 
·-
- On this October day when our f'orce:a on 
the Eastern Fr<mt are battling through the 
defenses of tbe Siegfried Line for tm final 
drive on Germa~, our manufacturers are still 
putting e ve:ry ·:et"tort into producting tor war. 
Vary faw:r "q\tests have been rece_ived for re-
conversion assistance, although we are ready 
to give this assistance where ·outbacks of war 
contracts make it necessary. Our most seri-
ous problem at present, is the lack of man-
power. Many of our work plants' produet:t on 
schedules are being effected by this shortage. 
We have established ~oduction urgency 
ratings for 100 war plants in the Attlebo:fio 
area. These production urgency ratings are 
assigned on the basis of importance ~f and 
use of war products and are used by ·nited 
States Employment Office and war Manpower 
Commission in the allocation of available 
labor~ 
the co-operation of our manufacturers 
baa Q~en greatly appreciated by the War Pro-
duction Board, and I am personally very proud 
of the outstanding job that they have accom-
plished on the home front. I feel that we 
have done everything poss-ible to back up our 
boys on too many fighting front a, and I know 
they will be proud of tm record tbBt the 
Attleboros have established~ 
Ray Brown's latter to the Citizens of Attleboro, cit'• 
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Table VII. 
* PERCENTAGE OF WAR PRODUCTION 
ATTLEBORO AREA 
( Based on Man Hours) 
1942 1943 1944 1945 
Jan. 60 79 
Feb. 61 79 
Mar. 20 64 79 70 
Apr. 26 65 79 68 
May 33 66 77 64 
June 41 67 64 
July 44 70 76 64 
Aug. 74 64 
sept. 50 72 73 64 
Oct. 52 75 72 
~·· ,.../ 
I 
I Nov. 56 76 72 
~ ji Dec. 59 78 
------------------- ---------------
1 
* Taken from Graph made by R. s. Brown, Production Engineer 
• . 
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B. Permanent Benefits 
11 In many ways the period :from 1941-1946 represented both 
// a revelation and a revolution to the jewelry industry. Until 
1 1941 the local manu facturers werf.l rutted in respect to both 
I 
II 
I 
I 
products made and manufacturing procedures followed. Since 
i t s founding in this area a century and a l:al.f ago, with tm 
exception of ec.onomic booms or declines and a little labor 
trouble now and then, these jewelry :rmn had moved placidly 
along adjusting themselves only to changes in style. 
Tbe revelation first appeared back in April 1941 when 
the jewelers conducted a local survey for the Associated Indus-
t ries of Massachusetts. This survey disclosed facilities. 
plant, personnel and skills avai lable for defense work. It 
also disclosed that brass, copper, zinc, nickel and stainless 
steel and other critical metals ware rapidly running out. As 
a little time elapsed, the jewelers were jolted by repeated 
reminders from government officials and by harsh personal ex-
perience tbat the base metals would be a war casualty so far 
as their industry was concerned; 
The revelation further came to them when faced by no 
metals but silver and gold and by restrictions on equipment 
,, and labor, they ware forced to turn .from attempts at conser-~~~~ vation to attempts at convera.ion. While considerably slower 
than most industries to acknowledge these realities and to get 
I actually started on the production of things other than normal, 
I 
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/ ance under way they surprised themselves by their versatile 
I 
11 accomplishments. 
·I 
"Once set up and prcx:lueing at the right costs, 
I: the local manufacturers were able to a ss wne large subcontracts 
1
', 
·I 
eff'iciently. 11 
Out of the revelation came a revolution--a revolut ion in 
facilities, in methods, and personnel. Trey soon cane to 
realize that facilities were run dawn and unproductive, methods 
were inefficient, and that some of t heir personnel had become 
~1tted in routine tasks. 
Out of this sudden adjustment to a war economy came 
several permanent benefits to tbe local industrialist. Some 
of these were of a concrete na.ture; others were intangible~ 
Foremost, equipment was brought up to date. Jewelry, a 
luxury manufacture, bad suffered unduly through the depressed 
decade of the 30's. Tools and equipment were old and unpro-
ductive. The war brought new lathes, grinders, milling 
machines, presses, etc., as priorities allowed. Old lathes 
and millers were rebuilt by parts replacement and basic over-
haul into more productive, more precise machines. The official 
of one plant stated: 
11We added 1250,000 of new equipment to 
tool room facilities alone, with the 
latest, most ~oductive lathes, mill-
ing machines, drills, grinders, etc. 
It is estimated that we doubled the 
efficiency of the departw..ent.u (1) 
Improved, more durable tools were generally adopted and 
became rule .rather than exception. The short production runs· 
* ,. 
1 !rnold Ande.rson, Executive R.t.. &-()-;.- ompany, interv ew 7/18/49 · l======t'f==d._],_)_ Qh.atl_e s RicL-O__f_____Yl.hi___tin_ & vavis Co_ _:_mt_erview 8 2 _A_~_. 
'I 
I 
/, 
~~ characterizing the industry bad permitted continued use of old 
type steel tools and dyes. War brought about long production 
! 
I 
i 
runs--sometimes, millions of a given i tern. The old steel tools 1 
and dyes, of course, could not stand the beat and wear of 
extended production runs. Modern tools tipped or edged with 
carbide were utilized; dyes were faced likewise. The industry 
had finally turned to the latest metals in making their pro-
duction equipment. "The jeweler learned the value of chrone 
pl ating dyes and other tools in order to make them more dur-
able." Once the war was over, numerous jewelers purcha:sed 
from war surplus substantial quantities of machines, tools, .. ' 
and materials. Tbe lesson in facilities had definitely been 
learned. 
Many new contacts came to the Attleboro industrialists 
as a result of production for war. In some cases these became 
a permanent market for the output of new products, thus inject-
ing variety, new vigor, and increased stability to a forr~rly 
restricted, rather seasonal production. One manufacturer of 
mesh bags continued to manufacture frictional horae-power 
motors for Westinghouse for many months after hostilities and 
(2) 
may still be doing so. Another, a producer of bigh quality 
watch chains continues to machine and plate certain parts for 
Raytheon Corporation. A stock plant, normally rolling and 
plating metal into sheets and wires, essentially for local 
I 
j factories, has sharply altered its production pattern as 
I
I -ll- William Walton, Pres. Walton & Lonsbury, interview 8/3/49;. II 
.Ll_2) Arn?_ld Anderson, Executive R. & G. Compa~, i~t.~!_~~_2_]§L_ ~ 
=~ 
j 
I i ____ _ 
follows: 
Before (War Production) 
Jewelry * 
All other 
After 
50% 
50% 
Still another stock mill has also moved more heavily into 
otoor industries, including tte electircal, automotive, air-
craft, and temperature-control fields. 
Definite production lessons were learned. As metals 
became short on account of restrictions, a more economical 
use of metals was exercised and WQ ste was eliminated. "The 
resulting cut back in costs and increased profits : taught a 
general lesson in economy of production tl:at was permanently 
(3) 
instilled." The rude assembly lines--for example, in one 
sh op _ transmitter sets were pushed along a bench from worker 
to worker as each accomplished his phase of the work--evolved 
into permanent production practice in such factories as Swank. 
There, today, light overmad assembly lines mo:ve production 
continuously along among bench hands• 
All facilities, both light and beavy, were adjusted into 
efficient production lines. Bench latbBs were rearranged and 
·all physical procedures sequenced to conserve time, eliminate 
waste and speed production. Likewise, production lines in 
drop hammers, presses, and bench work have become permanent 
features in plant layout. Oscar ~lman & Sons, specialists in 
this area, plated hundreds · of thousands of pa.rt11 for electronic 
Includes electrical, radio and television, au tomative. 
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(I} Arnold Anderson, Executive of R. & G. Company~_12.f~~~ew 
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devices. The new methods of plating, better techniques in 
polishing, modern and larger tanks more effectively arranged 
in production lines, had made possible these new highs in pro-
duction. The l:e lter-akelter arrangement of facilities wbich 
existed in most plants prior to the war is gone. nJewelers 
were definitely awakened to a better concept of production 
methods by the accelerated requirements of war. \~ere we had 
normally produced a few hundred or, at the most, a few thous-
and pieces, we were now faced with the production of millions. 
Labor shortages accentuated the need for better methods. This 
concept, learned from defense needs., wa's turned to peace time 
uses, lowering costs. It resulted in more efficient machinery 
(4) 
" and improved, more durable tools." 
.
1
1 The adaptation of existing mchines to special purposes 
J 
I' 
developed during war production. This s~cial purpose think-
ing bas been carried over. Devising and using one purpose 
machines for peace time manufacture is common practice now. 
For example, tbe scope of the foot press has been greatly 
extended; it now has many semi-automatic uses. Indeed, more 
than one large prime contractor adopted machine a and methods 
worked out by their much amaller subcontractors, the jewelers• 
[' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A large manufacturer in the electrical field permanently adopte~ 
both the metals and the machines used in the manufacture of, 
electrodes. The use by a large prime contractor of #302 steel 
(non-magnetic·) bad been precluded because it was so difficult 
I 
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!1 to work. A home-made lapping machine, develop3d by the jeweler 
1\ and subseque ~tly improved, proved capable of forl!ling and shap-
il ing this metal. New jigs c·and fixtures have been devised, new 
soldering methods employed, not only to the benefit of the i'j 
jewelry industry but to that of othex• fields ,. such as electrica] 
I 
I 
Tl:e jig, fixtures, and soldering methods employed il equipment. 
assembly of radio condensers (final rate I I !1 by one jeweler for the 
II o f production was 5000 
II 
per day) were retained by the prime con- I 
I 
jl tractor at war's ·end. 
I' 
1 is one of the oldest and biggest producers of radio equipment 
I The prime contractor, in this instance, 
I 
I in the United States. 
A war time problem in soldering resulted in a mw elec·tri- I 
cal method which h ~s been practicably applied to many a peace 
time problem. Back in late 1941, when American Jewels Corpora- l· 
I 
tion was struggling to produ~e crystals successfully for elec- I 
1 tronic devices, they were faced with a problem in soldering 
\ 
1======-~ 
metal caps in the process of hermetically sealing the crystals. 
It was foun:i that none of the known na thods could be employed 
without injury to the crystal's delicate structure. One 
Austin Morrell, a soldering specialist with a great native tal-
ent for things electrical, found the solution• Two nichrome 
wires were bent U-ahaped to enclose the object to be soldered. 
The~Be. wires, arranged in a. fixture, were positioned oppositely 
and apart. The enclosed crystal was set into the firture. 
Then the girl operator lightly pressed a foot pedal, bringing 
the U-wires into tm form of an enclosure about the cathode-
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held crystal. These wires did not come in contact with one 
another, nor did they touch the object to be soldered but 
remained apart from it by approximately 1/32 of an inch. The 
heat caused by the high resistance of the nichronE radiated 
around the object, causing the solder to flow. The operator 
upon preceiving the flow of the solder released the foot pedal, 
opening the wire jaws. A low temperature j ob--250° to 600°P-• 
it was likewise a slow production process, necessitated by the 
delicate nature of tme crystal. Xnown and newer methods of 
soldering such as accomplished by a torch, soldering iron, or 
heated gas cannot be applied to all soldering problems peculiar 
to the industry. fbi s war-discovered method, :towever, is a per 
w~nent benefit since it affords a new avenue of solution to 
various soldering problems. The flexibility of the beat con-
Miscellaneous benefits peculiar to certain plants and not 
ij general to the whole area might be mentioned. 
11 {5) Austin Morrell, '11echriician at Swank's Inc., interview 6/23/ II 
!I __ 5o ~ .. 
A few retained 
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orders from Army Quarter-masters, ordnance and other procure-
ment officeE~ . Some firms not in competitive areas of produc-
tion still exchange ideas in the solution of problems on a 
I 
mutual friendly basis. That close co-operation among all manu-
facturers in exchange of technical information, skills, etc. 
which was practiced in war time, has largely disappeared how-
ever. For the most part, the old competitive spirit reigns. 
The standard Plastic Company, originators of semi-precious 
stones in plastic, pioneered in the manufacture of discharge 
buttons gold plated on a plastic base. 
are outstanding examples of this. 
We have discussed in some detail the permanent benefits of 
a concrete nature. The more intangible ones were just as real, 
however. Jewelry manufacturers i n this area have produced 
rather standardized lines. If one produced·::an .. titem somewhat 
different which 'took', it was copied just as soon as practic-
able. Competition has a~ways been fierce and the game played 
with elbows close and the face of the cards curved inward. 
Thrust suddenly into strange ne w fields of manufacture, they 
found that they must gamble and rely on their own initiative 
and ingenui ty t o meet the challeng • Consequ ently, they were 
(7) Mr. Cr anston, Executive of' Standard Plastics ~ int e rvi ew 
7/25/49. 
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to gain a new perspective. The more alert, the more 
progressive, upon return to peace time production, employed 
a new vision for they bad gained a fresh confidence from the 
~ struggle. Origi~lity and bol~eas today cha~cterize new I 
I! untried designs in sample lines which just could not have hap- 1\\ 
f pened prior to their wai' experience. Man agement is willing to I 
I pioneer, to undertake the unusual or untried in methods, \ 
I 
I des:igns, or finished product. 
1\ 
I Personnel, too, were improved by their war production 
I 
II 
I 
experience. Toolmakers came to realize that greater versatilit 
must stamp their wo r?.t . Other workers--stampers, polishet>s, 
11 platers and bench hands--were forced to figure out more 
I 
II efficient production methods. They have retained this point 
.Ill of view. New pe rs onne 1 from other indust ri~ s were inductliGl 
into local jewelry establishments to aid in the solution of 
11 war time problems. Soma have remained to add fresh blood to 
;, production, technical and managemen t talent; the others have 
1\ left their impress. 
!i In these days of continual crisis undoubtedly the greatest 
j
1 
permanent benefit of all cannot be estimated--the benefit which 
~ would become innmdiately evident in case of another ~ln$rgency-­
l the benefits of assurance and confidence which are born of 
\\ crisis. Tbe uncertainties, the human doubts :·,a.nd fears which 
shrouded him before could not enclose again the little indus-
trialist of this tiny segment of Amencan industry. He could 
assume the burden with a greater and freshet' vigor. As one 
152 
I 
I. 
industrialist put it, ttr think the greatest benefit of all 
was that we came to realize our own versatility. This spirit 
of assurance permeated our entire plant. As om of O'Ul' fore-
man saw it, 'If we get an order to build a battleship, we'll 
start it right away. We can get the water to launch it later, 
{ 8) 
somehow. 1 tt 
If this thesis has proved anything, it is the spirit of 
this man's words. Under the system of free enterprise th.e 
human being, in emergency, displays a genius which he did not 
dream he po·ssessed~ 
(8) Charles Rice, Vice-President of Whiting & Davis Co. 
interview August 4, 1949. 
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,Tew·elryl!s psychological place in any peace time economy 
undeniable. Under the pressure of a war economy, however', I :LS 
II it seemed que stionable whether the industry could survive--
indeed, whether it had any moral 
i! equi pment, its: dependence on the 
right to survive. Its light 
very metals of Ida r.s::, its-
II 
1: skills which had throughout its 150 year history been peculiar 
;r 
1l to the manufacture of articles for personal adornment only, 
I 
ll management quite content to move along lines of certainty, 
il had n ever been pitted against grimme r tasks--all these factors 
II had caused both government and big business to look askance ai.t 
the jew~lers when they demanded a place in America ' s war 
I economy~ 
Big business' in the early days of America ' s role a~r the 
II 
11 
arsenal for the democracies of the world had h oggedl wax• con-
tractS'., Government officials , too, had almost exclusively 
I favoredi big m1sinea-s and exercised a unique confidence in their 
'I . 
1 c~a bili ties: and capaci ties3. When war eventually came to OUl'' 
1 
ovm land!, big businesS:' was not b:tg enough ta produce the 
I 
h 
il infinite nu..mber of items in the colossal .quantities requiredl. 
VVis:e government officials came to realize that it was:· economic 
I 
' suicide to let small business such as the Attleboro jewelry 
I, industry become extinct on the alta rs- of war. Thua' big 
,, 
I, 
and big govern.ment came to realize that they needed the 
bua-ine s s \ 
help of il 
I 
I 
I 
the little fe llov1s. The jewelers I early contentions for the 
survival of their industry came to prove sounder than anyone 
first re a li~ed. Their medium and low priced jewelry was more 
than a plaything, more than a mere luxurY.• The Attleboro 
jewele :rs · ·;tn·.t.I?-e medium and low priced brackets had met a needl 
of the masses . In war their products prov~ded substantial 
sources of revenues to big government in financing the war and 
furnished a source of expression to untold thousands of tired 
workers:. More impo~c>tant still trey demonstrated their worth 
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· in a war economy. Its light equipment was ingenious'~Y ll:ll.l.<teJr."t!:Dd; 
i:b devtised hew equ:Ib.pment to produce articles for war. Its: 
lmov1ledge of metals proved an asset in the variety of war items·. 
Its skills: aided by the relatively high intelligence of i tfli 
workers proved transferable. Its management met the challeng_e 
and exercised an energy . and ingenuity which they never quite 
realized they possessed. 
Yes, in peace time the Attleboros fulfilled an economic 
need of the masses. In war they fulfilled again the war needs 
of the masses . As their products· of peace are slighted by the 
elite of our society, just so was their potential slighted at 
firat by the elite of the American industrial maclune. Time and 
necessity, however, granted the . Attleboro jewelerSJ the opportunity 
to demonstrate their true worth. If this thesis proves' anything 
-~ it is that the Attlebcros possessedJ long practiced skilla:,. lmow 
how, inganuity, and a close team play between men and management 
,,·,rhich mus t of ne ce s si ty complement any sru.cc:e s sful war production. 
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attained by big business. ~t is often in the unex~c~ed· places 
that we get our help in time s of cr:ls:is·. 
FINIS 
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I nterna l Revenue Collections 
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TABLE 7 - - Internal Revenue Cbllect:ions, by tax aources::~ 
Fiscal:. Yearl:Ei 1929-48 
I 
I 
I . 
I -
II 
II 
1
. 'CI:59 
II 
il 
_F_i_s-ca-1- ----------J!-;e_w_e_l_rry ___________ _____ l\ 
Year Excis-e Taxes-: li 
-----!v-1a_n_u_f_a_c_t_u_r_e_r_a::_--------------R-e_t_a_i_le_r_r:r __ _ :I 
II 19::;9 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
I
I 1934 
1 1935 
II 1936: 
I 1937 
11 1938 
I 19391 
I 1940 
:1 1941 
:: 1942 
I 
I' 1943 
•I 
I 194-4-
II 1945 
I 
1 1946· 
$3 , 068,494 
4, 668, 5fft 
2' 010' 128~; 
3,110',605 
727,700 
398,186 
83~848 
64 333 , 
18,709 
37' 957" 
3,871 
3,641 
9,717 
356 
' 41,500~949 
88',365,799 
113-!372~751 
il 
II 
I 
I 
,· 
I 
I, 
I! 
I! 
I 
I 
I. 
I 1947 33 2363~ 615-! 429 
11 19·48 5,560 217,899,249 jl 
1! ----------------------------------------------------- j 
-~ Annual Report of Secretary of Treasury on State of' Finances;, ' 
June 301 1948. pp. 434-435. 
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APPENDIX II 
Displa cement in Jewelry Industry 
Displacement in Jewelry Industry 
in 
Attleboro and Taunton Areas 
161 
A labor market survey prepared late in February 1942 for 
the Attleboro and Taunton areas indicated p~bable displace-
ment of about 2,500 workers in 19 jewelry firms in Attleboro 
and of about 165 workers in 4 jewelry and silve rware f:l:rms in 
Taunton. Approximately 1,500 of the 2,500 Attleboro layoffs 
were predicated on the assumption that all use of copper would 
be forbidden af'ter April 1. At the tiiOO of the survey, about 
300 workers bad already been laid off because of the restricted 
use of copper, brass and other base metals• 
Hirea of about 450 workers were anticipated by six jewelry 
firms in Attleboro and about · 100 ne w workers were expected to 
be added by one Taunton firm. The Att lebo~ hiringw were part-
ly c antingen t upon continued use of at lease Ullllle copper for 
regular jewelry production, as well as continued use of at 
least some copper for regular jewelry . production, as well ws 
continued success in conversion plans• 
It became evident early in April tba t dis placement would 
be much less serious than originally anticipated because of 
further c mversion to war production and permission granted 
to use small amounts of copper with sterling. Firm in the 
Attleboro area had already substituted sterling for- bl.,ass and 
gold on silver for gold plate and were concentrating on articles 
which required less material. A trend from conversion of 
material to conversion of product which was already evident in 
February, h~ s continued• In May, only 6 of tte 37 jewelry 
firms covered in the ES-270 program had no war work, although 
tbe proporti en of war work was still re la tiv ely small. 
Analysis of the 37 firms in tba Attleboro IIDd Taunton 
area included in tbe 270 reporting program iniicates that 
employment in 18 jewelry firms decreased from March to May, 1942 
by 720 workers. In 10 firms employment inc rea sed by 377, ani 
in 9 firms, no change occurred. Emplqyment among all 37 firms 
dropped from 7,539 workers in March to 7,196 in May, represent-
ing a net decrease of 303 workers in Attleboro and 40 workers 
in Taunton. Employment in May 1941 for these firms was 7,640, 
only about 500 more tmn employnent :tn May . 1942. · 
P . - Almost 1,600 of the originally sc.heduled layoffs were 
expected to occur in four large firms. Three of' trese firms, 
L. G. Balfrur Co., Swank, Inc., and Whiting ~Davis actually 
162 
laid off only 160 workers; and one fii'I11, Evans Case Co., hir.ed 
86 worke rs. In May, these companies apparently bad increased 
the number of workers on war work, but war production still 
represented only about 12 percent of total employees • 
• 
Ant ic ip3 ted hi rings of 350 workers by 12 jewelry firms · 
for the pericd May through October will probably absorb dis-
placed workers who have not 8llready fou.rrl work in the area. 
Layoffs of only 58 workers are expected by jewelry firms dur-
ing the next six months. 
Some increase in UC claims was aaused by the jewelry dis-
placements, but :rmny of tbe displaced workers have already been 
hired by other employers in tm area. Several of the larger 
companies are training employees from their regular jewelry 
departments for mchine production work • 
. ±n general, the layoffs have net been large enough to 
create · any serious problem. In view of the increasing demand 
in the machine tool industry ani expansj_on of those jewelry 
firms which have been successful in conversion, workers now 
employed should be gradually reemployed~ 
Petition of New England Jewelry & Silversmiths' letter to 
Irving Grinberg, WPB dated June 24, 1942. 
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CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-43-a 
Amendment #1~ 
Tin 
Effective February 14, 1942, no manufacturing jeweler 
shall for the purpose of :rmnufacturing jewelry, emblems, 
insignia, personal ornaments, ornamental fittings, jewelry 
findings or jewelry chains, or any c anponent parts thereof, 
f abricate, assemble, melt, cast, extrude, roll, turn, spin, 
coat or process in a ny other way, or in any way c:tange the 
form of or add or solder any Ill9 tal to, any tin metal or 
tin bearing material to which no other :rm tal had been · added 
or solda!'red by said date by any manufa cturing je weler~ 
"Manufactur ing ~ewe ler" means any 
manufacturer oi£ jewelry, emblems, 
insignia, personal ornaments, 
ornamental fittings, jewelry find-
ings, or jewelry chains; of any 
component ptarts thereof. 
This · amendment s :ta 11 take effect 
im:rm dia te ly • 
· ~~ Federa l Regi s ter, Vol. 7 , · No. 33, dated Februa l"Y 17, 1942, 
p. 1023. 
• 
CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-43-a 
As hereto~ore amended Feb. 14, 
1942, is hereby f-w::the r amended 
to ~ead as follovTs: 
! 
Prohibi tiona on use of tin in articles appearing on List A. 
(List A including: jewelry, novelties, souyenirs, trophies, 
ornaments, plating or coating ~or 
decorative purposes.) 
Between January 1 and Nlarch 31, 1942, no parson shall 
use in the ~anufacture of any i tern. on List A more than 50% 
of the amount of tin used by hirn for mich i tern during the 
corresponding c alendar quarter of 1940. 
Effective April 1, 1942, no · tin shall be used in the 
production of any item on List A. 
Restrictions on manufacturing jewelers. 
From and after February 14, l942,,no manufacturing 
jevvel~r shall for the prupose of manufacturing jewelry, 
emplems, insignia, personal ornaments; oma:rrenta1 fittings, 
jewelry, finidings, or jewel:F~J cl':ains, or any · component 
part tbereof, fabricate, assemble, !ll91t, cast,,e:x.trude 1 
roll, turn, spin, coat o~ process in any otber way, or in 
any way change the form of or add or solder any metal to 
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any tin metal or tin bearing material to .. whtch no otber 
metal h~d been added or soldered by said date by any manu-
facturing je ·weler: Provdied, however, Tmt nay manu~acturing 
je'Neler who on or before. Aprail 1, 1942 files Fonn PD-229 
with the t'l[ar Production Board, Re~erence: M-43-a, may use 
before May 1, 1942 from tin to be set aside from his tin 
scrap and findings, or if these are insufficient, and to the 
extent these are insufficient, from lns other inventory an 
amount of tin equal to 3% of the amcnmt of tin used in 
jewelry by him during the year 1941 • 
.;c- Federal Regi star, Vol. 7, No. 53, Dated March 18, 1942, 
p. 212~":"2128 
CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-49 * 
Iridium 
Whereas national defense re quire:roont s wi 11 create a 
s hortage of Iridium for the combined needs of defense, 
private account, and export; and the supply of Iridium will 
be insufficient for defense and es s entia 1 civilian require-
. mnts unless its use in the :rmnufacture of jewelry is pro-
hibited; and it is necessarY. in tbe public intereBt to 
promote the defense of the Un~ed States to conserve the 
supply and direct the distribution of Iridium. 
1. Pro~ibition against sale. After the effective date of 
t hi s Order no Person shalf sell or deliver Iridium or 
alloys to any Jewel~! Manufacturer for use in the manufac-
ture of jewelry. 
2. Prohibition a e.; No Manufacturer shall 
purcla se or rece ve rom any erson ariy Iridium or alloys 
for use in the manufacture_of~Jewelry. 
3. Prohibition against use~ ~o :Manufacturer rrf:l. y use 
Iridium or alloys in tfu rmnufacture of' jewelry unle sa 
such use has be en specifically authorized by tm Director 
of Priorities. 
{ Iri:id ium means Iridium metal in any form including prlinal"Y, 
secondary, and scrap.) 
* Federa l Register, Vol. 6, No. 242, d ated Dec. 13; 1941. 
p. 6407. 
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GENERAL PREFERENCE ORDER NO. M-18-a. ~:-
Chromium 
Hereafter, tbe Director of Priorities will from time 
to time specifically direct the manner and ~antity in 
wnich de liveries of chromium in any form, for particular 
u.s e s 0 r t 0 particular parsons sha 11 be 111l de or wlh.thbe ld. 
Such directions will be made primarily to insure the sa tis-
f a ction of all defense r equirements of tm United · States, 
both direct and. indirect, and they may be 1m de in the dis-
cretion of tbe Director of Priorities without regard to any 
preference r atings assigned to particular contracts or 
purchase orders. The Director of Prioritie s may also take 
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into consideration the possible dislocation of labor, and the ~ 
ne cessity of kEleping a plant in operation so that it :tmy be 
able to fulfill defense order s and essential civilian require-
ments. In making any dellverie s of chromium with respa ct to 
which no specific directions have been issure by the Director 
of Prioritie s, each producer, processor or dealer must give 
preference to defense orders as required by the provisions 
of Priorities ·Regulation No. 1, and :rrn.m t be governed by any 
·preference ratings assigned to p3. rticula.r contracts or 
purcha se order • . 
Effective dates. 
This order shall take effect immediately upon its 
i ssuance, and unless sooner terminated by direction of the 
Director of · Priorities, shall expire on the 30th day of 
April, 1942 • 
* Federal Register, Vol. 6, No. 233, dated Dec. 2, -1942. 
p. 6142. 
CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-9-2. -1~ 
Copper 
Definitions. For the purpose of this Order: 
1. Jewelry means all .articles co~~only known as 
costume jewelry, costume novelties, including 
without limitation, mesh bags , vanity cases, 
compacts, cigarette cases, lighters and articles 
of adornment designed to be worn on or about 
the person, and also jewelry findings, jewelry 
cmins and rolled gold plate produced for use 
in the manufacture of smh articles. It does 
not include any article made of precirus stones 
or more than 50% of . which is composed of pre-
cious stones or :rmtals~ · 
2. Copper means anw metal in any form, including 
scrap, contaimlmg 25% or more copper by weight 
inclu::ling nickel silver, but excluding alloyed 
-gold produced in accordance with United States 
Commercial Standards CS51-35, CS67-38. 
3. Contaminated Inventory means any copper in the 
inventory of any manufacturer of jewelry which 
was contaminated by plating or· alloying with 
gold or silver ~ior to April 1, 1942, provided 
that such contamination was not effected in 
violation of General Conservation Order No. 
M-9-c, No. M-43-a. or any other Order of th9 
Director of Industry Operations. 
4. Use means any process, including ass ambling. 
Prohibition of Use in t-he Manu.facture of Jewelry. 
1. No person shall use ari.y copper in the manufacture 
of jewelry after May 15, 1942. 
a. During tbe period from tm effective date of this 
Order to May 15, 1942, inclusive, no person shrul use any 
copper except Contaminated Inventory in tre nanufacture 
of jewelry. 
*Federal Register, Vol. 7, No. 69, dated April 9; 1942. 
p. 2708. 
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CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-11-b 
* 
Zinc 
Prohibition on use of zinc in articles appearing on 
List A. Between July 24, 1942 and September 1, 1942, no 
person shall put into process in the manufacture of any 
item on List A more weight of zinc than 50% of the average 
monthly weight of zinc put into process by him during 1941 
in the lll9.king of such item, and no person shall put into 
process . any zinc in the making of such item unless procesa-
ing thereof will be completed within such period~ 
Effective September l, 1942, no person shall process 
any zinc to make any item on List A. 
{Included in List A. Buckles, Buttons, Costume Jewelry, 
Handbag Fittings, Jewelry Cases. 
Novelty Jewekry, Souvenirs.) 
*Federal Register, Vol. 7, No. 146, dated July 25; 1942. 
p. 5703. 
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CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-6-b. 
{as amended October 3, 1942) 
Nickel 
Prohibited Uses of Nickel. 
No nickel shall be used in the manufacture of any item 
for pa rt therefor, including repair parts) on List A a.tt a ch3d 
to this Order. 
Restricted Uses of Nickel. 
.. . ... 
170! 
Nickel may be used in the manufacture of articles omitted 
from List A, or for purposes · specified on List A as being 
exempt from its prohibitions, only as fo1lovvs: 
(1) By any pe rson to the extent that nickel is or 
may have been allocated to him for such purpose 
by the dizteotor General .tror Operations, but 
subject to any __ specific O.irections ~ s sued with 
respect to the material so allocated; 
{ 2) By any person vvit h the specific permission of 
the Director General for Operations, regardless 
of whether or not the nicka l to be used was 
allocated to such person by the Director General 
for Ope rations; 
(3) If the nickel to be used is in the form of nickel 
scrap or secondary nickel as respectively defined 
in the SUpplementary Order M~6-c as the same may 
be from time to time amended, by any person to 
the extent permitted by the provisions of · para-
graph (c) {2) of said Supp1e:rmntary Order. 
Prohibitions Against Sales or Deliveries. 
No persan shall hereafter sell or de liver nickel to any 
person if he knows, or h as reason to believe, such material 
is used in violation of the terms of tlus Order. 
~· Limitation of Inventories. 
No ro~nufacturer s hall receive delivery of nickel (includ-
ing scrap) or products thereof, in the form of raw materials, 
~1 
semi-processed materials, finished parts or sub-asseiriblies, 
nor shall be put into process any nickel in the form of raw 
material, in quantities which in either case slmll result in 
an inventory of such raw, semi-processed or finished material 
in excess of a minimum practicable working inventory, taking 
into consideration tbe limitations placed upon the production 
of nickel products by this Order. 
Title 32-National Defense, Chapter IX WPB, Subchapter B, 
Director General for Operations, Part 927-Nickel. 
• 
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GENERAL LIMITATIONS ORDER L-45. * 
Gold and Palladium. 
The fulfillment of requirements for the defense of the 
w.s. has created a shortage in the supply of materials and 
fpcilitie s used in the mamlfacture of jewelry for private 
account and for export, and the following Order is deemed 
necessary and appropriate in the public interest and to p:> o-
mote national defense. 
General Restrictions: 
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1. During tbe period beginnin g April 18, 1943 ending June 30, 
1943 inclusive,, no manufacturer Shall produce je v'lelry con-
taining more karat gold tban 18 3/4~ of the amount of karat 
gold -contained in the jewelry produced by him during 1940. 
2. April 14, 1943 to June 30 1 1943 inclusive, no manufacturer 
shall produce jewelry containing more palladium than 19 3/4% 
of the amoa.nt contained in tre jewelry produced by him during 
1941. 
3. In addition to above (1 and 2) a manufacturer may use of 
the aiiDUnt of platinum contained in je welry produced by him 
during 1941: 
(1) amount of karat gold equal to 25%' of such platinum 
( 2) amount of palladium equal to 10t,g of such platinum 
(3) an amount of karat gold equal to 25% of any portion 
of such platinum plus an amount of palladium 
equal to lOi% of the remaining portion of such 
pJa tinum. 
(4) During the p eriod of 3 months beginning July 1, 1943, 
and during each succeeding period of three 
months until otrnrwise ordered, no manufacturer 
am 11 produce jewelry containing more karat 
gold than 32!% of the amount of karat gold con-
tained in jewelry produced by him in 1941'~ 
(5) Likewise, no manufacturer shall produce jewelry 
containing more palladium than 12~% of the 
amount contained in jewelry produced by him 
in 1941. 
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(6) In addition to (4 and 5) a manufacturer may use 
during such periods--instead of the amount 
of platinum: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
amount o f karat equal to 16 2/3% of 
such platinum · · 
amount of palladium equal to 6 7/8% 
of such platinum 
amount of karat gold equal to 16 2/3% 
of any portion of such platinum, plus 
an amount of palladium equal to 6 7/8% 
of the remaining portion of such platinum. 
(7) Order does not apply to manufacturers producing a 
total aggregate weight ·of karat gold and palla-
dium less than 250 ozs. provided: 
(8) The 
(a) such manufacture produced in 1941 
(b) such manufacture does not produce jewelry 
containing more gold and palladium than 
he used in 1941 plus: 
1. amount of karat gold equal to 
33 1,/3% of the platinum oo ntained 
in jewelry produced by him in 1941, 
~ or 
ii. palladium equal to 14% of t~ 
platinum contained in jew~lry pro-
duced by him in 1941, or 
iii. an amount of karat gold equal to 
33 1/3% of any portion of platinum 
contained in jewelry produced by 
him during 1941, plus an amount of 
palladium equal to 14% of the · 
remaining portion of such platinum~ 
restrictions of this order do not apply to repair 
work--up to 5% of the total weight of gold and 
palladium contained in the articles being repair-
ed. Over that amount shall be deemed manurac-
ture of jewelry. 
Violation of this order shall be deemed a criminal offense pun-
ishable by fines and imprmsorunents. In addition, anyone guilty 
may be · prohibited from making or obtaining any further deliver-
i e s of, or from processing or using materials under priority 
control and may be deprived of priorities ass is tan ce; 
Federal Register, Vol. 8, No. 75, dated April 16, 1943, p. 4914. 
• 
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GENERAL LIMITATIONS ORDER L-45. 
(as amended May 6, 1943) 
Gold and Palladium~ 
General Restrictions: 
1. During the period beginning -April 15, 1943 and ending 
June 30, 1943 inclusive, no manufacturer shall produce 
Jewelry cintaining more kara t gold than 18 3/4% of the 
amount contained in jewelry produced by him during 1941. 
2. During the peri~d beginning -April 15, 1943 and ending 
June 30, 1943 incluai ve, no manufacturer shall prodcue 
jewelry containing more palladium. than 18 3/4% of the 
amount produced by him in 1941. 
-3• In addition to the karat and palladium a manufacturer may 
use during such periods, instead of the amount of 
platinum ( 1) an amount of karat gold equal to 25% of 
such platinum or (2) an amount of palladium equal to 
10!% of such platinum, or (3) an amount of karat gold 
equal to 25% of any portion of · such platinum plus an 
amount of palladium equa 1 to lOi% of the remaining 
portion of such platin~~ 
4. During the period of 3 ' months beginning April 15, 1943, 
and ending June 30, 1943, no manufacturer shall produce 
jewelry containing more karat . gold than 12!% of the 
amount of karat gold contained in the jewelry produced 
by him during 1941. 
5. During the three months period, beginning July 1, 1943, no 
manufacturer shall produce jew·elry co1i taining more 
. palladium than 12~% of the amount of palladium con-
tained in the jewelry produced by him in 1941. 
6. In addition to the amount of karat gold and palladium a 
manufacturer may use · during such pSr>iods, instead o:f 
the a:rwunt of platinum {1) an amount of karat equal to 
16 2J% of such platinum or (2) an amount of ·palladium 
equal to 7% of such platinum or (3) karat equal to 
16 2/3% of any portion of such platinum plus an amount 
of palladium equal to 7% of the remaining portion o:f 
such pla tiwm. 
tederal Register; Vol~ 8, No. 90, dated May 7, 1943, p. 5882. 
• 
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GENERAL LIMITATIONS ORDER L-45. 
{as amended June 23, 1943) 
Gold and ~alladium• 
Gene r a l Rest ric tiona·. 
1. During the period beginning April 15, 1943 and ending 
June, 1943 inclusive, no manu§acturer sl~ll produce 
jewelry containing a greater combined amount of karat 
gold and palladium than 18 3/4% of the combined amount 
of karat gold and palladium contained in the jewelry 
produced by him during 1941. 
2. In addition to the amount of karat gold and palladium a 
manufacturer may use--during such period--inste a d of 
the amount of platinum contained in jewelry produced 
by him in 1941--(1) an amount_ of karat gold equal to 
25% of any portion of platinum to produce je welry 
designed to contain stone plus an amount of palladium 
equal to lOi% of the remaining portion of platinum 
plus: (2) an amount of karat gold e'qual to 19i% of 
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any portion of platinum used in 1941 to produce 
jewelry not designed to contain stones, plus an .amount 
of palladium equal to lOi% of the remaining portion 
of such platinum, plus {3) during this period of three 
month~ beginning July 1, 1943 and during each month 
thereafter, until otherwise ordered, no manufacturer 
shall produce jevvelry containing a greater combined 
amount of karat gold and palladium than 12!,% of the 
combined amount of karat gold and palladium contained 
in the jewelry produced by him during 1941. { 4) In 
addition a manufacturer Jn§.·y use during any calendar 
quartin after July 1, 1943, instead of ·the am:mnt of 
platinum (a) an amount of karat gold equal to 16 2/3% 
of any portion of platinum used in 1941 to m1ke jewelry 
designed to contain stones, plus palladium equal to 7% of the remaining portion of such platinum: plus 
{b) karat gold equa l to 7% of ~. any portion of plat inum 
used in 1941 to produce jewelry designed not to con-
tain stones. 
This order do es not apply to karat gold used in repair work 
up to 5% . of the total weight contained in the article being 
repaired• 
Federal Register, Vol. 8, No. 124, dated June 24, 1943, p. 8669. 
• 
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GENERAL CONSERVATION ORDER M-162. 
Platinum. 
(a) Applicability of Priorities Regulation No. 1. 
Restrictions on Sale, Purchase, and · Delivert• 
After the · effective date of t his Order, no Person shall 
sell, transfer, or otherwise deliver Platinum or Platinum Alloy s, 
except to a Person known by the Seller or Transferor to be a 
Refiner, a Dealer~ a Distributor, a Processor, or a Consumer of 
Platinum or Platinum Alloy s. No. person, after the effective 
date of this Order, shall purc hase or accept delivery of Pla- · 
tinum Alloys, unless he is a Refiner, a Dealer, a Dist r ibutor, 
a Processor, or a Consumer of Platinum or Platinum Alloys. 
Reports of Stocks and Inventories. 
Every Person who, mn the 31st day of May, 1942, or on the 
last day of any month thereafter, b~ s title to, or possession 
or control of, one ( 1) or more troy ounces of Platinum or 
Platinum Alloys, exclusive of Platinum or Platinum Alloys c6n-
ta fued in items listed in Schedule A here to attached, shall, on 
or before the close of busines s on the l~th day of the succeed-
ing month, report to tte War Production oa rd, on For.m FP-512, 
the quantity and d escription of Platinum- or Platinum Alloys 
owned by him, or in . his possession or control, tl:e business in 
wl~ch be ' is engaged, and such ·other information a s may be 
require d. 
Reports of Sales or Transfers. 
After the effective date of this Order, every person who 
sells, transfers, or otherwis e disposes of Platinum or Platinurn 
Alloys to the extent of one or more troy ounces, exclusive of 
Rlatinum or Platinum Alloys contained in items liste d in 
Schedule A hereto attached, · during any calendar mont h , shall, 
on or before the clos e of business on ths 15th day of the suc-
ceeding month, re port to the war Production Boa rd., on Form PF-513, 
the quantity arid description of Platinum or Platinum Alloy s sold 
or otherwise transfe r red during the month, the names, addresses, 
and businesses of all Persons to whom he sold, transferred or 
otherwise disposed of Platinum or Platinum Alloys, and such 
other information as may be required. 
• 
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Renorts of Purchases or Receipts. 
After the effective date of this Order, every Person who 
purchases, acquires possession of or title to, or otherwise 
gains possession or control of any Platinum or Platinum Alloys, 
exclusive of Platinum or Platinum Alloys contained in items 
l is ted in Schedule A hereto attached, during any calendar 
month, shall' on or before ths close of business on the 15th 
day of the succeeding month, report to the War Prodnc ti on 
Board, on Form PD-514, tl:e quantity and description of Platinum 
or Platinum Alloys received into his possession or control, or 
cb!therwise ac,quired, the names, addresses, and businesses of the 
Perrons from whom he received the Platinum or Platinum Alloys, 
his own name, address, and business, and such other information 
as may be re~ired~ 
Title 32-National Defense, Chapter IX-WPB, Subchapter B, · 
Division of Industry Operations, Part 1256-Platin~ 
• 
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CONSERVATION ORDER NO. M-199 
Silver • 
upon sale or delive... of foreign silver for 
uses. 
No supplier shall -sell foreign silver except to a sup-
p1iel" or manufacturer. Between July 29, 1942, and October 1, 
1942, except to -fill orders bearing a preference rating of A-3 
or higher, ·no supplier shall sell or deliver foreign silver to 
any manufacturer for restricted uses in excess of one-twelfth 
of the aggregate amount by weight of such foreign silver sold 
or delivered by him to such manufacturer for restricted uses 
during the calendar year 1941 or in excess of one-sixtho:tr 
the aggregate amount by weight of such foreign silver sold or 
delivered to him by such manufacturer for restricted uses dur-
ing the P=l riod from January 1, 1942, to July 1, 1942, whichever 
is greater; and after October 1, 1942, except to fill orders 
bearing a preference rating of A-3 or higher, no supplier 
shall se 11 or deliver amy silver (.foreign) to any manufacturer 
for restricted uses. No supplier shall sell or deliver foreign 
silver to any person if he knows, or has reaason to believe~ 
such silver is to be received or used in violation of the 
terms of thi s or de re 
Restrictions upon purchase or receipt of .foreign silver for 
restricted uses. 
Between July 29, 1942, and October 1, 1942, except to 
.fill orders bearing a preference rating of A-3 or higher, no 
manUfacturer s rJE.ll purcm se or receive foi'•e ign silver for 
restricted uses in excess of one-twelf'th oi' the aggregate 
amount by weight o:tt such foreign .silver purcmsed or received 
by suc:q manufacturer for _ restricted uses _during the -calendar 
year 1941 or in excess of one-sixth of the aggregate amoutn · 
by weight of such foreign :ilver pruchased or received by such 
manuf a cturer for restricted uses · during t m period from 
January 1, 1942, to July 1, 1942, whichever is greater; and 
after October 1, 1942, except to fill orders bearing a prefer-
ence r a ting of A-3 or higher, no manufacturer shall purchase 
or receive any foreign silver for re stx•icted uses~ 
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.. 
Restrictions upon manufacture of foreign silver for restricted 
uses. 
1~9 
Between July 29, 1942, and October 1, 1942, except to fill 
orders bearing a preference rating of A-3 or higher, no manu-
facturer shall put into process foreign silver for restricted 
uses in excess of one-twelfth of the aggregate amount by weight 
of such foreign silver put into process by such ri:Bnufacturer for 
restricted uses during the period from January 1, 1942, to 
July 1, 1948, whichever is greater. Except to fill orders 
bearing a preference rating of A-3 or higher, no manufacturer 
shall put into process any foreign silver fo r restricted uses, 
nor sba.ll he process further any partially-processed products 
<h r parts thereof of foreign silver on List A; unless tbe pro-
ducts or parts Will be finished by October 1, 1942. After 
October:.l, 1942, except to fill orders bearing a preference 
rating of A-3 or higher, no manufacturer shall put into pro-
cess or precess any foreign silver for r estricted uses• 
Title 32-National Defense, Chapter IX-WPB, Subchapter B. 
Director General for Operations, 
Part 3022--Silver. 
CONSERVATION ORDER M-199 
(as amended) 
"Manuf'acturer 11 means any person who uses silver by incorporat-
ing it physically in the products or parts thereof which he 
manufactures or who uses or consumes silver in any manufactur-
ing, testing, laboratory, plating, or repairing process. 
Restrictions upon manufacture of foreign silver for restricted 
uses. 
Required rating of A-1-a on foreign silver. Restricted use of 
domestic silver between February 25, 1943 and April 1, 1943 to 
1/24 of that used in 1941 or 1942 whichever was greater and 
made the same restriction for each calendar month there~fter 
with the following exce p tions: 
1. Merchandise made by hand tools exclusively. 
2. (a) :Manufacturer who was in business during 1941 
(b) 1941 sales of silver product did not exceed $25,000 
(c) He co ntinues to employ 5 persons or less each of 
whom is over 50 or is incapacitated 
(d) Gros s sale s of silver products for 1943 and each 
year thereafter do not exceed $35 1 000~ 
Feb. 25, 1943 
Put use of silver on quarterly basis. Amount to be used 
in each qua rter not to exceed 1/8 of tba t used during 1941 or 
1942 whichever was greater. 
No foreign silver to be pUrchased, delivered or used for 
any other than a use on List A. 
Treasury silver to be used only on articles on List c. 
(jewelry not included in List C.) 
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July 29, 1943. 
Summary from New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silvei'smi ths 1 
Association. 
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A STATEMENT FROM THE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITrEE 
to 
Paul I. Granberg 
Consumer Druable Goods Division 
War Product ion Board 
It might be contended that silver is needed 
in the war production field and, therefore~ is a 
critical commodity. With nearly 3 1/3 billion . 
ounces of fine silver being unsoundly held by the 
Tre~ury, we cannot concede that silver is criti-
cal metal, except that it is made critical by such 
unround policies. As previously stated, efforts 
are being m~de to correct this situation thro~gh 
Congressional channels and we resp3ctfully request 
that action based on tbe assumption tbat silver is 
a critical metal be withheld until such time as · 
this situation within Congress can be clarified~ 
It is difficult for us to discount the fact 
tmt 9 cents worth of copper used in the alloying 
of gold and silver produces from · 300 .oo to $500 .oo 
worth of taxes and provides a full week's employ-
ment for each of many workers wln are not being 
transferred to war work. In addition to this loss 
of _revenue, there must be considered the expense of 
unemployment •insurance and other relief which the 
records here available show to be rising in the 
jewelry centers. Without the continued use by the 
industry of gold and silver, the burden upon tm 
government in purchasing these mtals now held in 
abundance would likewise be very great. We also 
call to your attention tbe danger of disrupting the 
free flow of foreign silver by administratively 
shutting off some of its markets. By so doing the 
United States is apt to lose its foreign silver 
sources ' to competing foreign countries, tmreby 
hurting both war pr' oduction and civilian production~ 
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THE CASE FOR TBE SURVIVAL 
of tm 
COSTUME JE WELRY MANUFACTURING . INDUSTRY 
In order to summarize the case for the survival 
of the industry which hinged on the continue d me 
of silver, it seems to us that it is ne cas sary to 
determine three factors: (1) tha amount of war pro-
duction now in t h e industry measured by the ration 
of war production man hours wor~d to the total man 
hours worked; ( 2) amount of normal product! cin ne ces-
sary to supp lement war production to the ex tent which 
wi 11 allow the indus try to continue to produce the 
war goods which it now produces and zmintain the 
employment with..in t :te industry which cannot be absorb-
ed at present by war production · in the locality where 
the industry principally exists; (3) the minimum 
quantity of silver necessary to produce the additional 
volume necessary for keeping the industry at least on 
a subsistence level. 
Regarding the first of these factors. To deter-
mine the degree of conversion of the industry, the 
As sociation asked each manufacturing nember to submit 
the number of man hours worked on war production and 
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the number of man hou r s per week v.orlled on normal pro-
duction. Ninety-nine (99) concerns, representing an 
estimated seventy (70) percent of the industry, r e plied. 
The aggregate figures of the s e concerns indic a te a 
total of 434,175 man hours worked on war production 
and normal production. About two-thirds of all firnE 
report i ng bad some war work. Of these so~m were 100% 
converted and some were converted only a nominal amount. 
Analysis shoWs many reasons for varying degrees of con-
vers i on but points ~vincingly to the conclusion that 
conversion success wns b ased up on ths fol lowing prin-
ci pa 1 factors: ( 1) exceptional engineering skill; ( 2) 
equipment needed by the war production effort, such as 
scre w machines, more than the ave rage number of mach~ne 
tools, etc.; (3) success in securing used maclnne tools 
or priority a ssistance on new tools; (4) financial 
ability; ( 5) other sp ecia 1 reasons • 
In respect to the second or the se factor s. The 
Association's survey s h ows that the indus try must create 
316,156 man hours of work to a dd to its war production 
to maintain its present pace, a pace admittedly profit-
able but necessarily profitable in order to maintain 
tm expense of adding to its war production. SiXty-
nine concerns repre.senting an estimated 50% of the 
industry indicated they bave spent 168,775.00 in their 
efforts to get war busine s:s. This sa.n:e group has also 
made a capital investment of $696,575.00 in equipment, 
plant conversion, tools, dies, · etc~ 
In answer to the third factor. To determine the 
amount of fine silver necessary to c~ate this work, 
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tm Association asked its members to state the quantity 
of fine silver necessary for them to maintain themselves 
for 12 months after considering their war production, 
karat gold production and other benefits accruing to 
them. The aggregate figures of 106 concerns represent-
ing an estimated 75% of the industry here defined show 
that they must have approximately 686 tons of fine sil-
ver for . ~ twelve months period. 
To preserve this industry's one third war produc-
tion--to make sound and useful both its expense and 
capital investment for war production as shown by official 
figures we, as a group of small industrial units, ask 
you all possible assistance in mi.king available to the 
industry approximately 686 tons of fine silver at a price 
to ·be worked out by mutual agreement with tl:e parties 
involved. 
Finally, may we call your attention to the emer-
gency nature of this problem. Stocks of silver are 
daily running out in many plants. Further layoffs of 
workers are taking place. Silver deliveries for this 
month, July, have been suspended by major bullion dealers. 
Immediate action is needed to preserve this indus tryt s 
war effort--its very existence~ 
Edward o. Otis, Jr., Executive Secretar& for Industry 
Advisory Committee of N.E~ M. J. s. Assoc. in a 
letter to James E. Murray, Ckairman of Special Com- · 
mit tee to Study Problems of American Small Business • 
July 13, 1942. 
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AB3TRACllr 
I Back one hundred and fifty years ago a man lmovm only as1 \i 
11 the French.1'!18.n 11 came to this area in Southeastern Massachusett ~ 
to establish an industry which later was to be stamped the \1 
i 
"Jewelry Center of the World". The various skill::s. WJhich this 1 
I 
man exercised as an individual, eventua Uy extended into the ~~ 
specialized skills and varied machines of several thousand II 
workers·. 
Despite the inevitable set-backs wl1ich plague any indus-
try periodically, the jewelers prospered. The industry re-
tained all the virtues- of small business and a homey relation-
ship bet,,veen men and management developed. World War I had 
not dist ~bed it much, but the Second Great War rocked the 
!I 
\ 
I 
' 
I C:Opper, zinc, 
!I 
local industry right down to its metal bases. 
tin, steel, the platinwns and finally even gold and silver--
I the substance of its raw materials--were banned by government j 
decree~, since these were the essence of modern war instrument&. 
I 
I· 
. The fact that they knew no other lines of manufacture; that 
gig business was monopolizing war contract~; that both big 
government and big business looked down upon the jewelers' 
potentialities as war producer s; that everyone regarded this 
type of manufacture as a luxury anyway--these undeniable facts·· 
added to the jewelers' pessimism as war clouds grew more 
menacing. 
1
1 These circumstances, ho1.n.ever, did not cause the 
\ jewelers to receive such denials and misunderstandings in 
I 
I. 
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!1 sunine fashion. On the contrary they fought back1 Fortunate ll • 
indeed they ware to have develop:l ove r th..e past bal:f century 
a high grade of leadership tll..rough their trade organization, 
the New England Manufacturing Jeweler·s' and Silvel"Slniths' 
Association. This leadership, fed and propagated by truly 
democratic methods throughout the years, pu1•sued an intel-
ligent anGl courageous course.. The early restrictions by I 
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government, due to the vigor and validi~y of their leaders' :J 
contentions·, were modified and extended. Frequent modifica-
tions granted the jewelers time. 'Nhat time so gained was to 
early contention that jewelry was a factor in fortifying the 
morale of the war worker by psychologically rewarding him for 
his long hours of labcr, li:klewise ca100 to be aclmowledged:.~. 
Their reasoning that infinitesi~~l amounts of copper would 
enable them to karat their gold and produce great quantitie::r 
of jewelry which would return the Tre a sury millions in exc:tse 
revenues proved sound. Their argu ~~~ that the base metal$ 
should be made available in reduced quantities in order to 
grant the industry time to conver~, and that partj_al con-
tinuance of normal manufacturing would keep production teaw~ 
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together and enable the jeweler to accomplish war contra cts at 
a slightly over cost basis, at last became evident. Their 
opinion th~t no small business should be sacrificed to war and 
that big business would finally need their talents and ski l lS' 
we re found true. Indeed, all these factors as trey were diplo-
matically yet insistently pronru.lgated by the industrial leaders 
of the At tleboros were borne out in the long run. 
Although handicapped by light machinery, handicraft 
I methods, skills which were a pparently non-transferable, and 
,I rnan a gements tbat were rutted in routine, the Attleboro jewelry 
I industry proved its worth. World Vvar II demanded electrical 
equipment in quantities never before experienced by the war 
. makers. Vfuile the jewelers' initial concepts of war production I 
were based on Yforld War I notions of h3 avy type marrui'acture, a 
more careful analysis of modern war instruments disclosed a 
need for vast qu~ntitiea of this electrical equipment and ele c-
tronics devices. These proved a natural for the jewelry worker. 
His skills, built around tiE construction and assEtnbly of small I 
I i tema, could be transferred to the construe tion and a ss:embly of i 
' such products. His lmowledge of •working' metals, the 'plating' 
of metals, and the small stampings suited to his light power 
stamps and drop hammers likewise coincided. Tm ingenuity o:r 
the jewelry toolinaker and the long acquaintance of the indus try I 
with all typl s of fine soldering, _enabled it to nJ3 et ,a variety 1 
I 
of problems. New machines, jigs and fixttu"'es, and new methods.' I 
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operations. These, tm larger corporations were pleased to 
pass on to Attleboro's small industrialists whom they had pre-
viously slighted. Management, too, assmred problems and 
responsibilities with a genuine sense of adventure. Their 
actual accomplishments, the variety and quantity of war prodJ-
ucts, ·.a"·atounded both govel''nment and big business alike. 
Tools, taps, and dyes--electronic devices, radar parts, airborne 
i 
radio equipment, crystals, s witcl1 contacts, circuit breakers, 
condenser assemblies--the plating of radio and radar parts, 
wave guides, sheet and wire tubing--gun p;trts, incendiary bomb 
parts, torpedo components, shells, and ammunition- -soldering 
and assembling, welding, forging, ''tinning ' , stamping--military 
insignia, medals, identification bracelets, dog tags--these are 
but a sample list of the products and processes which the 
Attleboro jewelers adqpted ·with gre at success as their contri-
bution to America's war economy. 
The great record which they spread upon the pagen of 
World War II production was based, nevertheles~, on factor& 
other than transferable skill of worker.e, versatility of 
ro~nagement or the all-out efforts of both individuals and their 
trade as socia ti on~ In plant layout, engineering advice, new 
production methods, and in contacts with other areas of Ameri-
can industry they were greatly aided by the local w. P. B. 
I 
engineer. An accelerated war production .in the Attleboros I 
dated from the. opening of his office. ~vo surveys of facilitie 
initiated his actions and the successrul institution and opera-j 
I 
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tion of the 'hen and'. :chicken' methods rapidly followed. The 
summit o~ war production for the Attleboroa--78 percent of all 
man-hours- worked--\·:as reached in January 1944. ThiE; indeed, was 
in sharp contrast to the negligible contribution in 1917-18, 
a mere 5 percent conversion. 
In some individual cases where small plants converted 
100 percent and so lost normal contacts, h..ardship was realized. 
Generally, however, definite benefits accrued to the industry. 
Tools and equipment were brought up to date. More streamlined 
methods wePe adopted and the advantages of mass production 
realized. More specialized machines came about and have become 
a prermane:1t feature in local manutacturing. Many new contacts: 
resulted and a diversification of products ~~e carried over 
in numerous instances. ~1ese bene~its are real and ta~gibla. 
The intangible benefi ts:1, lilrewise, are o~ great import • 
Management has assumed a greater degree o~ initiative, and a 
willingness .to do the unusual. lNorkers were awakened to a 
realization of their talents and their limitations as well'~ 
Certain it is that this small industrial segment learned 
great lessons from its war experience. Equally certain it is 
that both government of~icials and big business g~ined a new 
appreciation of the Attleboros' place in any future war economy 
Should another emergency suddenly face this country, we can be 
certain that the men, machines, and manaf$ement of the 
will swiftly and effectively join batt~ • 
Att.leboro 
I 
I 
